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4. CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL

The objectives of this portion of the integrated design inspection were to

evaluate the civil and structural engineering practices and technical execution

of the design with specific emphasis upon control and exchange of information

within the project. The team inspected areas defining whether:

(1) regulatory requirements and design bases as specified in the license

application have been correctly translated and satisfied as part of

g specifications,TdrawfM{ngrocedureg
*= .._.e .m, o.,. m es. -ove=" *

.

(2) correct design information has been provided both internally and

externally to the responsible design organizations including selected.

off-site subcontractors.

(3) design engineers had sufficient technical guidance to perform assigned

engineering evaluations, and

(4) design controls, as applied to the original design, have also been
l'

*

applied to design changes, including field changes.

These objectives were accomplished by selecting a sample of structural elements

which make up the building structures or are supporting mechanical, electrical,

and instrumentation and control systems and equipment being reviewed by team

members in those specific disciplines. This sampling was uset, to assess the

interdisciplinary interface design control exercised on the feabrook ,I fproject.
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4.1 Design Information

The objectives of this phase of the inspection were to evaluate, based on

specific examples, how the basic civil-structural design criteria taken as

input from such sources as the NRC regulations, the General Design Criteria,

Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Positions and

industry codes and standards and commited to in the FSAR have been incorporated

into design documents and design and quality control procedures. Where possible

commitments were selected from the FSAR as they relate to the civil-structural

discipline design effort relative to the containment spray system. Where it was
,

not possible to relate oirectly to the containment spray system, basic struc-

tural commitments and elements were selected for review. Also included in the
~

objectives is an evaluation of the involvement of Yankee Atomic as the agent

for Public Service in the major design effort delegated to United Engineers.

United Engineers, the Seabrook Plant architect-engineer,isYthe major design
'

organization reviewed during this inspection. Interfaces and information flow

between the various organizations, involved in the design were also defined and,

I evaluated in order-to assess design control mechanisms.

4

In the civil-structural discipline, the pertinent criteria the argUne c c.rdtted '

to comply with include NRC rules and regulations, the General Design Criteria,

Regulatory Guides, Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) and other documents as well,

.

as the appropriate commercial codes and standards. The basic document used in

i design of the containment structure is the American Society of.llechanical
~

i Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, Code
; .J,

,

;-
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for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments"(Winter 1975 Addenda for contain-
~ #ment liner;' Mater 1976 Addenda for reinforced concrete) (Reference 4. ).

't
For other reinforced concrete structures, the American Concrete Institute,

'ACI-318-71," Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete"(with Commentary)

was used (Reference 4. ). Steel structures have been designed in accordance

1 with the American Institute for Steel Construction (AISC)]' Specification for the
"

Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,1969 Edition
.

(including supplements 1, 2 and 3) (Reference 4. ). For quality requirements

- the applicant committed to use American National Standards Institute N45.2-1974,

Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants (Reference

4. ). These commitments are contained in Sections 3.8.1.2, 3.8.3.2 and

3.8.4.2 of the FSAR.

In order to assure implementation of these specific commitments in the civil- .

structural area the licensee, Public Service, contracted with Yankee Atomic for

several tasks such as facility design control, construction coordination and

quality assurance. The Yankee Atomic organization for the project in the

civil-structural area had at the time of the inspection three engineers in the

civil-structural discipline, under the Mechanical Lead Engineer, as part of

the project's engineering group of 35 professionals.

.

At United Engineers in the civil-structural discipline on the project there

are several groups which have responsibilities for the engineering and design

of the Seabrook Plant. The basic design and engineering effort was done under
'

the lead of the supervising structural engineer. The supervising structural
.

_ . . - _
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engineer, called a supervising discipline engineer, reports through an assistant

project engineer to the project engineering manager. The supervising ciscipline

engineer for structural was the same individual from the beginning of the project

until August of 1982 when his assistant replaced him. During the period of

heavy involvement in design for the basic structures the structural group in

projects was aligned by specific plant structure in that the containment shell,

for example, had a designated cognizant engineer as the lead structural design

engineer for that building. A significant number of engineers were assigned in
,

these building groups to execute the design. As that phase of the project drew

to a close the structural personnel have also been formed into specific task
~

oriented efforts such as the beam verification program. The cognizant engineers

assigned by building still exist, but have smaller groups and may also now have

responsibilities for several buildings. Another change that grew over the life

of the design evolution was the importance of site related engineering efforts.

Now, no less than six different groups exist working in the structural discipline

in different chains of command with three at the site and three in the home office.

A separate structural group has been set up in the home office in the Site

Support Engineering Group to interface with the. field Site Engineering ' group

so as to minimize impacts on the project Structural broup. This group acts

in support of an approves the work done by engineering forces (Site Engineering)

on site at the Seabrook Plant. In general, Site Engineering is appraised of

a problem encountered during construction. Site Engineering will either propose

j a solution or will request a solution from Site Support Engineering. The

proposed 5.olution will be reviewed for approval by Site Support Engineering or
,

an alternative will be provided.

.
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The team reiiewed the involvement of Yankee Atomic in the civil-structural

. aspects'of the plant design,by reviewing a sample of the basic design control

and quality assurance. documents and by a review of a' sample of work completed

'by Yankee Atomic in carrying out their responsibility to control the design of

the facility, provide construction coordination and execute the quality

assurance functions.
.

The principal documents providing for the implementation of all quality

assurance aspects of the Seabrook plant for Yankee Atomic are the project

policies (Reference 1. ) and the Seabrook Quality Assurance Manual -

,

(Reference 1. ). The project policies provide guidelines for implementation
's e

of the specific phases of the quality assurance system and _ describe processing

of documents such as the engineering review reports, filing of documents, and

handling of engineering documents. The Quality Assurance Manual establishes

the procedures for the internal and external quality controls ~of Yankee Atomic

such as the scope and frequency of the audits, interface controls,'and provides

guidelines for the review of specific categories of documents.

Both project policies and the Quality Assurance. Manual are' under the direct

responsibility of the project manager. The project manager is responsible to >

~

assure that both the project policies and the Quality Assurance Manual are in~

,

agreement. In case of a conflict between these two documents the Quality

. Assurance Manual takes precedence. The project policies are reviewed and

updated periodically to reflect the current modes of operation and. design.

- - -. . _ . -,
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. The team reviewed the series of procedures contained in the Yankee Atomic

Quality Assurance fianual, Section 3 on Design Control. These procedures are'

as follows:

Procedure 3.1 - External Interface Controls (Reference 1.45)

Procedure 3.2 - Review Controls (Reference 1.45)

Procedure 3.3 - Review Procedure with Appendix A, 8, C & D

(Reference 1.45)

This series of procedures defined the documents which Yankee Atomic would

review, defined the method of resolving comments on those documents and methods

of controlling interfaces between contractors for the Seabrook Project. The
,

team cencluded that these procedures were adequate to define the design control-

mechanisms which Yankee Atomic would utilize over, mainly, United Engineers

in the production of design documents'in the civl-structural discipline.

The team fo;used on eight of thn,ity specifications in the civil-structural

area which had been prepared by United Engineers and reviewed by Yankee Atomic.

Threeoftheeightspecificationshadbeendesign$ ia the project policies

("UE&C Specification Review List", Project Policy No'. 5, Reference 1. ),

as requiring an engineering review form, meaning each specification was to have

documented evidence of. the Yankee Atomic review. The remainder of the sample

did not require a documented review to exist within the Yankee Atomic

project files for Seabrook. In the case of all eight specifications the team

found evidence in the records that Yankee Atomic had provided technical comments

and input into the cevelopment of the detailed specifications for materials,
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fabrication and field construction of items in the civil-structural discipline.

As 'provided for in the procedures, the Yankee Atomic project manager was responsi-

ble for the review and approval of the specifications that were developed by

United Engineers. In addition, when changes were made in the specification
was

q or the associated purchase order, Yankee Atomic had been/gresponsible for

accepting the changes. One example of control exercised by Yankee Atomic

over the design process was on the subject of the use of Code Cases for the

application of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, to the containment. Since#

approval for the use of Code Cases must be given by the NRC, Yankee Atomic

had exercised control over United Engineers to assure that the Code Cases

eventually utilized were acceptable to the NRC. The team reviewed a series

of letters relate'd to this particular item during its inspect, ion of Yankee

Atomic (References 4. through 4. ).

The team noted that the Yankee Atomic " Drawing Review List", Project Policy

No. 7 ,(Reference 1. ) required no review of structural design. drawings.

The team did however review the actions taken by Yankee Atomic on certain

engineering change authorizations on which Yankee Atomic had exercised

control over United Engineers. The actions taken by Yankee Atomic were

_ judged'to be acceptable.

i

The team also reviewed an audit report by Public Service and Yankee Atomic

of an audit conducted on July 26, 1973 at-United Engineers' offices in-

,

I- Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The purpose of the audit, conducted in accordance

with the requirements d Yankee Quality Control and Assurance Procedure WQ-115,

l

|

_ .. - _ _ _ _ . .
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paragraphs III.A.1 through 8, was mainly to verify disposition of the open items
'

of the previous two internal audits. The report discussed three items identified

in the previous audit, conductea on May 15, 1973 which had not been satisfactorily

resolved. No new open items were found during the audit. In a subsequent'

letter, dated August 30, 1973, United Engineers discussed the propoced'

resolution of the items covered in the subject audit report. The$bfteam'-

noted that the identification of the staff conducting the audit and as stated

in the audit report was not made by fuli name or by title, but by their initials.

The team found that such identification of personnel makes it extremely difficult

or even impossible to trace down the peo31e involved. The team did however,
n eie,- e. ,. a r

judge that the audit had been properly performed and represented design controls:A

exercisec early in the design phase in the civil-structural discipline.
J

Yankee Atomic also participated in resolution of engineering change authoriza-

tions and nonconformances which might have had serious impact upon the project
w4te

and which could not be considered routine. Two such issues were be-ing- addressed

during the early stages of the projectare. S*s5M c'c.b
,

<.ns'

In many pipe support details, it isgnecessary to butt weld a thick plate at

right angles to an embedment plate. In approximately 20 cases the right angle

plate has pulled out a portion of the embedment plate by'lamellar tearing.

Gr-
Similar problems occurred previously in welding of annulas steel. The fact

'

that the problem again came up was that there was no welding or material

review, nor was there any general communication issued to alert all designers
i

of supports to the problem of lamellar tearing. .The problem has not been

|-

!
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totally resolved, but the tentative consideration is to change steel from

ASTM A-36 to Lukens Fine Line 516. Yankee Atomic personnel are involved in

the resolution.

Design information developed by United Engineers from the commitments in the

FSAR were reviewed by the team. The basic document addressing the civil-
'* structural discipline area is listed as a system description on the Seabrook

project system description master index. The document is known as the Struc-

tural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3).

Several discrepancies between the FSAR commitments and the Structural Design

Criteria were found as well as internal inconsistencies within the Structural
'

Design Criteria document. The team also found that these problems had been -
,

translated into the calculations. From the team's effort on this aspect of

the inspection the confusion appeared to be limited to the classification

and design loads for the tank farm structure. Provided below is a' list of

the problems found by the team in tracking the development of design criteria

to design procedures and finally to a completed design, first for seismic loads

and then for tornado loads.

Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR lists as Category I structures, the foundations and

dikes of the refueling water storage tank. Absent from the list of seismic

Category I structures is the structural steel frame and roof system of the

tank farm, indicating it is apparently acceptable for them to be non-seismic

Category I. The FSAR in Section 3.2.1 states that several non-seismic Category

I structures are designed against collapse onto seismic Category I structures

|

|
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'due to safe shutdown earthquake loadings and that details are in Section

3.7(B).2 of.the FSAR.' A review of Section 3.7(B).2.8 indicated that "all

non-seismic Category I structures which, due to their proximity to teismic

Category I structures could possibly compromise the safety function of the

seismic Category I structures by their collapse, are either designed to

collapse away from the adjacent seismic Category I structures (see Table

3.7(B)-22 for further discussion) or are designed for the safe shutdown

earthquake loading." Table 3.7(B)-22 indicates that the tank farm area steel

framing over the refueling water storage tank is designed not to collapse into

the Unit 1 primary auxiliary building.

The Structural Design Criteria, 50-66, indicates in Section 3.1.24 that on

tiovember 30, 1982 when Revision 1 was made to the document the tank. farm
3

area,EobdhA5e d main steel framing (the entire structure), was categorized
,

as seismic Category I. This meant upgrading the structural steel portion of

the structure frcm non-seismic Category I to seismic Category I. In Table

3.3.-2,which tabulates the loads applicable to non-Category I structures)

j. there is any entry for the tank farm area, Unit I structural steel framing-
| which indicates the design is to'be under the provisions of the. Uniform

Building Code. Also apparently in error is Footnote (3) indicating manhole

covers shall be designed for H20 wheel loads and impact. This apparently-

does not apply to the tank farm area steel framing..

With regard to tornado loads the FSAR in Table 3.3-4 indicates that the tank

farm area structural steel framing over the refueling water storage tank isL

|
|

!-

-
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a non-Category I structure designed to collapse in such a manner as to fall

away from the primary auxiliary building due to tornado wind loading.

Additionally, Section 3.3.2.3 of the FSAR prescribes a special design procedure

for non-Category I structures under tornado loadings in which roof slabs are

considered to be expendable under tornado loadings but the steel frame and

one-third -of the siding are to remain intact and not collapse. The FSAR in
" ro r n o d o' Desyn Cher;Nex6'on "

Section 1.8 indicates compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.117,g ath ?.prild

-(m 4,.esce /. '\1978, Revision 4, f It states that structures, systems and components important;

to safety that should be protected from the effects of a Design Basis

Tornado are: .... those necessary to ensure capability to shut down the

reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition (this includes both hot

standby and cold shutdown capability ....".
,

(tie to RWST and RHR system from Mechanical Components Group -
'

see Norkin)

. -

7
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The Structural . Design Criteria, SD-66, in Section 3.1 which lists Category

I structures contains.two footnotes, (1) and (2), which are utilized to denote

.those structures in Section 3.1 which are not designed for tornado missiles

or for tornado loads. Item 3.1.24 for the tank farm area (concrete and main

steel framing) has no notation of Note (1) or (2) applying which would mean

that the complex is designed to resist all tornado effects. However, Table-

3.3-2 indicates that the tank farm area (steel framing) is designed to resist

tornado pressure, but not tornado missiles. Additionally, Section 4.4.2.6

' which ' addresses the design procedure for non-Category I structures indicates

the roof-is expendable during a tornado and can be allowed to become detached

or fail. This would mean the concrete roof slab could generate missiles.

.

The team also found that the treatment of live loads for the Seabrook Project

was in question. The FSAR in Section 3.8.3 in addressing design loads on

structures inside containment states that:

" Live loads include any movable equipment loads and other. loads

which vary in intensity and/or occurrence. Live loads are present

only during shutdown conditions, and do not govern the design of -

any components."

'FSAR Section 3.8.4.3 in addressing design loads on Category:I structures other

than containment states that:

i
~

L
" Live loads are all temporary gravity loads including but not limited

,

to normal snow loads', conventionally distributed and. concentrated

floor loads, and movable equipment loads, such as. cranes -and hoists".

!
, . ,. - . _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ . , _ - _ __
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The Structural Design Criteria, SD-66,. states that:

"The live load shall include construction load, estimated

equipment loads, piping, ducts, electrical conduits, cable

trays, instrumentation tubing, etc. and any other loads that

vary in intensity and occurrence. The estimated uniformly

distributed live load does not represent actual loading and

shall not be used for seismic analysis work. Except for the

Administration Building, the minimum live load shall be 100 PSF.

Table 4.2-1^shows the design uniformly distributed live load

and estimated uniformly distributed equipment loads. When
.

actual equipment loads are used, uniformly distributed. live

loads need not be applied to the area covered by equipment. In

the final analyses the actual equipment loads may be used unless

) estimated uniformly distributed live loads are greater than the

actual loads, in which case the members designed with estimated

' loads may be revised or left as originally designed."

Table 4.2-1 then provides a listing of all buildings and floor elevations

with the uniformly distributed live loads and the estimated uniformly'

distributed load due to equipment and piping, etc. defined at each elevation.

Two footnotes are associated with this table. The first footnote states
'

that: *

4

" Uniformly distributed live load shall not be considered with

seismic load conditions except loads which are marked Permanent."

i .. - : . . _ -
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The-table shows only limited areas loaded wit;i permanent live load. All

hydrostatic and snow loads are considered permanent and there is a 150 PSF
.

. permanent live load on Elevation 75' of the Control Building.
J

i The second footnote states that:

" Estimated uniformly distributed load due to equipment, piping,

etc.A o be used in absence of the actual equipment load. As soont
., .

as the actual equipment and piping loads become available, the
,

1

| affected area.should be checked with actual loads assuming the
i
L load as " dead" load in the design load combinations with live load.

as zero (0) with-seismic load combinations'.'

.

Based on the information found while reviewing the calculations for the tank

i farm structural steel and the previous criteria from the FSAR and the Structural

f Design Criteria, 50-66, the team made several findings.
'

4

Calculation No. WB-61 (Reference 4.34) indicates no design for tornado loading
;

; for the structural steel ~ framing of the tank farm area.~ This was found to

be inconsistent with Section 3.1.24 of the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66

and footnotes (1) and (2)'which would indicate the steel. framing is designed,

!. for tornado loads as a Category I structure which is indicated also' in

g-(Finding 4-2I)..Sectior; 3.1.24

|

L

As a result of the inspection United Engineers h'as undertaken a review of this:
.

matter.-

|

| _
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The tank farm structural steel is seismic Category I based on Section 3.1.24
.

of the Structural Design Criteria, 50-66. The calculations and drawings are'

all classified as seismic Category I which is apparently the design intent

at this time. The design load combinations listed in Calculation No. WB-61,

: Sheet 10 of 79, dated September 28, 1978 (Reference 4.34) omits load combina-

tions containing the safe shutdown earthquake. This violates the Structural

' Design Criteria-SD-66, Table 5.4-2 (Reference :1.3) in that two load combinations

contain the safe shutdown earthquake loads (Finding 4-6).

i

As a result of the inspection United Engineers has stated that the operating
,

basis earthquake load combination always controls for the design of the
'

structural steel beams, and that this statement with a justification will be

incorporated into the structural design calculations. For bracing it-is not

clear that the operating basis earthquake will control the design, c --

~

-
.___. . _ ,_ .-

.;:4 c .

United Engineers has stated that the design of the tank farm area structurey

is under re-evaluation as a result of the inspection.

The use of zero live load for most all floors when considering load combinations'

,

which include the two levels,of earthquake loads, on the basis-that there will

be no permanent live loads during plant operation is considered to _be erroneous.

under what the team believes to be situations which . occur during plant operations.

To consider that no moveable equipment, personnel, or material-will be on the

plant's Category I floors ~ except the -control building at Elevation.75' during.

operation does not reflect how plant operators prepare for outages, repairs
~

and modifications. The team recognizes that there are no' doubt available
~

.
-

,
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| live load capacities on the various floors as a result' of the development of
losas sven 2s nd

- the design with respect to actually knowing allgixed equipment, piping,[etc._),!c 4ra15*
The value of these available capacities are, however, unknown in each area of-*

the plant. This would not mean the structures are unsafe under the final

as-built loads, but it would dictate that the plant operations staff could not

allow moveable equipment, stored material or other similar moveable loads to

be placea on any Category I floor except in the control building at Elevation
m+1 anc a,emins ?rc known.

75' during operationf, This situation is noted as a generic finding, applying to

all Category I structures at Seabrook since based on the current information

the team will have to recommend that the technical specifications for planti

operations place -live load control limitations on the plant operators <

! (Finding 4-2h),

J

It is recommended that the licensee consider alternatives such as determining

the actual live loads which the floor areas can tolerate under seismic conditions
,

and still meet the stress allowables or structural capacities in order to'

resolve this finding. United Engineers has at this time undertaken a review
.

j of this matter.
:

' Except as noted herein, the Structural Design' Criteria document, SD-66, was

assessed by the team to reflect the commitments made with respect to safety.

| criteris in the FSAR and to incorporate them into' a useable working design

document for design engineers. on the Seabrook project. In addition, the criteria

provided some additional excellent design guidelines and details for use by

design engineers.

;

|

|

._- .- , __ _. . . .
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In reviewing controlled documents consisting of procedures used to implement

the design criteria the team discovered two manuals consisting of the Admini-
m/ernalown

strative Procedures in violation of the United Engineershprocedures.

Controlled Copy #38 of the Administrative Procedures for the Seabrook project

was missing a memorandum dated January 31, 1974 and revised as the fifth

revision on October 1, 1975. This memorandum was to exist as part of
Q4eencei; ,3

hAdministrative Procedure No.30 (AP-20),(" Control of FSA[Comitments",yo

indicate that General Engineering and Design Procedure No. 0015 (GEDP-0015),g
(thee t. .]

@reparabn of Specifications] Rev. 2, dated April- 28, 1975 replaced AP-20.

C.ccGreae t.
y #38 was missing page 27-2 of Administrative Procedure No.Centrolled cop f

-

,

27 (AP-27)g(" General Administrative Procedures"; and also page 30-3 of

Administrative Proc e No. 30 ( -3d tholo[iSIRDeviations)
Controlleo Copies #38 and #46 were missingtAdministrative Procedure No. 53

', A;c .T, y-:.* r . T.- --.--_._____j.

(AP-53), " Safety Related Calculation Closeout Program") These omissions

are violations of " Controlled Documents," Administrative Procedure No. 23

(AP-23) (Reference 1. ) which provides for assuring that the AdrIlinistrative

Procedures lianuals are current. This is noted as a finding and represented

two of two samples examined asked (nobcurrent. No direct effects on the

design were found but the finding indicates inattention to the documents which

have been developed to aid in design control (Finding 4-15).

Based on information at the time of the inspection, it appeared the documents

| had been sent to individuals in an incomplete condition when the controlled

copy had been assigned.
|

.
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During the review of documents providing for or addressing the basic design

criteria information, design input and design execution the team located docu-
_

ments appeari chnical memoranda) hat the team would consider as design

documer ts or which did not appear to be controlled under the requirements ofV

the " Correspondence Control System," Administrative Procedure No. 2 (AP-2)

(Reference 1. ). This procedure states that "all technical correspondence
*

whether it is a letter, telecopier or internal memorandum will be controlled

by the Project Document Control Center." It further states that "by definition,

Technical Memos are those dealing with the technical aspects of engineering

and/or design effert of the project." The team concluded that the internal

memoranda listed in Reference 4. to 4. were not controlled as required

(Finding 4-3).

e

The team concluded that there was more than a random occurrence in time,
4,. kre uaodecuc/ deum en &.

originators and subject matterr,, The team was of the opinion that perhaps

some cf the confusion arising over the classification of structures and specific

icadings to be utilized and what was subsequently reflected in the FSAR and'

other design documents may have arisen because the total information on a given

subject was not consolidated into one set of information, a task which is

difficult if the individual bits of information are not controlled and readily

retrievable. Based on this finding the team is of the opinion that the

structural subject files must be carefully reviewed for material which should

be controlled under Administrative Procedure No. 2 and those documents meeting

the requirements be placed in the Document' Control Center as well as being

evaluated for project-impact.

-
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Based on the review conducted by the team it was concluded that the design
.

criteria commited to had been adequately incorporated into design documents

and design procedures to control the design execution of the Seabrook Project

except as noted in the findings related to the treatment of live loads, and

the classification of the tank farm structural steel and the effects of tornado

loadings on that structure. The interfaces and flow of information between

Yankee Atomic and United Engineers was judged to have been more than adequate

and the team determined that the Yankee Atomic control over the design effort

by United Engineers was adequate. From the team's perspective it appeared

that Yankee Atomic had provided good control over the development of the

various specifications for materials and for fabrication and construction in

the civil-structural discipline. As noted by the finding related to the control

of internal technical cemoranda the team was of the opinion that interfacing

within the project was adequate, but that more interfaces than might be

necessary have developed as a result of the numerous project sub-group and

staff groups in the civil-structural discipline. This has necessarily resulted

in a proliferation of memos to pass and control responsibilities.
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4.2 Seismic Analyses

.

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to examine the adequacy

and coordination of the seismic analysis, design, and the resulting floor

response spectra for the tank farm area which houses the refueling water
4

storagetankandthesprayadditivetank,3]ndthecontainmentstruc

(' neluding its interior str
-

The seismic analysis review began with the team reviewing the basic seismic
a

data and assumptions regardin'i' the specified earthquakes. Since there are

no existing earthquake records pertinent to the Seabrook site as indicated

in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.1, the seismic input was defined at the bedrock in
,

form of the design response spectra for the operating basis earthquake and
"De ;,n Em ee Toech ~Ge 5~etsouc kyn d i%he Awu ,-bk ,

,

the safe shutdown earthquake in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.60c The gygg,ee
1. I

duration of the earthquake is estimated at 10 to 15 seconds as indicated in --

Section 3.7(B).1.1 of the FSAR. The engineers responsible for the seismic

analysis stated that all Category I structures.are founded on sound bedrock

or engineered backfill extending to the bedrock. The engineered backfill

consists of either fill concrete backfill concrete' offsite borrow tunnel
~

,

cuttings or sand-cement consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(3).1.4. Furthermore,

the type of engineered backfill used under all seismic Category I structures

is stated in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.4 to be fill concrete, with an exception i

j'

1of safety-related electrical duct banks, electrical manholes and the service

water pipes which were founded on off-site borrow or tunnel cuttings. Both

- the time history and the response spectrum analyses were performed for the

operating basis earthquake and the safe shutdown earthquake conditions as
|

| '
|

| 1
i
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indicated.in FSAR Section 3.7(b).2.2. The critical damping ratios used for

the seismic analyses are those provided in Table 3.7(B)-1 of the FSAR for the

. operating basis earthquake and for the safe shutdown earthquake. These were

noted as being in conformance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.6f, " Damping Values

for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," En. C, October 1973. (Febee A .

The dynamic analyses were performed by the Structural Analysis Group in order

to determine [he seismic forces needed for the design of structural elements

such as the structural steel beams and bracing and the reinforced concrete walls

and slabs. This analysis also led to the development of amplifi M respon w

spectra which were used for seismic qualification of equipment, analysis of ,

piping systems, and for design of structural steel beams and reinforced
"

- *concrete. ,

" Control of Sei.smic Design", Administrative Procedure No. 36 (AP-36), (Reference

/ 4. ) addresses the control of seismic analysis and seismic design of

structures, systems and components and. defines the responsibilities of the

project personnel and staff groups for the Seabrook project. It also describes

the requirements for the development and control of amplified response spectra

in accordance with " Development and Use of Amplified Response Spectra for

I Seismic Design and Analysts of Structures and Systems," General Engineering

and Design Procedure No. 12-(GEDP-0012) (Reference 4. ),exceptfordevia-

tions. The deviations were as identified in " General Engineering and Design
:

Procedures q&btook((,AdministrativeProcedureNo.28(AP-28),(Reference

/ 4'. ).

._.
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From the documents which we have reviewed it appears that the pivotal figure.

in the interfacing between various disciplines is the coordinator of seismic

design. In.thecaseofequimentsupports,thecoordinatoristhecent$iEF

for the coordination of the design efforts of project personnel in the

Structural Analysis Group, Mechanical Analysis Group, and Pipe Support

Group. 'The team judged that introduction of this position in the organization

of the staff of United Engineers helped atsure coordination of the activities

related to the seismic design of structures, systems and components since

many separate groups are involved in the complete design process.

We reviewed the method of development of the amplified response spectra by

discussion with the cognizant engineers of the Structural Analysis Group and

I by reviewing the method as described in the controlled amplified response

spectra tables entitled " Amplified Response Spectra for Seismic Category I

Structures" (Reference 4. ). These tables undergo controlled updating and
<

distribution in accordance with " Controlled Documents", Administrative Procedure'

3r-rf i

No. 23 (Reference 4'. ). An example of coordination with the Instrumentation
4

and Control Group is shown with the various steps illustrating the complex-

system of interfacing between various groups and project- disciplines in Figure

4.2 1. It illustrates the complexity of the problem and also shows the role7

of the coordinator of seismic design in the process. It was noted that in

the past, the lack of the coordinator of seismic design was responsible for Me

use of incorrect seismic amplified response spectra. The team found evidence
#of such a design control deficiency, which occurred s late as in 1979, in the3

areas of seismic design of safety related components supported by .the

containment annul s steel frames. By memorandum SBU-31426, dated November 6,

i

--. . . - .,
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1979 (Reference 4. ), United Engineers reported to the project manager,

Yankee Atomic, that the amplified response spectra used in the design

of the annular steel frame were kior containment interior concrete and
Ithasbfd[alsofoundthattheamplifiednot the annular steel frame.

response spectra for the annular steel frame had "g" values greater than

that used in the component design. The same memorandum informed the project

manager that in order to ensure that other discrepancies do not exist in

the seismic design, an audit would be performed to ensure that the proper

famplified response spectra were used on all' items for the Seabrook project.

4In the case of the Seabrook project,it appears that a satisfactory design

has been achieved without significant changes to the components since we
.

noted no major changes were necessitated. We consider the above as an

excellent illustration of the importance of good coordination of design

effort between various disciplines in a project of the size and complexity

of a nuclear plant. Recognition of the need to control the co6rdination of

the seismic design resulted in the issuance of the " Control of Seismic Design"MWdo-
: '

i.n J. :,: du -e No. 367,

g (AP-36) in May of 1980.

The amplified response spectra were computed by means of a time-history ' seismic

analysis. The overall dynamic response of the structure was determined by

analyzing a model formed by lumping the mass of the structure and the non-

movable equipment. These masses were, in most cases, lumped at the floor

elevations. The masses were connected by weightless elastic beams which

represent the structural members between mass points. Torsion was accounted

for by considering the eccentricity between the center of mass and the center

of rigidity. Floor. slabs were assumed to be rigid in their own plane. The

i

|
t

_._
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team found these procedures to be consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.3.

Each structure was analyzed for two horizontal components and one vertical

component for the operating basis earthquake and the safe shutdown earthquake.

The common response from the three components were combined by the square-

root-of-the-sum-of-squares method in accordance with Section 3.7(B).3.7 of

the FSAR.

Local amplifications of overall response were computed by one of t'h4 two

methods. In the first method, the slabs, beams and columns are evaluated for

a range of frequencies selected for all local frequencies below 33 herf. An
'

overall stick model is then generated in such a way that at each elevation

examined, the summation of the weight of the single-degree-of-freedom modes

and the stick model mode equals the total weight. The single degree of

freedom systems, representing the computed range of local frequencies are

connected to the overall stick model as if they were all rigid. The stick

model is then analyzed using the grcund motion of the a.rtificial time-history

as the input forcing function.

The other method consists of performing a dynamic analysis, using finite

elements, in sufficient detail to predict local modes of vibration. In this

case the input forcing function, at the elevation of the structural element,
,

is the response time-history from the overall stick model.

Both of the methods being used were found to be consistent with FSAR Section

3. 7 ( B ) . 2. 5 '.

.
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The frequency and time-history analyses are performed using the STARDYNE ;
.

computer program. As a result, the maximum response of a series of single- |

degree-of-freedom oscillators is obtained, over a range of frequencies and

4 the plot of these values is the amplified response spectrum, which is

generated using the SAG 058 computer program (Reference 4. ). The SAG 054

(Reference 4. ) program is then used to generate amplified response

spectra tables by enveloping raw curves generated by SAG 058 and spreading

the peaks by 10 percent or more in accordance with the requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.122, " Development of Floor Response Spectra for Seismic
CPe/ereoce ^ A

Design of Floor Supported Equipment or Components " Rev-r-1 -February-19787y

We found that the methods of generating the amplified response spectra

described above are acceptable.

The team then selected examples of structures, systems or components which

had undergone a seismic design and evaluated the seismic analysis against the
.

appropriate procedures and accepted engineering practice.

(1) Tank Farm Structure

The tank farm structure is essentially a box like structure composed of. a rein-

forced concrete wall on the east side and a braced structural steel frame on

the other sides. Exposed portions of the braced frame are covered by metal
4

siding. The roof is a concrete slab. The matheinatical stick model consists

of lumped masses connected by massless springs. The calculations used for the

development of the mathematical model are contained in United Engineers Calcul-

ation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4.41).

t

-, ,- . , . _ . -.
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There isgapproximately 15 feet of fill concrete under the refueling water

was
storage tank and the spray additive tank. A three inch gap isAprovided between

the fill concrete including the mat and the west wall of the waste processing
dr a ns

building as shown on United Engineers, Tank Fi6m and Pipe Tunnel'|D'rawing'
s

F-111818 (Reference 4.32). A concrete curb was placed on the top surface of

dew. nO111819DD, United Engineers Tank Farm and Pipe Tunnel',joint as shown in Detail
4

F-111819 (Reference 4.32). This joint is shown along the east edgeDrawingg

of the fill concrete only meaning that the seismic model for north-south response

should not reflect an unstiffened model over the lower 15 feet. A field

visit indicated no differences with the requirements of the United Engineers -

Drawings F-111818 and F-11819. The mathematical model described in

Calculation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4.41) does not account for the stiffening

effect of the fill concrete since the base of the seismic model utilized
~

was erroneously designated to be at the bottom of the fill concrete.

The stiffness of the reinforced concrete portion of the building was considered

by United Engineers as a comoination of shear stiffness and overall bending
i

stiffness. Therefore, instead of summing up the rectangular cross sectional

! area of walls oriented in the direction of interest, United Engineers considered

each wall separately in determining the shear def rmation. This shear deforma-
|
' tion of each wall was composd of pure shear displacements as well as being

characterized as a guided cantilever with a moment of inertia based upon the

rectangular shape. Thesumofthe(searstiffnessofeachwallwascalculated,

so that an area and a bending moment of inertia of the stick was determined

consistent with the shear stiffness. The problem with this method is that

if indeed both shear stiffness and overall bending stiffness were important,

-

,
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the method would under estimate the overall bending stiffness, particularly

since flange effects were not considered. "-it d Casi..-.a ;;d: :::st r

C&lwuluwivua du. .ns th; JC;h Of 000;mbCr C,1000, rm ele we Inspecuon wa3

,, u a nu t, sensitive to errors in-je nrngroce which indicated that tha -t

th; ;;;:n t O f i ncr444,--

Based on the fact that the seismic model did not incorporate the stiffening

effect of 15 feet of fill concrete in the north-south response direction, that

only the (sear stiffnesses were included in the overall computation of building

stiffness, and that the flange effects for bending stiffness were neglected,

the team concluded that the aggregate building stiffness was underestimated.

This has the potential of shifting the fundamental frequency of the structure
,

and consequently changing the location of peak frequencies as well as the value

of acceleration in the amplified response spectra. The modeling was not

consistent with the FSAR, Section 3.7(B).2.3 which states that "the elevation

of the point-of-fixity of the mathematical model is .... a lowest elevation

of upper surface of concrete backfill which bears directly against the structure."

t This failure to adequately reflect the actual structural configuration in the

seismic model was noted as a finding (Finding 4-18).

It is noted that during the week of December 5,1983 while the inspection

was underway and this concern over the modeling technique was raised United

Engineers made some additional computer computations which seemed to indicate

that the particular seismic model used was not sensitive to changes in stiff-; .

ness. United Engineers is in the process of re-evaluating the analysis and,

if necessary a re-analysis will be performed.

1

i
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For the structural steel framer, the center of mass and center of stiffness did

a
not coincide for each element and therefore were connected by rigid elements

which accounted for the torsional inertia. The beam elements were assigned

'the appropriate torsional stiffness. In the case of the structural steel frame,

the bending and shear stiffnesses were based entirely on a shear type response

in that the nodes were in general restrained from rotation about the horizontal

as. The calculations of the area and the bending moment of inertia were

calculated consistent with the rotational constraints imposed on the model.

While the combination of area and bending moment of' inertia were consistent
\

with overall shear stiffness, individually the properties were not consistent

with the actual structure. The rotational constraints imposed also, in effect,

eliminated overall bending from any consideration. This approximation cduld

result in a significant overestimation of the stiffness of the structural steel
'

framing. ,

..

In calculating the stiffness of the structural steel bracing, United Engineers

i assumed that all X-bracing was composed of angles 4"x4"x3/4". In fact, the

ge-ba#v
bracingf,consi3ts of substantially larger members as) indicated in United Engineersdra

x -111824 and F-111825 (Reference 4.32)." Tank Farm and Pipe Tunnel, Drawings F

The neglect of overall bending in the development of the stiffness of the stick

model did not significantly simplify calculations, but|did raise questions

concerning the correct stiffnesses of the mathematical-model.

United Engineers-personnel stated the tank farm mathematical model was unique-

and no other mathematical models were prepared in such a way. Additionally,
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it was stated that the usual practice of the Structural Analysis Group is to
3

-15.
l' prepare a static structural model and with the aid of a. computer program,

\ a'ppropriate stiffness properties are calculated without the need for the
: .

' approximations such as those used in the tank-farm model. The +eam had
' insufficient time to confirm that the tank farm structure is an isolated case;<

'

/ however, the team has no reason to doubt the validity of that statement.

Because of discrepancies between the assumptions used in the development

of the mathematical model for the structural steel frame and the actual tat.|;,
,

' ~

It is the
'

farm structure, new calculations and computer analysis are required.
\

' team's finding that the tank farm mathematical model should be recalculated

b incorporatingeffectsofoverall'bendingandtheactualstructuralconfiguration

(Finding 4.17).
! (

) !(

As a result of the team's finding related to the seismic modeling of the
|

|
structural steel frame for the' tank farm structure United Engineers has

indicated that simil'ar to the reinforced concrete dortion of the structure,

[ a .'re-evaluation will be 'of the analysis. If necessary .re-analysis will be
'

'
(performed.

,

i
.

(2 )' Containment Structure+

'

( t .,

1, ,' ,'j,

t
'

'

i ,

| The containment shell was represented as a lumped mass (stick) model fixed at
|

'

elevation -30 ft. sThe shell and the internals including polar crane were

uncoupled for the purpose 'of the final . analysis completed in Calculation No.

SBSAG-4CS4 (Reference 4. ). The analysis assumed that the liner is not a

resisting structural element, but its mass has been included in the lumped

_
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masses of the model. Since the shell is essentially axisymmetric, and its.

center of mass and center of rotation coincide, the torsion due to the geometry

of the structure has not been conside

r
'The team considered the seismic model to represent the actual structure som(

Me
thathanalyses performed on the model should be valid.

.

were-

In the case of the containment internal structures, they have-been modeled as

a series of concentrated weights, located at their respective centers of mass.

These weight centers have been located at specific elevations, which in most

cases is at the top of the respective slabs. The weights representing the slabs

have been connected by weightless, elastic beams representing structural

components between the elevations of the concentrated wpights. The team

considered the modeling to be correct and consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.3.

i w as
The structural response Aasf,been determined using the response spectrum modal

analysis method. The total response of the structure was calculated by super-

position of the responses of each mode by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the--

squares method. These computations are contained in Calculation No. SBSAG-

| (Reference 4. ) and are consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.

Based on the team's review of the examples of seismic design we found that the

Regulatory Requirements and criteria set forth by the licensee in the FSAR

have been followed except for the case of the tank farm structure which the

team judged to be an isclated case on which we had questions. The two findings

related to the seismic anlaysis of the tank farm most likely arose from the-
:
.

9
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changes in design philosophy for the structure from first an exposed, open

area to a closedYNon-Category I super-structure to a closed Category I

super-structure. Procedures exist to control the seismic analysis, the design

interfaces and the design input. The design execution was judged to be good
a

based on the examples reviewed. Documentation of calculations and supporting.
uererecords wa+ well done in the team's opinion.

.

O

O

|

|

e ,e,,1 -. -. - ,
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Notes on' Figure 4.2-1 *

. Generation'of5upportLoads

! The generation of support loads for an item of instrumentation and control
hardware is depicted in Figure 4.2-2/in the following steps:

1. Instrumentation and fcontrol rMu#ests the Mechanical Analysis Group to
provide amplified response spectra at the specific location,

2. The amplified response spectra for the location were not available,-

,

thereft,re the Mechanical Analysis Group requested coordinator of seismic
design to generate the amplified response spectra,

3. The coordinator of seismic design transmitted the requested to the;

j. Structural Analysis Group,

j 4. The Structural Analysis Group generated the amplified response spectra
'

and transmitted the information to the coordinator of seismic design,
~

'

5. The coordinator of seismic design distributes the amplified response

i|
spectra to project discipline and staff groups. Advanced copies
immediately, controlled copies approximately every six months,

,

Cmop,

6. Instrumentation and kontrol provides amplified response spectra to the'

3
vendor for preparation of seismic qualification report,

7. Vendor prepares seismic qualification report and submits it to instrumenta-,

tion and control for review,

Gr.vo
8. Instrumentation and fcontrol fobiards the seismic qualification report to

.

A
i the Mechanical Analysis Group for review and approval,

The M"chanical Analysis Group notifie nstrumentationand#ontrolofi9. e

j acceptability of the seismic qualification report,

,
10. The Mechanical Analysis Group generates anchor loads and transmits them

to the ' coordinator of seismic de. sign,
,

11. The coordinator of seismic design transmits the anchor loads to the
$tructural(fijfpTTnyfor design / verification of structural members,

; Carovf,

12. Structural)dPJ4pWe prepares the design calculation and the drawings
,

and releases them for fabrication and construction. i.

,

i

i

_ . . _ . . . , .,. . . . , _ . m.. .,_
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4.3 Design of Structural Elements

The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the adequacy

and coordination of analysis, design, engineering drawings, shop drawings and

construction of structural elements tocated in Category I structures which are

associated with the containment spray system.e

Our inspection of structural elements encompassed structural steel in the,

1

annular area of.the containment, structural steel and concrete of the tank

! farm, structural steel members in the containment recirculation sump, supports
'

on the containment dome liner and a platform in the primary auxiliary building.
.

(a) Containment .

!

The containment recirculation sump collects and screens the water available

for supplying the rc; ital W+ ev% containment spray nf;t; i:jatir,

em= hip. h d-@= gi g pumps during the recirculation mode of operation following'

an accident. There are two completely independent sumps located in the contain-

|
ment, symmetric about an azimuth of 270', with the top of concrete at elevation

-26h.'Heavyparticlesarepreventedfromreachingthesumpsbyslopingthe

( surrounding floor away frca the sumps and two screens (one is coarse and considered

a trash rack with 1 inch x 3-11/16 inch openings and the other is the fine screen

with 8x8 opanings per inch) prevent foreign tratter of 0.097. inches or greater

from passing through.
,

.

L
|
|

,, . . - . , _ _
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Both the trash rack and the fine screen are attached to the structural steel

framing. We reviewed the design calculations for the screen structure which

are contained in " Design of Screen for Recirculation Sump in Containment

Building", Calculation No. CI-2 (Reference 4. ). The structure was designed

for the load combination of the dead load, live load and the operating basis

earthquake as one of those required by the FSM. The computation contained a

statement that the equation used was the controlling load combination equation,

but there was 'no comparative analysis or ar.y evidence that both earthquakes

(operating basis earthquake and safe shutdown earth';uake) had been considered.

Additionally, the effects of thermal expansion of the beams had not been taken

*be d c htk.. oss s c:v ise:d cu occountinto account. D" *45 +ha inenactin- ;

fWe-tefepeaterc :,; "evi.cien ts he m;w;ou,m.s. Mis was af ter Iner

W4/ %,ees-s
stettetttre steek-had heen inm11aC Thegdrawing' pertinent to this structure,

~

" Containment Steel, Recirculation Sump Screen Details, Drawing F-101486, dated

October 29, 1978 (Reference 4. ) was released for construction of embedded

anchor plates on September 29, 1978 and for structural steel construction on

January 21, 1980. We concluded that consideration of both of the earthquake

loads, operating basis earthquake and safe shutdown earthquake should be evidenced

in the design and that omission of this load is violation of the " Structural

Design Criteria" SD-66, Table 5.4-2, Rev. O, dated October 19, 1976 (Reference

| /K.S ) (Finding 4-11).

During our inspection, Revision 2 to the calculations was added (dated November

25,1983) which included an explanatory note that the amplified response spectra

tables have been consulted and it appears that the original design was conservative.

|
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Examination of Detail 101486M ongrawing F-101486 (Reference 4. ) revealed

that the bent plate connector had not been placed centrally with respect to the
inskael

structural channel member to which it is bolted and wasgmoved toward the upper

flange of the channel. This was inconsistent with the analysis, in Calculation

No. CI-2,which assumed that the connector would be placed so that the center

of the bolts on the connecting plate would coincide with the center of gravity

of the channel. We verified that the eccentricity between centroid of the bolts

andofthechannelasdescribedabovehasbeentransferredontotheshopdrawing,)we4<eges +. - -b d 4.
Cive. DrawingsNo* E1001 and E1002, dated April 25,198g and during our trip
to the site on December 5 and 6,1983, we found ette that installation was

consistent with the drawing. Sinca the members are subject to tne movement

along their longitudinal axes due to thermal conditions, such displacement

| of the connector from the centrcidal axis of the beam introduces eccentricity
.

'#''whicn will result in increased stresses at the connecting plates. This was "'',

b ut ir ' 6een :,, ajar-ed' %mwdance wNh He 4~enan ze s4.4A' *! Wr"|I

7 nWeTaTa firidTh~g~.~(Finding 4-4). Q ns.+vche., 5,ee,4<arbrVead w:
G % rencen.-' --

i

Additional calculations were performed.during the inspection to account for the

at,ove condition and it was determined that the resulting stresses are within the

| code allowables and, therefore, the structure as built is adequate. The

additional calculation sheet has not been listed in the. Calculation Revision
j

- -

This is contrary| Control Sheet of Revision 2 which was reviewed by the team.
i /

! to " Calculations", Administrative Procedure 22 (AP-22) (Reference K. ),
l
| but since the work was done after the inspection's design review cut-off date

this is noted as an observation (Observation 4. ).
|

|

,

!
|

|
'

_ _ .
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While inspecting the annular steel between the containment shell and the secondary

shield in the containment structure, we observed that a number of steel beams

framing into the steel plates embedded into the concrete had been modified. The

modifications consisted of extending the lower part of the web of the beams and

providing plates to accommodate the lower bolt in t.he plate which had been welded
,

to the embedded plate. Upon examination of the pertinent shop drawings, Cives
&

Drawing XE-112 (Reference 4. ) and the engineering drawing,sfUnited Engineers

Drawing,F-102320(Reference 4. ), we found that this modification had been
v

necessary due to the fact that the embedded plates were installed at the wrong

elevation. The plates were installed-too low to be compatible with the elevation

of the structural steel in the area of the annulus. In our discussion with the'

pl ce ceutu & %e ca(cul>% s i%g de+en.ned %&
cognizant design engineers 3the modification of the connections was not reflected

in the analysis completed using a computer program. The calculations were

Calculation No. CI-70, Computer Run SB-13 (Reference 4. ). We determined

this to not be in conformance with the American Institute of Steel Construction

Specification, Section 1.15.3 (Reference 4. ) and the Structural Design

Criteria, SD-66, Sections 2.1.2 and 6.2.5.1 (Reference 1.3). The requirements

are' that a connection detail which introduces eccentrifsities must undergo a'

specific detailed analysis which was not done in this instance. We have been,

I
informed by United Engineers subsequent to the inspection that a new detaied

A

analysis of the connection has shown it to be adequate and that the calculation
sed 3?eei&ca hon ' re7utremen&

,

is being reviewed to indicate conformance to the-AtSCy $ Finding 4-13).

.

We requested that an additional analysis be performed to determine the
varieu s eneMe

adequacy of the4 connections. During the inspection we were informed that

a program which will re-evaluate connections modified as described above or

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ . . - - -
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in any other way so as to depart from the standard connections contained in
C2e 4.- )

the American Institute of Steel Construction Specification a'4renend not analyzed
3

en k
via the computer model will be reviewed over thegroject. This will be done

by selecting a representative sample and analyzing the connections in that

sample in accordance with the American Institute of Steel Construction Speci-

fication requirements. We were told by the design engineers of United Engineers

who were involved in design of the annular area of the containment structural

steel-that misalignment of the embedded plates with structural beams is wide-

spread in Unit 1. In the case of Unit 2 there was an effort to rectify this

situation and to install the plates at the proper elevations thus alleviating

problems for the as-built conditions. This was not completely successful and

as a result there are cases where beams had to be modified in Unit 2. ii ciss

The modi.fications were made at the fabricator's facility and shipped to the

field ready for installation. In view of the evidence that the design engineers
:cMons/

are aware of the need for further analysis of these connections and that fucther
.

action is under way we did not pursue this matter further.

.

Another item which is related to this area of containment pertains- to the

connection of the beams to the columns in the annular steel. Examination of

the Cives Drawing XE101, dated November 11, 1982 (Reference 4. ) revealed

that in order to accommodate welds between connecting angles and the beams

i framing into columns, not perpendicular to the columns, the axis of the beams
,

1

was shifted by one inch from the centroidal axis of the column. This resulted

in an eccentricity with respect to the column, which in turn induced torsion
L

in the column. We have found that this was not accounted for in the analysis

completed via a computer program and that it violates the Structural Design
|

|

. .
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Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3) and Section 1.15.3 of the American Institute

of Steel Construction Specification (Reference 4. ). In our opinion, the

effect of torsion induced in the columns.is to increase stresses in the members

and these stresses should be evaluated to determine the effect on over-all

member stresses. We recommended that an appropriate action be taken to assess

impact of this eccentricity and an analysis be performed to evaluate the

resulting stresses.- (Finding 4-19).
.

Subsequent to the inspection we were informed that a study was made by United

Engineers of this type eccentric connection and it was determined the 1-inch

eccentricity did not affect the existing design.

Calculations for attachments to the steel liner in the containment dome were

also reviewed by the team. These calculations, / 4 L/e , Calculation'

No. CS-22 (Reference 4. ) were to provide support attachment points for

installed items from other disciplines like the containment spray rings of
,

the containment spray system. Coordination between disciplines was reviewed

as well as the flow of information in the complete design sequence. No

findings were noted but three observations were made, all dealing with dis-

crepancies between the sketches produced by the design engineer, the design

drawings and the shop drawings. These are described below.

.

i On Sheet 85 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4. ) a structural steel

member made from an angle shape was drawn incorrectly so that the horizontal
4

leg was reversed from the direction utilized in the' calculations (Observation

4-1).

,

I'
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On Sheet 98 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4. ) a structural steel ,

membermadeofananglesectionshowninSectionAAshouldha[beendrawnwith

the horizontal leg reversed from the direction used in the calculations

(Observation 4-2).

Revised Sheets 17 and 23 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4. ) were
'

not included in the listing of the XCalculation Revision Control Sheet as

required byj eneral Engineering and Design Procedure 0005 (GEDP-0005),G

[kreparation,. Documentation and Control 'of CalculaME (Reference 1. )
2w

(Observation 4-3). .

In the above instances where the sketch was improper,the error in orientation

was corrected apparently by a knowledgeable detailer when preparing the shop

drawings so that in the final situation no error was made. The team noted

however,that these errors do reflect on the question of cTore and detail of
'

the checking and review of the calculations. Since the team found'no other

chUstered examples of this type error in other sets of calculations the ob-

servations were judged to be isolated.

In reviewing the execution of the design for the resulting loads from the

seismic analyses of the containment structures the team found that United
7

Engineers had considered accidental seismic torsion. The accidental torsion-;

due to seismic force applied at an eccentricity of 5 percent of the mean~

i. .

diameter of the containment cylinder was considered and its effect on thet

i stresses of the rebars had been found to be negligible (less than 2 percent
i

|

| increase). .Since the shell is essentially axisymmetric, and its center of

L ,

-T y
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mass and center of rotation coincide, the torsion due to the geometry of the

structure -ha" shot been considered. We agreed with the considerations made

for torsion.

In examining the input data to the SHELL I computer program the team found

that the input data referenced was not the correct data since it had been

superkededbyamorerecentcalculation. Seismic forces and moments as used

on Sheets 30 through 35 as input in the calculation " Design of the Containment

SheflandDome",CalculationNo.CS-15(Reference 4. ) were obtained from
(2eleeene +. -modified seismic analysis SB SAG-4CS3 transmitted by a) memorandum dated October

12, 1979,l@i #5511A (Reference 4. ), using decoupled model of the containment

shell and critical damping values of 4% for operating basis earthquake and 7%

for safe shutdown earthquake. SB SAG-4CS3 has been superseded by the final

seismic analysis SB SAG-4CS4 (Reference 4. ) also using a decoupled model

of the containment shell and critical damping values of 4% for operating basis

earthquake and 7% for safe shutdown earthquake as outlined in a memo dated

March 17,1976 (Reference 4 ).
.

Although comparison of the SB SAG-4CS3 and SB SAG-4CS4 analyses shows that their

results are very similar and that the seismic forces and moments used as input
~

for the SHELL I computer-program utilized in Calculation CS-15 are conservative,

we determined that.this is a violation " Calculations", Administrative Procedure

No.22(AP-22)AppendixA,(Reference 4. ) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section i

III, " Design Control", dated August 1, 1980 in that the-incorrect input data j

were utilized (Finding 4.7).
,

U

|

.
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Subsequent to our inspection United Engineers informed us that a recheck of

. the calculation using the current input data yielded results that were still

- satisfactory when compared to the existing design.

~

We reviewed the various stages of the static analysis of the containment

f structure which utilize the results of the seismic analysis described above.
w as

The containment structure (the shell and the dome) has b;;r. designed using

several computer programs. Some of them such as LESCAL, WILSON I and WILSON
i
'

-II have been documented in the FSAR Section There were others, however,.

! such as SHELL I and SHELL II which have not been included in the FSAR. This is
~

C M 'e T
.

(res,c a <. )!
.

Section 3.8.1.4 rRevisica 3-
'

| in violation of the Regulatory Guide 1.70,n
| November 1978 which although we were informed by United Engineers personnel

that the use of these computer programs was limited, we noted this as an
.

observation (Observation 4,.- ).

The axisymmetric analyses of the containment structure for dead, load, pressure,

temperature under both operating and accident conditions were performed using

Wilson I computer program. The shell model for the operating basis earthquake

and safe shutdown earthquake has been analyzed using Wilson II program. Both'
,

'

the Wilson I and Wilson 'II use the finite element method of analysis. Since the

j American Society of Mechanical Enginers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, A+;.a lE, Dis;3, '

2 - (Reference 4. ) does not permit the liner to be used as a structural element,i

! the containment structure-has b:% analyzed and designed without ~ participation

f of the liner plate. The analysis recognized the fact that under thermal

conditions, the liner plate will exert forces in the concrete section which

constrains the liner growth. In order to generate proper design forces for the

.

. . ~ . . . _ , - ., - - , , , , . . , - ,,y - ,,
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concrete section, liner stiffness has been included in the Wilson I model but
,

b excluded from integration of stresses to' obtain section forces and moments.

j The analysis recognized the fact that the cracking pattern will- vary under

4 - different loading conditions. In order to simplify the design, the individual
,

loads have been combined linearly despite the difference in cracking. The peak
.

'
pressure and peak temperature have been assumed to occur simultaneously for the

design of concrete section. We agreed with this approach.
.

,

f (b) Tank Farm

f A structural steel beam, Mark B9, located on the Elevation 81 foot . roof along

Column L'ne 0.5 was designed for dead loads, live loads, and seismic operating
. ,

'

basis earthquake loads in Calculation No. WB-61, sheet 17 of 79,- checked,

September 28, 1978 (Reference 4.34). Later a redesign was made to add the sag
i

i! rod loads to the dead loads, live loads, and seismic. operating basis earthquake
i

loads (Sheets 9I and 9J of 79, checked November 3,1979). The original cal-

culation (WB-61, Sheet 17 of 79, checked on September 28,1976) was not voided

as required by " Procedure for Preparation, Documentation and Control of Structural
!- No.oces

Calculations, General Engineering Design ProceduregtEDP-0005)/ Paragraph IID,
,,

,

(Reference 4. ). Subsequently, another calculation was made (WB-61,- Appendix

A,. Sheet 10 of 16, Rev. 3, checked on June 17,1981) which added a pipe support

; load, but neglected the sag rod loads ^.,

i

Again the previous calculation was not voided. The safe shutdown earthquake

pipe support load was incorrectly combined with beam operating basis earthquake.

loading and designed for safe shutdown earthquake allowable stresses. The<

:

. . - -- - . ~ ,_ -. .__ _ - _ _ __ _ , . - __
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j~ neglected loads and the combining of operating basis earthquake and safe shutdown
:

i- . earthquake violates Structural' Design Criteria, SD-66, (Reference 1.3) and was ;
-

-;
.

.

,
. noted as'a finding (Finding 4g-8).

i

| - The fact that there'was some confusion over whether or not the structural
.i n H e .4 e } .t; ,. m;

steel wastSeismic Category I probably led to the type of problems described
3

~

| above._ -It is the team's understan' ding that the beam has been evaluated by -

! United Engineers since the inspection as seismic Category :I in a systematic,
I

application-of all load combinations. United Engineers has stated the design
-

.

f calculationshavebeenrevisedandnophysicalchangesinthebeam8[[erequired.
I

The calculations for the reinforced concrete walls along Column Lines 4.5

and 5.0 are contained on sheets 8 and 9 of 13, United Engineers Calculation No.-

WB-68 (Reference 4.34). The calculations were based upon the method described.

on page 351 of the "American Concrete Institute Design Handbook," SP-17(73)'

; (Reference 4. ) in accordance with the strength design method'of American :

I Ccele 4CI
Concrete-Institute 418'-71(Reference 4. ') . The method is appropriate for

i .

-

i reinforced concrete sections subject to combined bending and axial load when
!

) the section is controlled by tension. The calculation procedure -is described
.

) in Flexure Example 3 of the Design Handbook which neglects any compressive
~

.

| reinforcement. The calculations did not indicate an adjustment of the value' '

.

i . .

The results of the calculations indicatedof the capacity reduction factor, II.

h - a-requirement for reinforcing less than that which would be required by a
i
i correct calculation. The tendency of the designers to provide more reinforcing
!

j than actually required by design may mean ~that sufficient reinforcing'is in fact

present for:the revised' calculations. This ~ appears to be a systematic error
;,

;

- - .... . - , . . . - - . - . . - . . . . .. .-, . . . . . . . . - - - - - - . - .. - _ - .
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for the tank farm walls and; therefore, the team recommends a review of all the
'

design of reinforced concrete members subject to combined bending and compression.

This failure to correctly execute the design in accordance with the design

reference was noted as a finding (Finding 4-10).

Subsequent to the inspection the team was informed by United Engineers has redone

the calculation and found that adequate numbers of reinfnrcing bars were

providedinth[toriginaldesign.
(.Les er-f 4.S A o 4,5 - G |

_

The overall assessment of the design controls in the area of design of structural.

elements indicates that the design utilized the design criteria and provided

adequate margins of safety with regard to the code allowable stresses or

necessary factored load capacities. We do not expect that the neglect of

additional stresses produced by the modification of the beams (Find,ing 4-13)
signisenc

I or eccentricities of columns (Finding 4.19) will result in a drankat4cireduction

of the margins with respect to the code allowable:. The team concluded that the

structural elements examined have adequate capability to. resist the expected

i design loads. J
t

In the analysis,the input for the SHELL I and SHELL II programs have been

obtained from the lump-mass analysis which used the STARDYNE computer program
,

i and model described above. The SHELL I and SHELL II programs converted the

forces and moments obtained from the STARDYNE analysis into the effective

membrane forces and in plane shears and adds them up algebracially. Due to
-

the synnetry of the structure, the maximum meridional and the maximum in plane
.

shears will occur at the same location. The resulting design loads computed by

,
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SHELL I and SHELL II were used as input to program LESCAL, Version 1.5, which

is used to calculate the stress and strains in reinforcing bars and/or concrete
in a n or- Jao,e * wifb

] per American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,4
Section III, Division 2 (Reference 4. ).
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4.4 Design for Supported Mechanical Systems and Components

The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the coordina-

tion between the design of the mechanical components, the support structure,

and the design of structural elements and to verify that selected samples

represent an adequate design. Two tanks and a pipe support were selected for

reviewF 4hc refueHeg-water-storage i.ank and Um spray additive tanki

Both tanks are part of the containment spray system and are located in the

tank farm structure. The pipe support was also in the tank farm structure.

Both tanks are supported at their baseg by anchorages around the circumference.
* is

I The anchorage is into the fill concrete structural base by means of high strength

anchor bolts..
.

The seismic load for the spray additive tank was obtained by assuming horizontal

and vertical accelerations equal to 1.5 times the peak of the ground response

spectra. This equivalent static analysis was completed in conformance with

the method as provided for in Section 3.7(B).3.1 of the FSAR, but the analysis
h.d

method was3not defined in the procurement specification for the tank.
,

The refueling water storage tank was purchased from Pittsburgh-Des Moines under
'

United Engineers Specification 9763-006-246-1(Reference 3.52). Pittsburgh-

Des Moines prepared design calculations for the refueling water storage tank

(Reference 3.196); however, two errors of omission were noted during the review

conducted by the team. One, in calculating the stiffness of the cylinder in

which only the overall bending stiffness was considered, with the shear stiff-

.
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ness being neglected. This is inaccurate for a tank of these dimensions. Two,

only the fundamental frequency was calculated, neglecting higher modes in

violation of 2.3.3.1.7 of United Engineers Spacifiution 9763-006-246-1.

A reanalysis could indicate greater design se smic loads; however, it appeared

to the team that the thickness of the cylinder could accommodate somewhat greater

meridional compressive stresses and that there was additional capacity in the

anchor bolts. Therefore, the team does not expect that there would be a require-
,

ment for material changes as a result of a reanalysis; however, such a reanalysis

is necessary to meet the requirements of the specifications and good engineering

practice. The failure of Pittsburgh-Des Moines to meet the requirements of the

specification and the failure of United Engineers to detect that fact represents

a findingc (Finding 4-16). .

The review of the tank calculations prepared by Pittsburgh-Des Moines was the

responsibility of the Mechanical Analysis Group at United Engineers. The designi

responsibility of the anchor bolts was divided between organizations. Pittsburgh-'

Des Moines specified the bolt diameter and steel designation and the Structural

Group at United Engineers was responsible for the design of the embedment

length and local reinforcing, if required, in the concrete base. The number,

size, and type of bolts required by Pittsburgh-Des Moines was observed in the

as-built condition at the sitep -b de Yorreed

The pipe support which was located on the structural steel, Beam B-9,in the

tank farm, discussed in Section 4.3, was relocated so that the support was

anchored into the concrete wall located parallel to and adjacent to Column Line

._
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E.7 in the tank farm instead of being supported by the structural steel beam.

The sketches for the relocated pipe support structure were designed and pre-
u,,, jec/ Engiaeer-s

sented on Drawing M-8018335, Support No. M/S-1833-RG-04, Sheets 13 through 17
4

(Reference 4. ).

During a field visit, the support was observed. A comparison of the field

installation with the design drawings indicated that several members were

larger than required by the design. The team had no questions relative to

these discrepancies in view of the oversized members.

Based on the samples selected for review, the team concluded that the proper

requirements had been provided in the specification for the tanks and that

the elements of design control were exercised, but United Engineers had failed

to note that one element of the requiremerits was not met by the vendor,

Pittsburgh-Des Moines for the refueling water storage tank. This was

apparently a limited failure in assuring total design verification'of the

subcontractor's work or to identify the descrepancy during an audit function.

No discrepancies or findings were noted for the spray additive tank. The

pipe support structure examined which had undergone location changes indicated

that the necessary design interfaces between disciplines had been utilized

and that control of design changes had been exercised. With the exception

of the needed calculation for the refueling water storage tank the team

found the designs in this area to be adequate. *
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4.5 Design for Supported Electrical Equipment

!

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review selective samples

of specific designs relatedito the structural support of electrical syei.mi qvpmen/

in order to assess the interface between the electrical and civil-structural

disciplines for design. Specifically, a' determination was to be made as to-

whether:
:

.

(1) the licensee's| design commitments contained in the FSAR and other
i

|
relevant documents have been met, .

~(2) correct design information has been coordinated and complete interfaces'

i made through_ a logical design process, and
!

j (3) the completeo design is adequate

i
,

The inspection in this area was conducted by a review of the lateral cable
4

tray. supports being designed by a United Engineers engineering ' design ' group

|
located just'off-site from the Seabrook Plant. Organizationally the group is

.

! part of the United Engineers Site Engineering' Group, which is under the super-
~

Jr
i 4e w

visionofaprojectengineering.managerandagechnical-Staff.(manageg he
d

Group is known as the Cable Tray Bracing Task Group. .This Group at the site-

completes work on the cable tray _ support. systems which are under the technical

control of the Mechanical Analysis Group for Electrical and Equipment in the

i home office. The home office group reports to a different project engineering

manager, known as the Project System Engineering Manager den de ####
3

7~-2y Grocy %s4 Amup

. - -. . . _ . -. . - . ,.. --
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The home office group is responsible for the development of the detailed

design procedures and related guidance and in the current mode of operation,

performs the analyses to complete the necessary design for the vertical loads
able- S4

on the4 ray supports. 1he sitggroup is then responsible for the analysist

and design for the lateral loads which is completed by making necessary modifi-
made

cations to the design for vertical loads wh4<Ahas- been-completegby the home
- 7.7s.$

office. The completed calculations and drawingsby the sitejgroup are then sent

to the home office for final review and the incorporation into the final design
w#q

documentation, which includes the design for vertical and lateral loads.

;

The design of cable tray supports for the Seabrook project is governed by the

document known as the " Technical Guide for the Jesign and Analysis of Seismic'

Category I Cable Tray Support Systems" (Reference 4. ). The team's effort

in the area of the cable tray support design included a review of the technical

content and details contained in this Guide as well as the execution of the

design. The Guide is considered to be a controlled design document for the

project on the basis that individual copies of the Guide are assigned to

specific individuals by copy number. The development of this technical guidei

was the responsibility of the Mechanical Analysis Group which is a staff group
W

reporting to the Chief Engineer of Powerin Me do~e oMe.

eomposi!e.su
The analysis and design procedures provided in the Guide are the-result ofg

combin+nty the results of actual test data for various components or elements

of the tray support system with analytical procedures and the ust:, in many

instances, of a bounding type assumption in order to realize a workable design

procedure so that each and very design solution is not unique. A review was

-
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spectra or by a carryover type analysis from one response spectra area to another.

The dynamic analysis can be completed using a" equivalent static load using the
,

peak value with a 1.5 factor or utilize a dynamic analysis. Both of these

analysis techniques are in accor:fance with approved NRC methods. Documentation

requirements are delineated and standard calculation forms for cable tray

supports are provided in the Guide. The Appendices to the Technical Guide
.

address in detail the related information necessary to perform the design of

cable tray support systems.

The sample calculations selected by the team for review to assess the manner

of execution of the design and to a:sess the adequacy of the resulting Besign

were a series of calculations related to the lateral support of cable trays

in the control building. They were prepared by the Cable Tray Bracing Group ,

at the Seabrook site in the Site Engineering organization and transmitted by

a memo dated August 2,1983 from Site Engineering to the home office (Reference

4. ). This submittal contained calculations for trays in the southwest

quadrant of the plan for Elevation 21-1/2 feet in the control building as shown

on United Engineers Drawing F-310449 (Reference 4. ). The calculations

included the analysis and design for eleven separate sections of multilevel and
,

multibay cable tray supports. Preliminary calculations for Section SW-3

(Reference 4. ) were selected for review. All assumptions were noted and

those which required future verification were so marked such as the assumption

that the amplified response spectra are final. This was found to be consistent

with the procedures defining the completion, control and documentation for

calculations. Specifically those procedures consist of " Preparation, Documen-

tation and Control of Calculations," General Engineering and Design Procedure)(
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made of the specific FSAR connitments regarding the design of the cable tray
i

support system.- The relevant commitments were noted to be in Sections 1.8,

3.2, 3.7.3, Table 3.7(B)-23, 8.1 and 8.3 of the FSAR. Certain aspects of

conformance to these commitments were reviewed and~ discussed by the NRC's

: Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation prior to the team's effort (Reference
'

4. ). The team's effort was to interface with completed actions by NRR

and their understanding of the design execution and to verify that the
,

supports to the trays were indeed designed as Category I structures.

,

j Only general and very limited commitments were found in the FSAR with regard
.

| to the manner in which the analysis and design of the cable tray support system

; would be executed. Note 5 to Table 3.2-1 in the FSAR stated that " qualification

) of the conduit and cable tray raceways for. the Class 1E safety related circuits

have been confirmed by analysis, and calculations verify the adequacy of the
1

j systems based on the properties of the raceways (including tray where appli-

cable)andsupportcomponents." In Section 3.7.3 of the FSAR one of the methods
,

of seismic analysis for subsystems noted for the project utilized the cable
,

tray support system as an example of application ~ of the dynamic analysis

; method e @ a M"a using the modal response spectrum technique. Diagrams were

; provided in FSAR Figures 3.7(B)-31 and -32 to illustrate a typical ceiling to
i .

floor cable tray supportsas well as a mathematical model representation which
_

.

was used in the dynamic analysis. This constituted the majority of the

analyses and design' details provided in the FSAR. No inconsistencies between !

the FSAR and the Technical Guide were found during the review. The bases for

; the design of the Category. I cable tray support systems were judged to be well ,
'

founded on a combination.of test data in two areas and accepted analytical and
!

a

m ._. _ . ,, . . . . _ . , _ , - _ , 7 , y-y-__-- _ . _ . _,. ,, ~ ~ ~ _ . . . , , . - .-r -
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design processes.

The first test area dealt with the actual static biaxial (combined vertical and

horizontal) load testing of cable tray sections and the utilization of the

resulting load-deflection curves to detarmine the load capacity at the tray's

yield point, th'e ' load capacity at the state of local plastic behavior and then d
*

the ultimate load capacity. The team did not review the documerits related to

the actual test program. We did however establish how the allowable cable tray

load limits were developed from the test data. United Engineers defined the

allowable loads on the basis of tray deflections being limited to no more than

12 inches in any direction based on electrical cable deflection limitations.

The cable tray tests indicated much lower values for deflection under the loadings,

such as under 1 inch at definec yield. Tray testing included the two configura-

tions of trays which would be the most flexible (the 12" and 24" ladder type).

These tests, in addition to the load deflection curves, also provided data on'

the effective member properties which could then be utilized in the structural

model for analysis. The simplified structural models integrated the cable trays

and the tray support system, consistent with the actual design configuration.

These models were then utilized in standard structural analysis techniques to

obtain dynamic responses and internal forces for-the structural' assemblies.

Testing was utilized in the second area by United Engineers to establish the

ultimate load capacity, under various types of loadings including both levels
lo ads.,

of seismic g or typical configurations of joints and members. The load capacit [ -f

of other structural members such as the cold-formed strut material or structural

steel wNestablished by the manufacturer's data or by use of existing codes

such as the American Institute of Steel Construction Specification (Reference

| 4. ).

1
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The design criteria for the cable tray support system defines three loading
'

combinations and ~ two stress or behavior levels. The dead weight alone and

the dead weight of the tray plus the cable and the operating basis earthquake -

loading are to maintain the support' system in the elastic range. The dead
'

weight of the tray plus the cable and the safe shutdown earthquake loading

[
allows some excursion into the plastic range, yet assures structural integrity.

f
'

The design philosophy also encompasses the use of the largest yet most flexible
.

cable tray configuration so that the resultant loads into the vertical support

members are maximized. The bracing members are used to increase the fundamental

frequency of the system and therefore shift the response away from the peak

response region. Damping has been taken as 4% for the operating basis earthquake

and 7% for the safe shutdown earthquake which is as provided for in the FSAR

in Table 3.7(B)-23.

!

Section 6.0 of the Guide provides detailed instructions on the execution of
,

the analysis. It was noted that mass points were required to be located
' no further apart than 36" in order to rpore accurately reflect the behavior

! of the tray system which is generally supported at 10 foot spans or less. The

various standard configurations are provided as well as the types of permitted

lateral bracing and the design details which must be addressed for each.

configuration. The various types include the single support transverse bracing,
,

two sided bracing, multiple support transverse bracing and axial bracing.
|

|
Guidance is also provided on thermal considerations, torsion, buckling as well

| 1

|
as welding and attachment to concrete. For situations where the cable tray '

'

.

'A e ,

I supportsystemisconnectedtQnbuildi structural elements which have

'different amplified response spectra, and provisions are made for using envelope

;

I
l

. . - . _. _ , _
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_0005-(GEDP-0005)(Reference 4. ) and " Calculations','. Administrative Procedure-
,

22 (AP-22)-(Reference 4. ). AP-22 takes the corporate design procedures

contained in GEDP-0005 and defines in more detail how the intent of GEDP-0005

is to be met for the Seabrook Project. It was noted that AP-22, A; pendix 0

. which addresses the requirements specific to the Site Engineering group with

regards to-types of calculations completed, indicates that the Group is authorized

; to perform support design modifications to electrical systems. The work being

compleiedbythisgroupisinfactmodificationstotheverticalsupportsystem

designed in the home office by the Mechanical Analysis Group to accommodate lateral

loads. With regard to GEDP-00051t is noted that AP-22 would require the work
3

being done by the Cable, Tra48,ra,cJn3 Task Group to follo " Procedure ,
,

n fc-Crw?!hr;G, L&v~rm en- for Site Calculations,J(Reference 4/ ) except that it is stated that where"

'

required individual disciplines may use separete guidelines, for calculations.

Therefore the team judged the sample calculations to have been completed properly

under the provisions of the Technical Guide.
.

The references utilized in the calculations, whether specific to the project

i such as those providing the details, for example, of support type vs. the critical

vertical and horizontal frequencies of that configuration, to those which include
.

standard text books, handbooks and vendor's catalogs on engineering details

| were provided. Two of the three vendor catalog references utilized for strut

j material and hardware data utilized in the calculations for Section SW-3 were

i used in the verification process by the team. No discrepancies were found

f andtheinterpretationandapplicationofthedataIdshudgedtobecorrect.

It was noted in the calculations that where several individual bents of

; laterally unconnected support frames are subsequently tied together laterally

4
- _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ __ . _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _
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through braces, United Engineers utilizes the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the- -- .

.

squares method to combine lateral loads. The team had no disagreement with

this concept. In general there appearX to be significant margins in the
7

tray support system due to the simplifying assumptions made to minimize the |

number _ of unique designs required. For example, the worst tray cross-section

is used, supports are designed in general for 10' spans of trays, in most

instances the static load of 1,5 times the peak of the enveloping response

spectra:is used and the membe hjoint type selected usually k a capacity
~

ud'

significantly greater than required.

.

The procedures and execution of the design of the cable tray support system

for lateral loads were reviewed against the requirements of Section 4, Design
;

Process,^Section 5, Interface Control and Section 7, Document Control of -
4

i.: ,,, ,, .< w c->'>5g|g g. (q :en.ae g, __)
{ NG{(N45.2.11-1974,to which the project is commited,4see-AP-22, Sect-ion-1,
.

!, p.- 1 '). The design activities were found to be prescribed in specifications,

procedures and the Technical Guide for this task. These documents provide

adequate control of the design execution to be completed by the individual;
,

designers. The design assumptions and design input were clearly defined and

| the associated calculations clearly identifiable by subject, originator,

reviewer and associated dates. The standardized sheets for calculation title

' sheet, calculation control sheet, table of contents, status of revisions,

assumptions and references fesultedincompleteandfullyadequate._

calculation packages. The interfaces are well defined and understood as the-

| information flows from the Electried Group, Mechanical Analysis Group and
| the Site Engineering Group. The lines of communication were judged to be well
;
'

defined and established. The documentation examined proved an excellent example

L

. _ _ _ . . _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ ____. _ _ . - . . _
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of a package of work completed by Site Engineering, Cable Tray Bracing Group
:

and transmitted to the Mechanical Analysis Group for final review and concurrence-;

as well as integration into the total package of calculations for the cable-tray

; support sy' stem.

Based on the team's review of this specific a'rea of engineering and design
l| ' .

effort, United Engineers' design control appeared to be very good. No' findings!

; were made. A1.1 licensing design commitments selected for review were reflected
i

! in.the design documents being utilized for the project. In addition, more
i
'

detailed . design criteria and procedures have.been developed and are being

I utilized on the project. The design process has been quite clearly defined

and developed in the Technical Guide for the Design and Analysis of Seismic-

j Category-I Cable Tray Support Systems. Correct design inputs and design
~

-

| information have resulted from the systematic application of the Technical
i

|
Guide based on the team's review. The specific review of Section SW-3 of the

~

] cable tray-support system in the Control Building resulted in a-determination
i .

| that the design.was fully adequate. It was apparent that a great deal of
i

engineering effort was expended in the evolution of this design' guidance.

This effort included substantial testing where it was apparently~ determined
.

'that actual test data would add to the reliability of the engineering and

design process. Whether this was a joint decision by United Engineers and'

,- Yankee Atomic /Public Service or a singular decision, the project is to be
! '

j' consnended for a well' organized design process for cable tray support systems

and-one which is adequately controlled based on the team's p mited' sample.

,

,
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4.6 Design Supported Instrumentation and Control Equipment

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine for a sample

of instrumentation and control systems whether:

(1) the analysis and design process was executed in accordance with the

appropriate procedures and in conformance with the guidelines contained
i

in the licensee commitments and the Quality Assurance Manual,

(2) correct design information related to the support of the Instrumentation

and Control systems was coordinated and complete interfaces made in a

controlled design process, and

(3) the completed design for supports is adequate.

The equipment selected for this inspection was an instrumentation rack designated

lE-IR-14, located in the equipment vault at approximately Elevation 3'-2", west
;

of Column Line 0 and north of Column Line 1.4

The purchase of the equipment such as this rack is controlled by the " Procedure

for Purchase of Engineered Equip nt," Administrative Procedure 18 (AP-18),
/

(Reference.4. ). It describes the method for preparation of the suggested

bidders list, material requisition, bid a'nalysis, approval by the Yankee Atomic,

issuance of purchase order and change orders.

- .
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In case of MM-IR-14, the Instrumentation and Control Group issued a staff work

request to the Mechanical Analysis Group, to revise response spectra in order

to incorporate instrumentation racksY which included Rack No.14. The Mechanical

Analysis Group responded that the amplified response spectra tables were not

available and requested the seismic design coordinator to originate the amplified

response spectra for the rack at the specified location. The next action was

from the coordinator of seismic design to the structural analysis group requesting

that the amplified response spectra be generated. Upon receipt of the amplfied

resp se spectra from the structural analysis group, the amplified response

spectra were distributed to various disciplines, including the Mechanical
;

Analysis Group. Following the provisions of the procedure, " Control of Seismic
(-

Design," Administrative Procedure-36 (AP-36) (Reference X. ),theMechanical

Analysis Group developed the loads at the anchor points. These loads were then

~ coordinated through the seismic design coordinator to the structural discipline
,

for the completion of the design of the structural steel framing at the location,

1

of the rack. fleanwhile, the Mechanical Analysis Group reviewed the vendor's

seismic qualification report with respect to specification for the rack.

We verified that the amplified response spectram values used by the Mechanical

Analysis Group were those provided by Structural Analysis Group through the

fSeismic@esign{ Coordinator as required by AP-36. We also verified that the

values of the final anchor loads generated by the Mechanical Analysis Group

have been based on the information obtained from the vendor's drawings and that

they were used by the structural discipline staff in the design of the structural

members.

,
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While reviewing the mathematical model of a stairway floor frame used by the

Structural Analysis Group to generate the amplified response spectra, we

noted that the horizontal location of the platform at approximately Elevation

3 feet was incorrect when compared to the United Engineers Drawing F-101558

(Reference 4. ). Since the model itself was dimensioned correctly, the

relative displacement of the model by 34 inches west in relation to the

reference points will not affect the results of the analysis performed by

the Structural Analysis Group. This was noted as an observation, point Sut,

the apparent lack of attention to the details on the part of the Structural

Analysis Group analyst and the checker in the Structural Analysis Group!

(Observation 4.13).

In our inspection we observed that the United Engineers structural design

drawings flos. F-101558 and F-101562 (References 4. and 4. respectively)

were released for construction on September 28, 1976 and July 6, 1978. The
'

structural design calculations," Primary Auxiliary Building, Equipment Vault

Steel Framining (030)', Calculation flo..PB-76 (Reference 4. ), was completed

on December 1,1983. We requested that the original structural design

calculations, from which the above design drawings were prepared and the members
,

fabricated and installed, be presented for inspection. The original design

calculations could not be found and we concluded that the absence of such
AI..,

computations constitutes a violation of Administrative Procedurer22 (AP-15tp.g
m A

22)k,iculations[ReferenceA( ), Section 2.3.1. This was judged to

be an isolated finding where drawings were released prior to the preparation

of calculations (he/u7 4 - 2 c) .

f

. - - - - - - _ - - - . _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - - - - - . - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . - - - _ _ _ - _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ . . _ . _ - - . - - - . _ . - _ .- - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ - - _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ - - . - _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _
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A review of Calculation No. PB-76 (Reference 4. ) also revealed that when*

,

| the designer considered different load combination equations involving seismic
,

y loads (operating basis earthquake or' safe shutdown earthquake) the live load
'

,

i- had been omitted. We considered this to be in violation of the " Structural >

,

DesignCriteria,"SD-66.(Reference 1.3),Section4.2.1andTable5.4-2. We ,

j discussed this matter with the staff of the Structural Group. They presented
i*

a view that this is consistent with sound engineering practice since duringj
i

operation of the plant there will be no load (such as people or material which -
,

$ could be classified as live load.) The team noted that the omission of live
a

loads in load combinations with seismic loads on floor areas not covered by
|

| equipment 'is considered to be a violation of the Structural Design Criteria,

i 50-66(Reference 1.3). (Finding 4-23) ;

i
-

f

b
During field inspection at the plant, we observed that one leg of the instru-

.

.

j mentation rack MM-IR-14 in the auxiliary building equipment vault at approximately
1

I Elevation 3 feet is resting on a 1/2 inch thick floor plate instead of the
,

| channel structural member, C10x15.3, as assumed in the design (Calculation ;
i

i No. PB-76, Reference 4. ). This installed configuration formed a cantilevered
i

| plate with respect to the channel. We concluded that this is contrary to a
1

f sound engineering design and recommended that'a vertical stiffener plate be-

provided, welded to the channel and the plate under the' leg of the rack to'

f carry the load to the channel. The reason for this recomendation is that

h
'' the leg of the rack is situated at the corner of an opening in the floor plate

?

; of the platform. The opening was cut to accommodate vertically oriented
i

! . electrical cables.. The cut out will cause some stress concentration in addition
I

i to the bending. stresses introduced by the plate cantilever. A review of the
:

!

:

. . _ . _ - - _ , . - _ , - . _ . , _ - _ _ , , _ . . _ . - ~ . . . - . - , , , _ - . - - . _ , . . _ . _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . -
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a

level-of stresses in the plate platform supporting the rack indicated existing !
,

I- stresses were low with respect to the code allowables. Since it was judged <

[ that the additional stresses just described would not increase the total
.-

stresses so as to violate any requirements regarding existing codes or
.

.

I procedures.we did.not consider this to be a finding. We believe, however,
t

!~ that providing a stiffener plate as described would be the proper detail and
) .

would improve the design where the main load carrying member was not in the ,

.i
} ' direct load path. The resulting design was judged to be correct. .This was
!

| noted as an Observation (Observation 4-10).
4

I t
;

In summary, the team concluded that the process of procurement, and design of

| supported instrumentation and control equipment is controlled by adequate
r

u
j procedures and that for the sample reviewed the procedures were followed.

|
*

;

i

I The Structural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3) have been used consis-
i

j tently in the design efforts of providing supports for instrumentation and ;

j control equipment which will withstand.the necessary. loading combinations

f including the earthquake loads. Design input and the numerous design interfaces i

I are defined and the flow of information was judged to be adequate. The documen-
-

,

tation and records utilized during this phase of the inspection were readily -
\

available, well organized and was capable of systematic review and checking.;
\

! Based on the review'of the elements of design control exercised by United i

I
i Engineers in this phase of the Seabrook Plant design the team concluded that
1

,

|

i the design efforts in this area were adequate to meet the commitments and
-

regulatory requirements. |

!, -

)
, . . _ . . . ~ _ _ __ _ ,. ___ _ _ _ . _ _ _ ._ _.._ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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4.7 Subcontractors Off-Site -

.

The objectives of this portion of the report were to ascertain:

(1) how the licensee's design commitments being implemented by United Engineers
sob

were being transmitted to and used by several off-site 4 contractors,

(2) what level of control was maintained by United Engineers over subcontractors

as well as the actual performance of subcontractors, and
.

(3) what manner the subcontractor performed and controlled activities

impacting the design of the facility.

In order to complete this phase of the inspection effort a selection was made

f by the team from a list of subcontractors doing work in the design, engineering

] and services area of the project. The first subcontractor selected was Prof.

Ed Burdette who was chosen as an example of direct design related services. He

conducted test verification of certain design assumptions. The second and third

subcontractors were selected on the basis of the volume of work as well as the

fact that both represented the next step in the design and construction process

beyond the basic design engineering effort completed by United Engineers. These

were William J. Lester, Inc. who performed structural steel detailing and

Bethlehem Steel Corporation that performed detailing and fabrication of

reinforcing steel for the Seabrook Plant.
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In '1980, United Engineers contracted with Professor Edwin G. Burdette of the

University of Tennessee, to perfonn tests to establish the load-displacement

relationship of the liner plate anchorage system to be embedded dn the Seabrook

concrete containment. The objective of these tests was to demonstrate.the

adequacy of the liner anchorage system in meeting the requirements of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section III, Division 2,1975 Edition (Reference 4. ). We reviewed the

available documents pertinent to the tests provided by United Engineers. Tha

test program was administered as a part of the Purchase Order No. H.O. 56971,w//4

Change Order No.1, dated September 29,1980(Reference 4. ). The " Procedure

for Containment Liner Anchor Load Test" (Reference 4. ),requiredthat

the specimens be prepared at the Seabrook Plant site using the procedures and

material approved for construction of the containment structures. After .
,

fabrication they were shipped to the-University of Tennessee for testing.

Thesespecimensconsistedof3'-4"xJ'-0"x2'-3"highconcreteblockswith

the liner plate attached to the 3'-4" x 3'-0" top face. The embedded anchors
>\pe%.h E sin:e% 2 inches long and the two studs, 3/4 inch diameter and 12consisted of tees 1

inches long. We concluded that the specimens used in the tests adequately

represented the containment structure and the liner with its embedment system.

The test procedure required that all medsuring and test equipment be calibrated

before testing and evidence of calibration be' available for review. We were

provided with a Testing Machine Verification Certificate, (Reference 4. )

which stated that the 120,000 lb. capacity machine, Serial No. 60096-1,

belonging to University of Tennessee, had been calibrated and the loading

ranges had been found accurate with tolerances ranging from 0.42 to 0.83
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1

percent. The calibration was performed by the Tinius Olsen Testing Machine

Company, Inc., of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania on June 10, 1980. The load cells

output readings found in the report were based on the load readings from the

same testing machine referencing the same calibration date.

In , Prof. Burdette was also under contract to United Engineers to

conduct tests of surface-mounted plates with expansion anchors in order to

determine the validity of the value of the prying facto [ equal to 1.2 which

had been assullmed in the design although supported by some analytical work.

The test program was conducted under Purchase Order No. 210-9 (Reference 4. ).
* The purchase order contained no reference to 10 CFR 50, Appendix 8 or other

J quality requirements for the testing program. The team determined that the

]
test specimens were fabricated under the quality assurance program for the

Seabrook Plant, however, no quality requirements existed on the control of

the testing equipment. The team received calibration data for the same

University of Tennessee 120,000 lb capacity Tinuis Olsen machine used on the

liner anchor tests. This calibration was done on January 7,1982 which is

; the same year that the prying factor tests were made.
!

1

The test report did not contain an identification of the test machine utilized

so that there was not a direct linkage of the calibration data for the test

machine to the data taken from the test machine used in the prying factor

tests. The team dete 1nined that United Engineers' Quality Assurance Procedures

esignControly(Reference ) " Control of Heasurement and

Test Equipmentf(R'efAren5v 5~ ) and, General Engineering and Design Procedure-
'

0022 (GEDP-0022),f' Project Level Design Review and Design VerificationD
~ . - . . . . -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . __-._--__m_____.m.____._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(Reference Al ) had not been completely followed. This failure to place

(Findingquality requirements on the test. program was noted as a findingg

4-5),

The team judged that the testswere,however, valid and that the prying factor

value of 1.2 as used in the design is adequate based on current knowledge.
,

Basedonthereviewconductedbythe$amitwasconcludedinbothofthe

Burdette test programs that adequate specifications for the test specimens

had been utilized so that the tests were representative of the design require-
,

ments and that adequate procedures for conducting the tests were prepared and

j followed. The team also concluded that the design interfaces with the actual

design engjneers were well established and the documentation and records were
.

adequate except for the one case of non-traceability of the test machine
4

calibration. These test programs both demonstrated the willingness on the
'

part of the organizations involved to do a complete job of engineering on some

specific design &~'m'sareas3which have in the past been difficult to totally predict &

structural behaviok' based on purely analytical results.We believe these
<

tests furnish additional confidence in the design of these types of anchorages

into concrete structures at the Seabrook Plant.

A brief review of work completed by Willard J. Lester, Inc. was completed

during this inspection. This firm prepared detailed shop drawings from the
#

design engineering draw ngs a u'ced United Engineers utilizing standard

details and specific details and instructions as issued by United Engineers.i

This company worked first as a subtier contractor to Lyons Iron Works, Inc.
%- /

:

_ - .__________ ______ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ -_ __ _. _ _ _ _
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who held the contract to detail, fabricate and furnish structural steel under

Purchase Order 006-12-1(Reference 4.55). After Lyons Iron Works, Inc. closed

its operations due to bankruptcy,a purchase order .(Purchase Order 006-12-4)

|
(Reference 4.55) was issued to Willard J. Lester, Inc. to continue to produce

shop drawings for structural steel. This subcontract lasted only for several

fmonths until a new supplier came on to the Seabrook project to detail, fabri-
i

cate and furnish the structural steel..'

i
e

Several of the drawings produced by the detailers at Lester, Inc. were reviewed

j for conformance to the detailing practices and standards of the American
ece 4. - -d'~

Institute of Steel Construction Specifications ( and no discrepancies

- were noted and the team concluded that the specification requirements for

structural steel detailing had been met. ,
,

I

' Another of the subcontractors reviewed during this inspection was Bethlehem
'

Steel Corporation. The basis of the subcontracted services and in this case
.

A,n'

also caterial, to3 ethlehem Steel Corporation by United Engineers was the UnitedB

Engineers document, " Specification for Furnishing, Detailing, Fabricating and
; scae:dcahon t'ca -!"~I

DeliveringReinforcingBars("3(Reference 4. ). This document was issued'

'

originally as Rev. 071kik[nd as u dergone ten revisions since that time.

A detailed review of the important design information relative to this speci-

fication was made by the team with respect to the design commitments of thet

[ FSAR. No discrepancies were noted. Since the Seabrook hroject was committed

,
by FSAR Section 3.8.1.2 to use the American Society of flechanical Engineers,

(A-fewee +.-)'

4 or the containm;entj Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Div. 2,1975 f

design the specification imposed stringent requirements on quality assurance.

;

4

,% -- , -. + - .-_. -r ----.m
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No distinction was made in the specification between reinforcing for the

containment and other structures, so that all work and material supplied by
(2 & cnec 4. ).

Bethlehem Steel was to conform to the ASME Cade The team placed specificn

emphasis on the manner in which ASME Code, Section CC-2700, Materials
Geed-rence 4- - )>

Manufacturer's Quality Assurance Programs were reviewed, accepted and imple-4
mented under the requirements of the specification. The reason for this was1

due to the fact that the Seabrook Froject represents the first incorporation
Geh--ence +. -)

of the ASME Code, Div. 2 1nto a plant nearing completion. Bethlehem Steel,4
fprior to the start of the Seabrook project, had used 10 CFR 50, Appendix B

; as the basis of a quality assurance manual which was undergoing rework early

in 1974 when the United Engineers specification was being issued.

An early version of the Bethlehem Quality Assurance Manual was submitted with

the bid to United Engineers in January of 1974 and subsequently reviewed by

United Engineers. As a result of this review a series of meetings and dis-

cussions ensued in order to obtain conformance with the specification. In

addition, to meetings held at United Engineers' offices on January 23, 1974,

meetings and reviews were held at the Philadelphia Bar Shop of Bethlehem Steel

where a quality assurancefAudit check list was used to perform afFacility

jSurvey conducted by a quality assuranceI udit Engineer from both Yankee AtomicA I

and United Engineers. The following day similar discussions and audit

Pens $ wus
I

activities were held at the Steelton, Es.4 cility of Bethlehem Steel.f

.

The results of these discussions and audits were documented by Yankee Atomic ,

and United Engineers as well as by Bethlehem Steel (References 4. and 4. ,

respectively). The Bethlehem Steel report highlighted the following items.

-- ._. . .
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Interpretations of quality assurance by Yankee Atomic and United Engineers(1)

is more stringent than any seen to date.
.

sh el
(2) The Quality Assurance Manual submitted with the Bethlehem bid proposal wasg

considered unacceptable by United Engineers in its form at that time;

because:

(a) Separation of quality assurance for steel production and detailing /

fabricating was not clear.

'(b) Certain items should be removed from the Quality Assurance Manual

and developed into written quality procedures including such items,

as testing instrument calibration, drawing and detailing standards

and document checking, review and approval.

.

(c) Needed improvements in document control.

.

(d) Needed clarification of stop work authority and chain of command.

.

(e) Needed clarification on control of non-conforming material and iden-

tification of material by heats and control of identification after

fabrication.

(f) Definitive information on the control of quality in the Engineering

Department.
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(g) fleeded personnel / position descriptions and individuals' qualifications.

She/
(h) Needed changes in the Bethlehem nonconforming material report forms.

4

The report ended with the following statements.

"J. W. Singleton (YAEC) invited us to visit their facility for general.

review of any of the Quality Assurance Manuals in their possession as

an aid in our preparation of manuals. It appears that our present thinking
1

of the Quality Assurance Manual is right on line provided we have documented

quality control procedures available such as described above. I believe
~

they have given us some good pointers which should be to our advantage in

the future if we implement them now."

Following these efforts Bethlehem Steel continued to work toward achieving an

upgraded quality system including a revised Quality Assurance Manual and a

series of quality procedures based on the interfacing which had been taking

place between the three major parties on the reinforcing steel. At the same'

time Bethlehem Steel was providing comments to United Engineers on the speci-

fication which had been issued for bidding purposes. A series of correspondence
4

was reviewed in the Bethlehem Seabrooktproject correspondnece file (File Folders

1-4) for the period from January 1974 through the date of the contract, May 15,

1974 to October 25, 1976 when the Bethlehem Quality Assurance Program for
(Edercoese 4 .J

Seabrook 1 and 2 Rev. 2, September 26,1976,iwasapprovedfoNFabricatedRein-E

forcingi' Steel . These document included other audits performed by United

Engineers at the various locations where Bethlehem Steel was doing or was to

perform work on the Seabrook Project.

-_____---__. - . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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The first transmittal of engineering drawings to Bethlehem Steel was on July 18,

1975 (Reference 4. ) and the detailing of Category I reinforcing steel was

authorized by United Engineers on June 3,1976 (Reference 4. ). It was noted

in reviewing the infonnation related to work being processed in the various

Bethlehem Steel facilities that the first reinforcing steel shipment was made

frca Bethlehem Steel's Boston Shop on August 3,1976 which was prior to the

approval of the Quality Assurance Program by about 3 months. Further review

by the team indicated that the shipments of steel made prior to October 25,

1976 did not contain steel which was for use in Category I structures. The

reinforcing steel was for the setting basins, seawall and manholese.d /0
;s u.u.y -4e .h m &.-w' ^ uere , cpe</, su Mar.2e/y

In aadition to the detailed review of the controls exercised by United Engineers

over Betnlehem Steel in performance under the contract and the technical and

quality requirements of the specification, the team reviewed selected portions

of Bethlehem Steel Quality Assurance Manual, the Standard Quality Assurance

Program Manual for Fabricated Reinforcing Bars, the Facility Manuais and the

Quality Assurance Procedures itanual for Fabricated Reinforcing Bars,(References

4. end-4. )

The Bethlehem Steel Quality Assurance Manual (Steel Plants) (Reference 4. )

provides the statenents of quality policy for the entire Steel Operations Group

and functions as a single source document. Quality manuals, procedures and

instructions at individual plants and shops emanate from this Quality Assurance

Manual. The responsibility for quality programs for the corporation rests with

the Office of the Chief Metallurgical Engineer of Steel Operations. As part of

the Bethlehem Plant Comittee System there is a Corporate Quality Assurance
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Subcomittee which serves to develop and coordinate quality assurance policy.

The Bethlehem Quality Assurance Manual is in a form so as to address several
h.enw Socie& fAbenameNafink%- Aencen Ne%2/9% dero's Tas&6/e /

), ASME Boiler and Pressuref M111taryptandards, ANSIAN45.2 (Reference 4. A

Yessel CodefSection III) (Reference 4.
) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

Section 5 of the Manual includes the specifics of the corporate policy on the

quality assurance program as applied to fabricated reinforcing bar. In suninary,

the following points are addressed in the Manual.

(1) The Fabricated Rebar Quality Program is coordinated by the Reinforcing
,

Bar Engineering Group.

|

(2) The Quality Assurance Program for Reinforcing Bar Fabricating Shops is
,

consistent at all shops in the country.
,

(3) The Chief Metallurgist at each plant coordinates reinforcing bar Quality

IAssurance policy but at shops (fabrication only) it is addressed by on-site,

'

5 Engineering or a separate quality group.

i

| (4) Audits, final disposition of corrective action and control of records

are performed by the Bethlehem Home Office Reinforcing Bar Engineering

Group.

(5) The management review for the Fabricated Reinforcing Bar Quality Assurance

Systems is performed by the Corporate Quality Assurance Coordinator.
,

3

The Standard Quality Assurance Program llanual for Fabricated Reinforcing BarsNS""'{
4. - /

________________- - __ _ _-
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addresses fifteen of the eighteen criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, noting that

bh $$gIII, IX and XIV which are Design kontrol, kontrol of bpecial frocessesI

and knspection,ETest and hperatinghtatus respectively, do not apply to the
p w ded by

1 services or products ef Bethlehem Steel. The team did not disagree with theA

exceptions taken by Bethlehem Steel to Appendix B. The Manual provides a

description of the quality assurance organization and the authorities, responsi-

bilities and duties of persons performing the quality assurance function's. It
;

also sets forth the Bethlehem Steel policies for satisfying the Quality Assuranced

Program requirements and reforences the other Bethlehem Steel procedure manuals

which describe, in detail,. the procedures and instructions for accomplishing
;

the activity.
1

l

The manner in which the Quality Assurance Program Manual for Fabricated Rein ,

forcing Bars becomes a specific quality document on a project is that during
.

the proposal or bid stage the Standard Manual is submitted as an uncontrolled

document and forms the basis for specific project quality assurance items

relative to the contract. With contract award the manual is amended, if

required, using an appendix to provide conformance with the client's specific

project quality assurance program. At that time, the Manual and the project
,

specific amendments beccme a controlled quality document.

Bethlehem Steel's next level of control consists of a series of Facility
1

Procedure Manuals appropriate for a given activity and a given Bethlehem Steel;

facility. These address three basic activities: steel production, detailing

reinforcing steel and fabrication of reinforcing steel.
,

. . - -
--
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The remaining Procedure Manual is known as the Quality Assurance Procedures
Q2 4mee 4. -).

This is a st'andard manual whichManual for Fabricated Reinforcing Barsn

details the procedures required to implement the Quality Assurance Program

Manual for Fabricated Reinforcing Bars including the monitoring of the work

procedures of the facility manuals for detailing and fabricating reinforcing
,

' bars.
.

~

The team reviewed selected portions of these manuals in order to assess the

programmatic aspects of Bethlehem's quality system and then to assess manner

inwhichBethlehemhasperformedandcontrol]editsactivitieswhichimpacted
the design and construction of the Seabrook facility. The following sections

of the Standard Quality Assurance Program Manual for Fabricated Reinforcing

Bars were reviewed for conformance to 10 rFR 50, Appendix B for the specific

use in reinforcing steel detailing and fabricating activities.

Section Title Rev. No. Date.

4 Instructions and Procedures 2 1/1/79

5 Occument Control 2 1/1/79

2 1/1/798 Inspection -

12 Honconforming Materials 2 1/1/79

13 Corrective Action 2 1/1/79

14 Quality Assurance Records 2 1/1/79

15 Audits 2 1/1/79

16 Special Contract Requirements 2 1/1/79
.

| including Appendix A, Special Quality 4 4/26/79

Assurance Requirements for Seabrook

Station

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Section 8.2 requires a scheduled review to be conducted on the current work of

each detailer assigned to nuclear projects. The review is conducted to assure pfvanoos afamtsid's / f4e A.,escoa Concrete EsdA/e,ffe Co.,nk Aki&Mf
conformance to ACI, CRSIgBethlehem Steel Corporation Etandards];2efer:r.cas -f,,,ff,/e

J. tc 4. ) and the project specifications. This was viewed by the
steel's

team to reflect Bethlehem 4.gcommitment to a quality system and assuring that
was ,

b rthe detailing of reinforcing steel ts4 eing done as required by the Project

documents. In Appendix A, "Special Quality Assurance Requirements for Seabrook
(.ce+sence + -) ~

Station,"3the special requirements imposed by United Engineers in Section 3.2
,

of the specification related to Cadweld sleeve criteria fit were reflected.

The requirements of CC-5340 of the ASME Code (Reference 4. ) regarding visual

examination for transverse cracks which were part of the specification were also
'

reflected in, the special requirements of Appendix A. With regard to'bar testing,

Bethlehem Steel included in Appendix A a procedure defining the mechanical testing

of reinforcin ),theASMECode(Reference
Cem v~"M $|[g bar to meet ASTM A615 (Referenc,e 4.s.;;',f"'*"a: w ., y, _ )Yeq& ,, y r -

'
.

4. ),gRegul,a, tory Euilei.1 and the specification. Also contained in the
,

Appendix is a commentary on the Reinforcing Steel Quality Assurance program,

mainly emphasizing the traceability of material from the time it is produced

in the steel mill to the time it is fabricated, shipped, received and stored

on-site.

Fo r-
St-th the Quality Assurance Procedures Manual for Fabricated Reinforcing Bars

the following procedures were reviewed.

'
. .
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Procedure Title Rev. No. Date-
.

4 .

II Document Control 3 2/1/79
P

III- Review of Placing Drawings 3 2/1/79
t

j IV Inspection 4 2/1/79
i

VII Nonconforming Items' 3 2/1/79 '

'

j VIII Corrective Action 2 2/1/79
'

X Audits- 4 2/1/79

.

All of these procedures were noted as being very comprehensive and detailed
,

and provide an comprehensive tool for the personnel who must execute these

procedures as well as those who use them in the review, inspection and audit

functions.
,

|
1

,

Two additional procedures, Hich were soecifically associated with the work

! completed for the Seabrook project were reviewed. The first was " Quality
i

j Control Procedure for Fabricated, Reinforcing Bars for the Bethlehem Plant,
i

| Engineering Department, Detailing," Procedure No. I. , Rev. '1, ' June 1,1981,
!

i (Reference 4. -). The second was the " Quality Control Procedure for Steel
:

i Operations For In Plant Shop for Fabricating," Procedure No. 1, Rev. O,
t -

and the Addendum for Stealton Plant, Rev. O, November 28,
.

! October 14, 1977,

. 1977(Reference 4. ). These were judged to be adequate.to control the
1

detailing and fabricating work that was done and is still underway.
!

|

} In addition to reviewing the specifications and manuals documenting quality
j ,

! control and compliance with the pertinent codes and standards, we also reviewed ~

l,

4
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shop drawings, generated at the Bethlehem Steel offices in order to verify i

their conformance with the design drawings produced by United Engineers. We
dal

learned from the Bethlehem Steel staff that the reinforcing steel which wees

been detailed at the Bethlehem home office were for the following elements of
|

the containment structures: beactor hit dContainment slab, El. (-)26',

0 Personnel and equipment hatch, and theI ontainment dome tra finit #1 3as-C

beerTompleted-and31t-42-4s-beittg-woded crn The containment's exotic bars-

(around openings and out of plane bending) are detailed at the Philadelphia.

office. In addition the primary shield wall, approximate elevations (-)25'

Yto (-)2' and the Containment building slab (El. O') were detailed to the

Bethlehem home office.
,

Deta'iling of reinforcing bars for other = structures has been done either at the
*

Boston or Philadelphia offices. During our inspection .in Bethlehem, pa.,.y'vuta ,%s
.

we reviewed some of the drawings pertaining to the reactor pit and the contain-
'

ment dome, Elevation 119' (the spring line) and the apex. We were informed that

the major difference between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 drawings is the fact that

in Unit 2, by increasing the length of some of the reinforcing bars, the number

of caldweld splices has been reduced. We viewed this as an example of both

Yankee Atomic and United Engineers making improvements in the design details.

Due to complexity of the reinforcing in the congested area of the reactor

pit, the detailing was done using a scale model, which was built by United

Engineers, showing all the reinforcing steel in actual position. The Bethlehem
..

detailers studied the model and then generated the shop drawings.
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While reviewing Bethlehem Drawing No. 017RM31 Rev. 4, dated December 5,1978

(Reference 4. ) and comparing it with the corresponding United Engineers

design drawing, Drawing F-101402, Rev.13, dated March 24,1981(Reference 4. ),

we observed that the spacing of the horizontal stirrups which on the design

drawing was 16" whereas on the detailed shop drawing the spacing was 8". The'

total amount of the reinforcing steel remained unchanged in spite of the change

in spacing. The design arawing had not been updated to reflect the change

in spacing. The reinforcing steel remained designated in the design drawing as

2x4-#6 0 16". We found that this is a violation of " Document Control - Foreign

Print System," Administrative Procedure f9dAP-29 Section 8.6.2, Rev. 7, dated

April 12,1983 (Reference .4(__). In all of the drawings reviewed this was

the only case where a discrepancy between the design and shop drawing was 9,'t,'

At cn:.v.- ofner.w .vec' raop,46 de Ge.~I4At* a'j'&j e
.,

& 4- w k w w i ,.,a

found.4 This was noted as a finding, but had no generic implications and was g. ,g,3,y
,

judged ,tc be an isolated instance of lack of consistency and to maintain up to #,.)/, *
ni u-e i

f

datedocumencs(Finding 4-21).
4

A review was made of the nonconformances issued against two of the shops within

the Bethlehem Steel organization which provided some of the fabricated material

to the Seabrook facility. Nonconformance reports for the Albany Shop for 1982

were examined. Four separate reports had been issued, three of which related to
~

incorrect bends which resulted in scrapping the material and rebending from new

bar stock and the fourth being an incorrectly recorded heat number which was
q

corrected. Nonconformances for the Steelton Shop for 1983 were examined. Eleven

separate reports had been issued. Of these eleven, five involved bending errors,

three involved cutting tolerances, and one each involved a detailing error,
,

mislabeling and missing bars from a bundle. Based on the size of bar and the

. .
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tonnage of reinforcing steel involved the team judged the number of non-confor-

mances to be low. In all cases correctiva action was taken before any of the ;

non-conforming items had been incorporated into any safety-related structures.

,[ -Wor-b
Based on the review completed and the work observed,the team concluded that3 g

the licensee's design commitments had been clearly transmitted to Bethlehem4'

Steel via the specification and the engineering drawings and details. Letter

and meeting communications also served as an. important part of the total process

of providing design interfacing and design input. The team's sample review

indicated that Bethlehem Steel had also executed their procedures adequately.
am/

; A system for the review of shop and placin(drawings existed qwas being

effectively implemented in accordance with the Bethlehem Steel Quality Assurance

Procedures Manual. A system to document and control the records and design

changes, to assure that the latest updated input data are being used for the

development of shop and placement drawing exists.. The Drawing Record Card, the

Transmittal Control Form Letter and the Order Entry Record Card have been the

keys to document and records control. . Based on the team's obsarvations it is
,

evident that the Bethlehem Steel's audit system has been effective in identifying
,

most random errors and assuring that corrective action has'been taken.

I As a result of the team's review and observations of the work of Prof. Ed
a

Burdette, Bethlehem Steel, and Lester, Inc. on the Seabrookiproject it is the
|
l conclusion of the-team that the necessary elements of design control have been

in existence during the performance of services under subcontracts to United '

Engineers.for,the plang structures. Additionally, we have concluded that these

controls were adequately implemented. Twc fin' dings were noted. One in

s-,

.Y.,, , +,

g _ . '4
.

__
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traceability of a testing machine calibration and the other on an inconsistency

between an engineering design drawing and a shop drawing. Both findings were

judged to be isolated cases.

;

.
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4.8 As-Built Conditions and Surveys

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to ascertain:

(1) how the changes generated by as-built conditions such as in structures,,

systems and components are processed by United Engineers and the

contractors,

(2) how the acceptability of final loads resulting from location of pipe

supports, electrical cable trays and ventilating systems, including those

not specifically considered in the original design, are verified, and
.

(3) how the drawings and identified supporting documents are updated, main-

tained and certified, so that the completed work reflects the as-built

conditions of the plant and document that the structures meet the design

requirements,
,

f

The team first reviewed the procedures which were available to control this.

i area of plant design and construction. Among the documents which control

as-built conditions of structures, systems and components we reviewed those.
,

which seem to be the most essential in the process. Those are: " Changes to*

|
,

|
Project Documents", Administrative Procedure No. 15 (AP-15), issued on

[
~May 31,'1974 with numerous later revisions (Reference 1. )," Cutting

,

Reinforcing Steel in Permanent Concrete Structures", Administrative Procedure

No. 38 (AP-38), issued on September 5,1980 (Reference 1. ), "As-Built

Documents", Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39), issued on November 17,

. - .. , - . . .- .
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1980 (Reference 1. ), " Minimum As-Built Record Drawing Listing," Technical

Procedure No. 11 (TP-11), issued on April 29, 1983 (Reference 1. )," Project

Reference Manual - Supplemental Information for Design Change Program,"

Technical Procedure No. 23 (TP-23), (undated) (Reference 1. ), and " Project

Instruction for Handling UE&C/ Contractor Nonconformance and/or Deficiency Reports",

Field Administrative Construction Procedure No. 1 (FACP-1), issued on November

27, 1979 (Reference 1. ).

Currently " Changes to Project Documents" Administrative Procedure No.15 (AP-15)

has 18' revisions since the original issue, the latest being dated August 17,

1983. It describes how questions and changes related to design documents,

deemed critical to support on-going field activities, are initiated, processed

and resolved. It provides the criteria which the proposed changes must meet in

order to be approved, the flow charts which describe the sequence by which

various site questions are processed and the forms which should accompany

questions raised by the contractor. The questions may require an oral response,'

the response for a request for information or may require an engineering change

authorization, depending on complexity of the problem. The classification

regarding these requests can be described using the following guidelines:

(1) If the question only requires an explanation or clarification, the oral

response is sufficient.

|

(2) A request for information is prepared when an oral response is not sufficient

and design documents are not affected which might have been issued by

1

|

, . .
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United Engineers (site or home office) or drawings issued by a manufacturer

or vendor.

~

(3) When the question or response requires changes (or exceptions) to engineering

documents, such as drawings, specifications, or calculations, the contactor

submits a proposed engineering change authorization.

The engineering change authorizations are subdivided further as follows:

. (a) On-the-spot engineering change authorizations inay be used to resolve

all the items except those involving generic problems and those

requiring Yankee Atomic approval. Any minor engineering change

authorization may be issued on-the-spot.

(b) Minor engineering change authorizations which are of repetitive in

nature, e.g., involving movement and arrangement of sister splices in

congested area to clear interferences of reinforced steel, modifica-

tion of approved formwork or substitution of higher strength bolts

than the design requirements, that have been reviewed and concurred

with the home office engineering, Yankee Atomic and quality assurance

as being appropriate for release.

(c) Major engineering change authorizations are those which are not-

classified as minor and in turn they are subdivided into two

categories: major specific case engineering change authorizations

and major generic case engineering change authorizations.

.

.
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One.of the important differences between the request for information and

engineering change authorizations is that the engineering change authorizations

must include a list of affected documents. Engineering change authorizations

and requests for information may be revised or voided by modifying and reissuing

the base document form or, in certain circumstances, by the use of the continua-

tion sheet. If a request for information is changed to an engineering change

authorization by use of the continuation sheet, that sheet must contain a
.

listingofaffecteddocuments.

Interdisciplinary coordination of all disciplines involved in the engineering

! change authorization is assured by the requirement that all disciplines that are

responsible for the documents listed under affected-documents must review the

engineering change authorization.

" Changes to Project Documents," Administrative Procedure No.15, (AP-15)

(Reference 1. ) is used together with "As-Built Drawings," Administrative

Procedure No. 39, (AP-39) (Reference 1. ) to control changes. AP-39

identifies the drawings and other supporting documents to be updated, maintained

and certified that the completed work reflects the as-built conditions of the

plant. This assures that the documents can be effectively used for engineering

reference in the future for various reasons such as future plant operations,

start-up testing, maintenance or modifications. The procedure contains a

listing of United Engineer documents to be revised to reflect as-built conditions

as received from the Construction and Start-up departments. The procedure's

Attachment No. 2 provides detailed information in that respect and it addresses

i

L
,
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inspection elements, including piping configuration, location of supports,

as-built United Engineer construction drawings and as-built tolerances. The

procedure provides very detailed and complete information regarding the type

of documents which must be revised to reflect the as-built condition. Included

in that category are vendor documents which must be revised to reflect the

"as shipped" condition of the item. In case of a modification in the field

the drawing must state what is " field modified" and provide the reference to

the foreign print which shows the "as shipped" condition. Any changes should

be processed in accordance with " Change to Project Documents," Administrative

Procedure No. 15, (AP-15), (Reference 1. ).-

,

As-built documents are processed through the Field Office Document Control

Center as shown in Figure 4.8-1. Each car. tractor has the responsibility to

provide the as-built documents. The Field Document Control Center records

the approximate information and processes it further to the Home Office

Document Control Center as shown on the chart.

''As-Built Documents," Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39), in Attachment

No. 3, contains the types of conditions or changes which do not require as-built

information and incorporation into United Engineer drawings. In this category,
,

we found the. reinforcing steel changes. We inquired why an important item like

reinforcing steel is not required to be recorded to reflect as-built conditions.

We were informed that as-built information is required only in those cases where

the amount of steel is different than stated on the design drawings. Relocation

of reinforcing steel within specified limits is permitted under this concept.

.
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|

*We expressed our opinion that the procedure does not restrict the discrepancy

between the design and as-built conditions in any way and such a deviation could

consist of providing reinforcing bars of smaller cross-sectional area, omission

of reinforcement in some area altogether or some other change that might impact
.

'

the design. We did not receive a satisfactory explanation regarding this matter
'

and we consider this a serious shortcoming of the procedure. We do agree that

there are many field situations where a change in placing of reinforcing bars

: may be tolerated and even sometimes necessary. We believe, however, that the
1

procedure (AP-39) should be revised should qualify this statement in order to;-
j

| avoid gross deviations from the design requirements. Such deviations could
I

result in an inferior or inadequate structure. This was noted as an K)bservation

(Observation 4. ). .

I

The details of processing as-built documentation identified in "As-Built Documents';

Administrative Procedure No. 39, (AP-39) (Reference 1. ) are described in

" Minimum As-Built Record Drawing Listing," Technical Procedure No.~11 (TP-11),-

(Reference 1.- ). This procedure was issued on April 29, 1983 and has not
i

been revised. It is referenced as Appendix No. 4 in AP-39 and its purpose is ,

to interpret the technical requirements of AP-39 and to establish " detailed~

;

identification of_ the specific United Engineer Construction Drawings and United

I Engineer apprr,ved foreign prints which shall be made as-built drawings by the

appropriate Seabrook field organization. Additionally, the purpose of TP-11 is

to organize the drawing listing on a work package concept to allow effective

engineering verification against the design basis condition and subsequent

incorporation of.the as-built data into the design drawings. The procedure

identifies six disciplines and in each of.them there are two individuals named

as the coordinators: one in the field and one in the home office.

:

.. - - .-. - .-. - - -- ,. .
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Several organizational entities are involved resolving changes and determining

as-builts. The beam verification program, which involves a complete check of

the structural steel is the responsibility of the home office Structural Group

and Site Engineering located at the Seabrook site is responsible to respond to

certain engineering change authorizations, requests for information and non-

conformance reports. If Site Engineering does not have a proposed solution to

offer, the responsibility for resolution of the item is then with Site Support

Engineering at the United Engibeer home office. In some instances the Structural

Group in the home office may become involved. In certain instances Yankee Atomic

also participates in resolution of these items when there is a potential for a:

major impact upon the project or they were responsible for the original review

on the items or activities involved.
*

. ,

(1) Structural Steel As-Builts
1 .

The procedures for this program are described in " Guidelines for Beam Veri-

fication", dated September 19, 1983 (Reference 4. ). The beam verification

program was established in order to ensure that all the structural steel beams

are rechecked for all the imposed loads. The treatment of live load is in con-

formance with the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66, Revision 1, dated November 30,

1982, (Reference 1.3), Table 4.2-1. Note 1, to Table 4.2-1 states that uni-

formly distributed live load shall not be considered with seismic load

conditions except those loads which are marked permanent are included 16 the

calculations.

The design of the structural steel beams for the tank farm area as provided in

Calculation No. WB-61 (Reference 4.34) was based upon using the uniform snow

_
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1

load which is considered a permanent live load. The team determined the designi

procedure used was applied in accordance with the " Guidelines for Beam Verification".

'

The beam verification program is being executed by two methods; namely, computer

and manual calculations. The computer calculations are performed using the

STRUDL computer program where the beams over an entire floor are modeled. The

beam to column connections generally are considered as shear type connections

since they are made by angles welded to the beam's web and field bolted to the

column. Horizontal forces are resisted by means of bracing -thus eliminating

the need for beam moment connections. The beam to column connections are;

therefore, modeled as hinges in the computer analysis. The loadings used are:

(1) dead load (steel and general dead load), (2) permanent live load (for seismic

inertial loads one-half of the snow mass is used), (3) seismic amplification,

(4) pipe support loads and for piping of 4 inch diameter and larger, (5) uniform

loads for piping of less than 4 inch diameter, and (6) cable tray and conduit

loads. The manual calculations are utilized where selective reanalysis will

address a given floor system's beams.
,

The input for the seismic amplification loadings is provided by a staff

support group. The Structural Analysis Group has produced amplified response

spectra for various elevations of the building. Vertical" amplified response
,

spectra were developed which accounted for the vertical response of steel beams.

These amplified response spectra are used in order to qualify equipment which

may be located on the interior locations. The Structural Analysis Group has

also directed that the amplified response spectra be used in the design of the

steel beams and are also being utilized in the beam verification program.

._
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|

| The vertical accelerations are obtained from amplified response spectra. One
. |

| - of the amplified response spectra will determine the acceleration at the ' support '

1

while the other will be used to find the acceleration at mid-span. These

vertical acceleration values are developed from the appropriate vertical

amplified response spectra by selecting the 50 hertz frequency response for

the 4% and 7% equipment damping response curves, for the operating basis

earthquake and safe shutdown earthquake, respectively.

,

The horizontal acceleration values used for beam design are taken from the
; ,.

: 33 hertz frequency response for the 4% and 7% equipment damping response curves

i for operating basis earthquake and safe shutdown earthquake. From these values,
c Acc 6,e

a uniform seismic acceleration is established for design,.t This method of

; cbtadning seismic loads for beam verification was acceptable to the team.
,

4

,

Because the bottom flange of structural steel is commonly used fer the attach-
,

ment of pipe supports, horizontal loads applied normal to the beam axis can
;

*
; .

| cause torsion in the steel beam. United Engineer's beam verification procedure

calls for checking whether the supported slab participates with the top flange

of the steel beam in resisting torsion. If the beam were to deflect more than
,

!- the slab, no capability of transferring torsion to the slab could be assumed,

{ and the torsion would be resisted by the steel beam itself provided the torsion

can be transferred through the end connections. The procedure being followed
'

i
.

was acceptable to the team.
!
;

!

The tank farm structural steel has not been addressed by the beam verification

program as yet; however, it is scheduled for completion. The team would

|
i

,

i
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recommend that this be done subsequent to any reanalysis for the seismic loads
' * )-as described in Section 4.2 and addressed in Finding 4-17[46renM'on

Site Engineering also prepares calculations related to as-builts. This effort

is now under the control of " Procedure for Site Calculations" Field Administra-

tion Construction Procedure flo.10 (FACP-10) (Reference 1. ). The majority

of calculations concerned misalignments of structural steel connections. The
4

usual case involved a misalignment of bolt holes, which required a replacement

connection made by welding. The welding was designed to provide the equivalent

strength of the bolts, even though the actual forces might be less while this

; resulted in an overly conservative connection, it did eliminate several cycles 1

.
of communication concerning design load requirements.

.

In our inspection we selected few specific cases as the examples by which one

could verify how the process of addressing the as-built works. In one case,
,

Supplied !!aterial Deficiency Report #357 (Reference 4. ) was filed by the

contractor reporting that a structural steel beam had a tear in toe of flange.

The case was processed by the field office and found acceptable. It should be
'

mentior.ed that according to Rev. 3 of the " Project Instruction for Handling

United Engineer Contractor Nonconformance and/or Deficiency Reports," Field

Administration Construction Procedure No.1 (FACP-1), dated October 4,1982

(Reference 1. ), processing of the report would have been using the same

procedure as for the nonconformance report and deficiency reports. The case

discussed here was dated June 4, 1982 and the Revision 2 of procedure did not
,

require concurrence of the home office. The team agreed with the, actions

taken.
,
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The second case examined was Request for Information #593027A (Reference

4. ) dated June 2,1982 concerning a discrepancy in structural steel between

United Engineer Drawing F-101748 (Reference 4. ) and Cives Drawing

FP-15407-13, Sheet E-58 (Reference 4. ), at approximately Elevation 67 feet.

Another question on the same request for infonnation was concerning a discre-

pancy between United Engineer Drawing F-101750 (Reference 4. )andCives

Drawing FP-15407-13 (Reference 4. ) at Elevation 631 feet for structural

steel. In this case the disposition was provided by the field office. The,

team found the dispositions to be adequate.

(2) Reinforced Concrete As-Builts

fic specific overall program currently exists to assess the final loads resulting

on concrete structures which would encompass pipe supports, equipment, cable

trays, and other systems (Observation 4- ).
.

Under "As-Built Documents"., Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39) (Reference

1. ) certified as-built reinforcing steel drawings are not required. The

footnote in the Attachment 2 of AP-39 states that contractor drawings will be

controlled at the site as foreign prints, marked for information and turned over

to home office Engineering and Yankee Atomic. The method of monitoring and

recording of reinforcing steel cut or damaged is described in the " Cutting

Reinforcing Steel in Permanent Concrete Structuros", Administrative Procedure

No. 38 (AP-38), (Reference 1. ). Our inquiries as to why the drawings ,

affected by the damaged reinforcing bars are not recorded by the Document <

Control Center in the field or the home office did not produce satisfactory
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results. As described later, it was found that Site Engineering is maintaining

documentation. AP-38 establishes responsibilities of organizations for

approval of cutting reinforcing steel during drilling into permanent plant

concrete structures so that the process is controlled and the effect on the

design is controlled.

Procedures for cutting reinforcing bars can be divided in two categories:

(a) when reserve capacity forms (the forms which list reinforcing steel as

required by calculations, those supplied on drawings and the reserve

excess of the bars) are available for a given location, and

(b) when such forms are not available.

|

When a reserve capacity form for a given area is not available, the approval

of all reinforcing steel bar cutting must be reviewed by the Home Office of
;

| United Engineers. The horre office checks the design calculations to determine

if there is an adequate margin available to permit the proposed reinforcing bar

cutting. If it is permissible, approval of such a cutting is documented by

engineering change notice or nonconformance report. When a reserve capacity

form for a given location is available, the Resident Construction Engineering

Group assumes the responsibility for approving cutting of reinforcing steel

based on the information contained in the reserve capacity form. AP-38

states, in Section 3.1, that when the Resident Construction Engineering Group

, approves reinforcing steel cutting, these approvals are documented on the$ Site
i s ace

,

9 Approved 1 Change. Welearnedthatthesiteapprovedchangeformshave4eenb
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(fhce discontinued. This was noted as an observation since Revision 1 of AP-38,

dated July 31, 1981 has not been updated to reflect this fact and erroneously
,

requires use of the site approval change instead of the current engineering

- change authorization or request for information (Observation 4__).

We have been ~ informed by the United Engineer's staff that since the time when

the form was discontinued, changes resulting from cutting of reinforcing steel

have been treated as engineering change authorizations. The team believes

the current method for addressing cut reinforcing steel is adequate to control

the needed changes.

We reviewed the " Project Reference Manual Supplemental Information for Design
;,

Change Program," Technical Procedure No. 23 (TP-23) (Reference 1. )which3

contains an itemization of Minor Change List in Section X. Since the list does

not in:lude reinforcing steel cutting, we concluded and it was confirmed by the'

United Engineer staff that these changes must be treated as major engineering

change authorizations. The team agreed with the minor changes listed as they

affect the civil-structural discipline.

We reviewed Nonconformance Report #2584 (Reference 4. ), which concerned

sv.. crete cover over the reinforcing bars, being too small. This issue was ,

resolved in the field. In this case an unofficial concurrence of the home

office was obtained.

.

Another instance of an as-built reviewed was Engineering Change Authorization
~

58/2809, (Reference 4. ),datedApril 28, 1982, concerning vertical

- . _ .
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. rreinforcing in the wall which caused reinforcing steel conjestion.

As required by the procedure for the changes, the change form listed the

affected document and home office concurrence was marked " accepted". The team

agreed with this action.

To continue the review the process for controlling as-built conditions in

reinforced concrete the team selected five engineering change authorizations

dealing with coring concrete and cutting of reinforcing steel. The first

four being selected for review were in the diesel generator building and the

last was in the tank farm area. -

(1) Engineering Change Authorization 02/0772D (Reference 4. ) was initiated

on (date initiated missing) by the United Engineer Area Superintendent.

The problem was defined to be an interference of service air lines as4

installed with the fire wall partitions. The solution was issued

November 2,1982 and included cutting, capping and grouting the existing

penetration in the floor at the 511 foot elevation, core boring two-2

inch diameter holes, relocating the air lines, air connectors and valves,

deleting pipe supports and grouting the lines into the cored holes. The

affected documents were listed and the backup reference which permitted

the cutting of reinforcing was provided. In addition, the requirements

for recording and reporting the as-built condition were also provided.

| This engineering change authorization had been properly reviewed by the

Site Review Group and then by the hone office where final concurrence was

made on May 18, 1983. The field personnel reported the work completed on

November 16, 1982 and provided sketches and details of the cutting and the

!

, .
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necessary engineering data. One core bore cut no reinforcing and the other

cut one #6 reinforcing bar.

(2) Engineering Change Authorization 06/16708(Reference 4. ) was initiated

September 12, 1983 as an on-the-spot engineering change authorization by

the(Project #1anager for Grinnell Fire Protection Systems. The core drilling

was defined as being required in Stair Walls C&D to allow for installation

of new redundant fire protection system lines. The request was made for

two-6 inch diameter cores to be cut through a wall section around the stair-

well near the 26 foot elevation. Approval was given on October 18, 1983

after telephone concurrence with United Engineer's home office and the

completion of the actions by the Site Review Group on October 17, 1983.

It was further stipulated that one piece of reinforcing steel could be

,

cut each way in each face for each core location. In. addition, sheets

and instructions were provided so that the as-built work would be-

accomplished in accordance with the procedure and specific information

i on actual reinforcing bar cuts would be forwarded for engineering review.
'

The completed forms with the as-built information were completed on

September 30, 1983 and received by United Engineer Site Engineering on

October 3,1983, showed apparently rore reinforcing steel cut than allowed.

All other aspects of the appropriate procedures had been followed based
,

on the team's review of the information.

(3) Engineering Change Authorization 59/4010A (Reference 4. ) was initiated

December 9,1982 by an engineer from Perini Power. This requested authori-
|

'

| zation to cut reinforcing in order to install a Hilti bolt for a surface
|
|

1

l
t
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mounted plate on a floor at Elevation 511 feet. A relocation of the-

plate had been requested in order for bolts to miss the reinforcing. The-

field recognized the relocation would violate the centerline of bolt to

an adjacent embedded plate distance criteria and requested permission to

cut reinforcing steel. Permission was granted at the site on December 17,

1982 and home office concurrence was made on February 1,1983. This

allowed cutting of one piece of reinforcing steel each way, top and bottom

and required submittal of data via an attached form after the installation

had been completed. The as-built information was submitted by Perini Power

on May 20,1983. indicating that one-#7 reinforcing bar was actually cut.

A sketch was provided to establish the exact location of the cut, identify

the affected United Engineer drawing and Bethlehem Steel drawing as well'

as the reinforcing steel bar type. No deficiencies were noted by t.he team.

4

(4) Engineering Change Authorization 73/4572C was initiated December 3,- 1982 by

a field engineer from Pullman-Higgins. This document requested permission

to cut reinforcing steel in an area near a bicckout through a reinforced

concrete wall due to the fact that numerous attempts to locate Hilti bolts
;

'

among the congested reinforcing had resulted in several abandoned holes.

A relocation of the plate for which the Hilti bolts were to serve as anchor

required a redesign of the support which was to be welded to the surface

mounted plate. The change was completed, reviewed and finally approved on

March 23, 1983. The home office Engineering concurrence was completed on

June 27, 1983. Again the field information as a result of the relocation-

and possible reinforcing steel cutting was requested _for review via the
,

coring / cut reinforcing sheets'. The information was provided to Site

, , ._.
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Engineering on January 14, 1983 showing the necessary information and

indicating that one-fil and one-#8 reinforcing steel bar had been cut in

the drilling process. The team found no discrepancies in the information.

(5) Engineering Change Authorization 01/4217 addressed the need of several pipe
E

; supports to penetrae the roof of the tank farm at Elevation 71 In
A A

Rev. A Site Engineering recommended cutting the concrete by scoring the

openings and chipping the concrete. Rev. B added reinforcing steel,

cutting and replacement details and steel removal and replacement and

steel tee sections. Revisions continued through Rev. E which incorporated

additional details. During this process there was continuing dialogue

between the site and the home office. The team found these actions
*

J

acceptable.

After completion of the review of the information contained in the records

related to these engineering change authorizations, the team went into the

field to verify all information that could be checked given the current

completion status in each of the areas. Of particular concern was the

information contained in Engineering Change Authorization 06/1670B which

indicated that apparently more reinforcing than permitted had been cut. The

resolution of this was judged to be important in assessing the actions on the

part of United Engineer in response to the data. All locations associated

with these engineering change authorizations were reviewed in detail, checking

dimensions and where possible the inside cut surface if a core were involved

except for Engineering Change Authorization 59/4010A for which the drilled

anchor bolt was sandwiched between panels of fire stop walls at the floor line.
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All as-built information which had been sent back to the United Engineer Civil /'

.
..

,

Mechanical Services Engineering Group by those executing' the changes was field

p checked and found to be correct. The team then followed up to determine that

the information provided was being systematically recorded and utilized. During,

this field review, questions arose on the status of, and apparent incorrect

fabrication of support 9276-12G-38 which was associated with Engineering Change
i

A*uthorization 73/4572C. After a review of field records and discussions it was .;
,

r - ;
'

found the support.was on " Hold" and the support was known to be incomplete. The
L ,

incoming cut reinforcing data from the as-built sheets were being logged and theni

{ transferred onto reproducible drawings created from the Bethlehem Steel shop
|

drawings for reinforcing steel so that a permanent, censolidated record of cut'
,

!
~

reinforcing is being developed. A review was made of the information relative
i ~

j to the, team's concern about additional cut reinforcing resulted in establishing

| th'at the cutting permission had not been exceeded. The cetailed shop drawings
: ,

j. indicated.the coring was done in a splice zone and that the pairs of cut rein-

! forcing seen in the as-built data represented actually one bar, but since the
i

j cut was in the splice zone, both legs had been cut. Similarly, from the detailed

{ shop drawings and information submitted in Engineering Change Authorization
l'

73/4572C it was clear that several of the cuts were the ends of supplementary.

diagonal reinforcing at the corners of the wall. blockout for air ducts.. The
, ,

,

| information gathered in this program can be utilized to compare against known
,

; margins of reinforcing steel. Where the margins are not sufficient, the
! !

.Iprocedures require additional analysis.

,

! Based on the team's review of the control of cut reinforcing, it was determined

i that this activity is well controlled by procedures and the appropriate inter-

in

'
.

*
'

_ ,. -_- .. . .

.
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faces have been established and checks against known margins to verify that the

original design has not been compromised, are made and the necessary documentation

has been provided. The Technical Assistance Group under the Lead Civil Engineer

of Site Engineering was determined to be executing this operation in a very well

controlled manner. No findings were identified.

Based on the team's review of a sample of the important procedures related

to design changes, field changes and those dealing with as-builts we concluded'

that fully adequate procedures are in-place to define the control mechanisms.

Certain aspects of the procedures and some specific procedures have not been
' in use over the entire life of the project but United Engineers has recognized

this and is taking action. For example, in a memorandum dated September 6,
s-

1983, M -1457A (P,eference 4 ) it is stated that "It is reccgnized that there

; are a good number of historic engineering change authorizations which, based on

the judgment of the engineer at the time, were issued for which there may be no

calculations." The project has defined a progran to address these' historic

engineering change authoriz,ations and develop calculations for them as necessary.

We think that this is a noteworthy effort which when completed will contribute

to improve confidence in the level of quality control of the plant.
,

The team found the execution of the procedures to be adequate as noted in the

examples discussed. In addition the team found the documentation in the examples

reviewed to be adequate. Based on the team's sampling of examples of docu- j

mentation of the as-built conditions to the conditions existing in the field !

the conclusion is that the as-builts represent the field situation accurately.

|

|'

. . -
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The one important item df sclosed in thf s portion of the inspection effort was
,

that there is no program inplace or planned to address the final loads resulting

on the reinforced concrete structures. -The team concluded that based on the

Ifmited knowledge of actual loads at the time of the basic structural design

and the fact that floor live load capab11ty is undefined, a program is necessary.

1 The general attitude that the concrete structures can carry all the loads is
;

,' not substantiated by facts. The ifcensee should address this issue in con-

! junction with the question of allowable floor live loads,"

i
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Piping and Pipe Support As-lutic Documents from contractors
As-Built Documents .

,''''{8free UE&C Power Engineering , ,

2 Septas & 6 Frints 2 Septas & 6 Frints

V

F1M.D DCC

Sende one (1) print
to reopensib's Site
Engineerins Discipline d i

Aa-autte Coordinator
for eva6vatten

t

V
Hiesponsible $1te Engineer

j Discipline As-Built
Coordinator evaluates

j

submittal. marke transmittal
" Acceptable" or "Not .

" Acceptable". Identiftus*

probleme en any prints not
,

. g esg.andreturnsto e

r*
=; .

t..

Y V
-

I FIELD DCC

Documents Documents .

Contracters & Discip1&neAcceptable Not Acceptable
Aa-Bullt Coordinator

1 Septa 1 Marked pring verif y corrections.' !!
6 Prints sent ce acceptable coordinator

sent to Home Coatractor states on transmittal
"f flee and Ltitials it.*

.

.

i i A
Y Y

W0 CE .NDTE: Home Office to CCNTRACTOR

cu ac 5 te Engineedng
Log Foreign Prints 6 As-Bul t Caerdinator if Corrects urkings la
processes. Sende to ,

t are are any questions accordance w/cuments
actica Discipline. -

en Contractor documents. and resubmits to
Field DCC.

! * This step any be esitted en
'

resubmittals if Discip11ee.

i As. Built Coordinator has already
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4.9 Conclusions |

|

!

The scope and the depth of the inspection was sufficient to reach certain'

conclusions regarding the design control exercised over the design and

engineering aspects of the civil-structural discipline and the related safety
observed

Based on thef acts, reviewed correspondence,afseu m o nffeatures of the Saabrook Plant.

other information acquired during this inspection and the findings, we concluded

that design of the safety related features pertinent to the civil-structural
discioswe
area'-are incorporated in a design control process which will assure adequateg

safety to the public. Our inspection encompassed both the technical design and
~

the procedural aspects of the organizations involved in the engineering of the

plant in order to have a broad perspective of all elements of the design and "le-

interdisciplinary coordination effort. In addition,we reviewed the design
,

I effort to ascertain if the design commitments described in the Final Safety

Analysis Report had been implemented properly.
,

I As a result of the inspection we identified twenty-three findings and ob-

servations. All of our findings have been discussed with the staff of United

Engineers and we have been informed that t)('e appropriate action has been taken

j to ascertain that there will be no circumstances which might result in unaccep-

table margins of safety. Several of the findings appear to have greater

significance than others with regard to'possibly impacting the actual; _

structures. Finding 4:27. which appears to reflect on the generic approach

to the application of live load in combination with other seismic load was

defined as requiring further e. valuation by the licensee to assure that the'

i

1

|

,_ ._, . - - - - -
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structural members have load resisting capability in accordance with the

approved regulatory requirements. Finding 4/7 and 454 clearly define the

necessity for attention to be focused on the tank from structure which houses

the refueling water storage tank and the spray additive tank. First,the

seismic classification of the structure must be consistently defined and.

carried through the design and then the tornado conditions the structure

must resist as well as what the acceptable behavior is to be,must be defined.

Once consistency has been established for the design bases it will be

necessary to consider reanalysis of both the concrete and structural steel

portions of the structure to clearly reflect the as-built members 'and

boundary conditions. Also since the tank farm structure has little structural

symmetry the reanalysis should most likely address torsional effects for

seismic loads. Findings + 5, ?-7, and 4-N all dealt with eccentric connec-

tions in structural steel members which should have been analyzed as non-

standard joints, but were found during the inspection to not have been

subjected to a specific analysis. Apparently subsequent analysis by United

Engineers has now properly verified these connections in accordance with

the FSAR connaitments, but the incidence of these unanalyzed eccentric joints

was so prevalent that the team recommends some program to address the issue.

Some type of program was mentioned by United Engineers but its scope and

details were not reviewed during the inspection.

There was one observation, which the team also believes merits special

attention.
,

/
4

Observation # highlights the needk' for the licensee to consider some

4

e
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i
'

f type of-verification _ program for concrete structures similar to the beam

verification program currently in-place for structural steel. The team
,

onyinal
- concluded that such a program is highly advisable considering the3 unknowns

awed sine
that existed with respect to attachments and extra loadsgon the concrete at4

the time'of original design.-

4

The team examined several elements of design control during the inspection

i in order to ga'in facts on which to base conclusions regarding the Seabrook

Project. -Tha degree to which and the level of conformance of the design to
3 3

the regulatory requirements and criteria as defined in the FSAR were examined.

The procedures and specification were sampled and reviewed. Design interfaces,

design input and design assumptions were reviewed for exactness, defintioni

and use. The design execution and design verification processes were reviewed
,

,

including design changes,whether initiated by the home office or as a result

of field action.were-reviewed. Samples of audits and as-builts were also
,

inspected by the team.>

.,

i

As a result of the integrated design inspection at United Engineers the team
1

reached some conclusions that were not listed as_ findings, observations or

unresolved items, but are categorized as connents in the area of quality
.

project management. These are as- follows:
i

'

!. * The organization of the normal civil-structural work appears to be-
~

'

very compartmentalized into numerous fntities creating extra
,

.

i . interfaces.
!

<

>

:
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* Specializtd' staff groups apparently are not subjected to technical
'.~ ,s . , ,

audits as the project groups since the specialized groups are

considered the " experts".
' '

'y .

.

t

* A proliferation of procedures which are constantly changing appear'

to exist which in some part may be the result of the separate groups caelt'-

operating in#different mannery and procedures becoming too specific.l'

,
.

i The personnel of United Engineers are well trained and have considera-

ble design experience (afikperfom in a conscientious and professional

manner and appear to work well on the Seabrook Project.
,

% .

Based on the facts gained during the integrated design inspection, the team

'; * concluded that all elements of design control were effective on the Seabrook
,

3 > >y

Project in the civil-structural discipline in the past as well as being
_

'

currently e'ffective. There were, however, instances of isolated weak points

associated with some of the elements of design control as noted in the

$ findings and observations. vAs a' result, the1 team concluded that' the Seabrook--

13 - , <

! Project has been adaQJately designed and adequate design controls have been,,

'

exercised which provide, reasonable assurance that the safety-related structures
3'

Prec5Swill have the@ expected load resisting capability and behavior characteristics:
>

without undue risk to the public safety. ,

,
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7.4.2 Personnel Interviewed

Name Title Organization

Tom M. Cizauskas Mechanical Lead Engineer YAEC - Seabroo'k Project
Mechanical Group
(for Civil / Structural
and Mechanical Engineering) -
Engineering Department

Henry E. Wingate Assistant Project Manager, YAEC - Seabrook Project
Construction Department

Jerome J. Wojcik Structural Engineer, YAEC - Seabrook Project
Mechanical Group,
Engineering Department

Robert Tucker Lead Mechanical Engineer YAEC - Seabrook Project
flechanical Group,
Engineering Department

Donald E. Johnson Structural Engineer YAEC - Seabrook Project
Mechanical Group
Engineering Department

Walter K. Perterson Supervisor, Engineering /QA YAEC - QA Department
Audits

R. E. Guillette Supervisor, Construction YAEC - QA Department
,

Quality Assurance Engineering ,

Janet Allen QA Technician YAEC - QA Department

M. H. Ossing Staff Engineer for Assistant YAEC - Seabrook Project
Project Engineer of
Construction

K. M. Kalawadia Supervising Discipline UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineer - Structural Structural

Daniel E. McGarrigan Manager, Project QA for UE&C - Reliability
Seabrook and QA Department

V. D. Patel General Design Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural

James K. Cravens Sanager UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineering Project Controls

,
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Name Title Organization

J. J. Connelly Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project4

Calculation Control
Center (1of5)

H. P. Sivertsen Leader / Liaison SCAT Team UE&C - Seabrook Project
Cognizant Engineer Beam Verification

Program and SCAT Team

Joel Blackman Assistant Manager UE&C - Power Department,
Mechanical Analysis Group

,

E. Skolnick Lead Engineer, EQ/ COMP UE&C - Power Department,
Qualification Mechanical Analysis Group

Leon S. Nascimento Chief Structural Engineer UE&C - Power Division

Anil T. Shah Cognizant Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural, Major Cat I

D. K. Ghosh Cognizant Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural, Containment

Pares |1. Datta Design Supervjsor, UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineer II Structural

John A. Mott Design Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
;

; Structural

Om P. Kalani Manager UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural Supervising Pipe Support Group
Engineer

Richard H. Toland Manager UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Noshir C. Karanjia Seismic Consultant UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Dipak K. Majumder Lead Engineer UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Branko Galunic Engineer I UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Z. B. Olszewski Mechanical Supervising UE&C - Mechanical
Discipline Engineer Analysis Group

14. K. Sanghavi Lead Pipe Support Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Support Group
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Name Title Organization *

'

Girish C. Hatwal Structural Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural

Amar S. Dalawari Engineer II UE&C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Supports
Duct Supports

Thomas F. Clouser Design Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Supports
HVAC Supports

J. Alberto Rios. Engineer III UE&C.- Seabrook Project
I&C

; Alan W. Cole Project Administrator UE&C - Seabrook Project
Project Controls

R. B. Livingston Administrator UE&C - Document Control
Center - Seabrook Project

Robert A. Sosshardt Administrator III, UE&C - Document Control
Lead, Records Control Group Center - Seabrook Project

D. Melitz Supervising Structural UE&C - Document Control
Engineer Center, Seabrook Project

G. B. Christina Administrator UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineering Project
Controls

N. I. Desai Engineer I - Structural , UE&C - Field Change
Completion Grcup

Rick E. Daniels Cognizant Engineer for UE&C - Beam Verifica-
Program Guidelines tion Program

Robert N. Kuelin Engineering Manager UE&C - Field Systems
Group

4

-Site Engineering

Douglas G. McClellan. Lead Engineer - Civil / UE&C - Civil / Mechanical
Structural Services,-

Site Engineering
,

Richard A. Arell Designer UE&C - Technical Assis-
tance Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering,

:
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Name Title Organization

C. E. Morales Draftsman UE&C - Technical Assis-
'tance Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

R. P. Kosian Lead Field Engineer- UE&C - Project Field
Engineering Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering-

S. N. Caruso Ld5dEngineer UE&C - Cable Tray
Bracing Task Group
Site Technical Staff
Piping & Supports
Site Engineering

Julie Drozd Seismic Analyst UE&C - Structural
Analysis Group

John Alle Struct. ural Engineer UE&C - Structural
Analysis Group-

.

Susan Hayecki Field Engineer - Civil / UE&C - Project Field
Structural Engineering Group

Civil / Structural Engrg.. , .

Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

Robert Shappell Civil / Structural Engineer UE&C - Technical Assis--

tance Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

J. R. Lindguist Field Engineer - I&C UE&C - Project Field
Engineering Group
I&C
I&C Systems
Site Engineering

Frank Dadabo Construction Superintendent UE&C - Field*

Painting Subcontracts Construction

Colin H. Coles Design Engineer II UE&C'- Seabrook Project
Structural

i

, - , . , .
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Title OrganizationName -

A. A. Haldar Job Engineer UE&C - Civil / Mech.
'

Civil-Structural Services
Site Engineering

C. Holtzworth Field Engineer UE&C - Civil / Mech.
Civil-Structural Services

Site Engineering

Dexter Olsson Senior Metallurgical Engineer Bethlehem Steel
Corporate QA Manager Corporation

,

Michael Bedics Supervisor, Quality Assurance Bethlehem Steel
Reinforcing Bars, Piling and Corporation
Construction Specialty Sales

Clarence Redman Contract Administrator Bethlehem Steel
Reinforcing Bars, Piling and Corporation
Construction Specialty Sales

Dennis Reid Chief Detailer - Engineering Bethlehem Steel
Corporation

Denny Vassa Detailer - Engineering Bethlehem Steel
Corporation

.

|
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1.3 Seabrook Project Organization and Management

Public Service Company of New Hampshire's Seabrook Station, Unit 1, is one of

several plants with nuclear steam supply systems by Westinghouse which have
O

similar designs and auxiliary systems. The Seabrook unit is similar in design

to the W. B. McGuire Nuclear Station of Duke Power Company, the Comanche Peak

Station of the Texas Utility Generating Company and the Byron-Braidwood Nuclear

Plants of Commonwealth Edison Company. At the Seabrook site there will also

be a basically identical Unit 2 built as a slide along arrangement with respect

| to Unit l's plant arrangement. Apart from the portions of the total plant

provided by Westinghouse there are differences since each of these four utilities

has utilized different organizations for the architectect-engineering services

for the balance pf plant. For the Seabrook units United Engineers and Con-

structors, Incorporated of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania is the architect-engineer.

While there are similarities among these four stations this inspection and

the related conclusions and findings are only appropriate to the Seabrook

Station, Unit 1, since the major focus was on the utility and its agents,

exclusive of Westinghouse, involved in the balance of plant. There are some

shared facilities between Unit I and Unit 2 at the Seabrook site.

Public Service Company of New Hampshire is the principal owner and holds the

construction permit for Seabrook Station, Unit 1. Public Service also has

the responsibility for the design, construction, and quality of the station.'

In order to assist Public Service in carrying out its responsibilities, the

assistance of Nuclear Services Division of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company
|



,

Y/rf*

.

.

* t.3- 3- .

.

was obtained through a service contract. Included among the services to be

provided by Yankee Atomic were project administraiton, facility design control,
c.,yn-skon

construction coordination and quality assurance. Westinghouse Electric Ccap=y

was contracted to design, fabricate and deliver the nuclear steam supply
O

system and United Engineers and Constructors, Incorporated was to provide

engineering, design and procurement for the balance of plant as well as

being the construction managers for the construction of the station.
u

The overall project organization for the Seabrook Plant at the time of the ,w
5

inspection is provided in Figure 1.3-1. In general, the organization represents R
%

a composite of elements of other independent organizations which have been f,

integratea for this project. y

T}.

The Executive Vice President of Public Service is responsible for all executive Ik

}0Iffunctions of the project. He reports directly to the president of that company.

The Vice President, Seabrook, reports directly to the Executive Vice President kh
:(aand is in charge of all management functions. Both the Executive Vice President y

4
and the Vice President, Seabrook are from the Public Service. Working directly My

*tunder the Vice President, Seabrook are: Director of Quality Assurance; a
NeNManager, Start-up Testing; Director of Construction; and Project Manager. w
c.

These four positions are staffed by the Yankee Atomic. There are three d
$gadditional positions: the Manager Construction Support and the Construction
E

Manager (both are from the Public Service) and Vice President of United Engineers ,y
as 14.wn m Aywe is-/ seme a fje PvMc s1Mce penennet pec #

Tj . , esponsible for design and construction man,agemenfthe Yankee Atomic organi-

( zation (Figure 1.3-2) for the Seabrook Station consists of four main groups:
1 sodes 64 the Pnjed s w s3ee -

Theengineering and licensing; c6nstruction; quality assurance and startup.

I

- _ . , _ . - - , --
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major focus during this inspection was the group involved with engineering.4

The Yankee Atomic project engineering group consisting of 35 professionals

repo_rts to the project manager and it is subdivided into four groups headed

by the following positions: Assistant Project Manager of Construction,'

Engineering Manager, Senior Project Engineer, and Assistant Project Manageri
f

(licensing and ' operation). The Engineering Manager has four lead engineers'

' reporting to him: Systems Lead Engineer, Mechanical Lead Engineer,

Instrumentation and Controls Lead Engineer, and Electrical Lead Engineer.
|

| These personnel are employed in the Framingham, Massachusetts offices of

Yankee Atomic with numerous days spent at the site which is within a 1-1/2

| hour drive of their offices.
i

t

United Engineers and Constructors main engineering effort for the Seabrook1

Project is being carried out in the home office in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
:

i United Engineers is organized into several operating divisions with the nuclear
i -

! power work in the United States being performed in the Power Division under the

direction of a Vice President. One of.the managers reporting to him is the

! Manager of Power Engineering. Power Engineering is then subdivided by four

technical disciplines each with a chief engineer as the technical leader for a

given discipline. United Engineers defines four specific disciplines:

structural, electrical, instrumentation and control and power. The first
t

three are self-explanatory whereas the fourth requires some explanation.

Included with the Chief Engineer of Power's group are the technical disciplinesf

of power systems, piping engineering, process engineering, mechanical engineering,*

nuclear engineering and fluid / hydraulic engineering. The engineering personnel

involved on a given project such as the Seabrook Project all report technically

t

,- . ., .- .- , , ,. , - - . - - . , . , _ . . - .--
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to one of these four discipline chief engineers. Some may serve on a specialist

staff or in a special group under the chief engineer of that discipline supporting

a project. Others may be within the project group under a supervising disci-

pline engineer or other engineering supervisor who reports to a project
speaalest-

engineering manager. The staff groups and personnel become involved in projectg

work only at the request of the project engineering personnel. Based on the

team's information this. concept has been rather constant within the firm for

a number of years. Figure 1.3-3 illustrates the United Engineers organization

and the Seabrook Project frorr. the engineering and design viewpoint.

The Seabrook Project at United Enginaers functions within this framework in the

following manner. The Project Manager apparently reports to the Vice President

of the Power Division, just as does the Manager of Power Engineering. In the
.

course of the Seabrook Project there have been numerous changes in the functional

organization for the project as well as changes in personnel. The team found

some difficulty in tracing the organizational changes as well as how responsi-

bilities shifted and were transferred from one group or individual to another.

Documentation was obtained in the organizational area, to indicate the overall

! project organization since 1976. Numerous changes were implemented about the

time the team's effort began, adding another change to the list. The team found

L that the organizational charts obtained in the background study in October were

even out of date by the beginning of November when the IDI team began its

i inspection.
>

! Within United Engineers the project is led by the Project Manager and reporting

directly to him until sometime after March of 1981 was the Project Engineering

|

|

[
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Manager. There also existed at least one Assistant Project Engineering Manager.

Up through March of 1981 there was a liaison engineer assigned to the field to

perform the site liaison to the home office engineering organization. That

function was performed under the supervision of the one Project Engineering
,

Manager for Seabrook. In March of 1981 a separate organization was created

under the direction of the Project Engineering Manager (Site) as opposed to the

previous position under the Project Engineering Manager for the Project. By

January of 1983 four separate Project Engineering Managers positions were in

existence in the home office with some 1100 personnel in the groups. Additionally,

nearly another 1000 were at the site under the control of the Project

Engineering Manager for Site Engineering. These personnel were involved

with supporting construction on changes, non-conformances and construction

engineering functions.

United Engineers also acts as the construction manager for the Seabrook Project.

Major contractors were employed for general structural work, the containment

liner, piping and mechanical equipment.and two con,(tractors in the electrical

area.

.

0

0
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| 1.5 Seabrook Project Procedures and Design Control at United Engineers
.

In order to assess the technical performance of the major design organizations

for the design of the Containment Building Spray System and associated systems

and components, the team spent some time both in preparation and during the

inspection dealing with various United Engineers procedures related to design

j control. United Engineers Quality Assurance Topical Report (Reference 1. )

and the Quality Assurance Manual (Reference 1. ) are the highest level

documents addressing the flRC Quality Assurance regulations contained in 10 CFR

50, Appendix 8. QA-3,DesignControl,(Reference 1. ) is the principal

procedure contained in the Quality Assurance Manual related to control of the

design of the Seabrook Project within United Engineers.

The team first reviewed QA-3 which provides for the creation of corporate

level procedures in order to 1;nplement design control. It was under this

authority that the corporate level procedures relating to individual projects

and activities were developed. In review the United Engineers Project Manual

of Procedures (Reference f.) it was found that the document was incon .

sistent with certain Administrative Procedures. Section I, Exhibit A, dated
,

August 22, 1980 Revision 13 of the Project Manual of Procedure contains a

matrix known as the Correspondence and Document Distribution Index. This

matrix contains some 800 entries of which 15 were found to be inconsistent with

those of a similar matrix in AP4[ Correspondence - Reproduction and Distri-

,, N w kekse Aeoantwe A4.!(49-!25,1983 (Refer)ence /.'). The discrepancies
'

>

bution, pages i-3, dated March

ranged from whether or not Pre-0perational Test and Operating Manuals would be

distributed to the number of copies of specifications to be sent to various ,j

. _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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individuals. This was judged to have been an oversight in project administra-

tion actions as various' revisions to the two documents have been made. It is

not considered to be systematic failure. If cross-references between the two

documents were contained in each document a change in one might have not been

overlooked as necessitating a change in the other, if in fact it is necessary

to have duplicative information. (Finding 1-1)
.

Within the same Project Manual of Procedures we found that Section II,

Project Management, was revised on March 7,1983 yet the organization chart

on page 2-3 did not yet reflect the organization of the Seabrook Project

in effect at that time. Based on material given to the team a different

project organization has been in existence at least since January of 1983. As

of the date of this review, which was the week of November 1,4, 1983, no

revisions had been made to the Project Manual of Procedures. (Finding 1-2) '

In attempting to ascertain whether a seismic requirements blanket specification

had been prepared following the project's various procedures addressing speci-

fications, it was determined that all revisions of the procedures controlling

the preparation of specifications are not available. Consequently it was

not possible to audit activities related to the preparation of specifications

prior to late 1975 o 6. The team found this situation to not be in :on-

formance with American National Standards Institute, ANSI N45.2.11-1974," Quality

Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants" (Reference'1. )

which the licensee comitted to in the FSAR h Sections 1.8 and 17.1. ANSI
3

N45.2.11-1974 requires in Section 2.2 that the design activities.be " carried
i

{
out in a planned, controlled, orderly and correct manner" and 'that the

!

- ~ _ _ , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ ,_ __ __ .._ _ _ _ _
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program procedures assure that the conduct of audits of design activities

-be completed. United Engineers project quality procedure " Design Control",

QA-3(Reference $. ) in Section IV incorporates the Project Administrative

Procedures and the Power Division design control procedures (the General

Engineering and Design Procedures) into the design control program. Revision

4 of QA-3, dated July 19, 1974, referred to " Specifications",, United Engineers
P

Administrative Procedure No. 9 (Ad-9) (Reference 1. ) by specific reference

in Section IV.A.1. Revision 5 of QA-3, dated October 25, 1974 added a specific

reference in Section IV.E.2.a. to " Preparation of Specifications", United

Engineers General Engineering and Design Procedure No. 0015 (GEDP-0015)

(Reference 1. ). The following versions of these two documents were not

available at United Engineers.

AP-9," Specifications": Revision 0, July 8, 1974

Revision 1 August 1, 1974

Revision 2, September 18, 1974 '

. .

GEDP-0015, "Prepartion of

Specifications": Revision 0, August 1, 1974
,

Revision 1, February 25, 1975

Revision 2, April 28,1975

Since each of these serie, of documents EMnecessary to audit the design

controls and whether they have been properly implemented, the non-availability

represents a deficiency in the design controls. Based on conversations with

personnel at United Engineers this is apparently a generic problem across all
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Administrative Procedures and General Engineering and Design Procedures in that

these procedures,which constitute the implementing procedures for the design

control program,are not available for the time period prior to late 1975 or
early 1976. The team has determined that United Engineers corporate policy

should clearly state the need to have all revisions of all procedures available

within the quality assurance and quality control records.(Finding 1-3)g
a

'

While evaluating and assessing project documents the team found that the

Seabrook Project issued " Subject File System" United Engineers Administrative

Procedure No. 7 (AP-7) (Reference 1. ). This procedure required the

supervising discipline engineers to transmit to engineering management, with

copies to project administration, periodic updates to the subject file index
.

for their discipline. The procedure also states that no changes can be made -
,

to file numbers without prior approval. The structural supervising discipline

engineer periodically submitted revisions to the . Subject file system

(References 1. to 1. ) yet while AP-7 was revised four times over the
Z1m3 flus period

last 61 years, none of the suggested additions were incorporated.y.et the
w14 f4e . add inbeier.

; Structural Group utilized the file system 4(Finding 1-4)x

The team found that within the system of the project'ji Administrative'

N~inis}ra de }hxce'ures ,+L w
Procedures contained in the anual several errors exist. The team also

noted that these procedures actually address more than administration. The

deficiencies noted below should be corrected.

|
*

1

1

i
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AP-2, " Correspondence Control System" (Reference 1. ) ep3/e/ w)/4-

Attachment 8 Spefs out of date as of the time of the inspection

in that design calculation originals +werece not maintained by the

responsible discipline but aENrmaintained in the Calculation
. ,

.

Control. Centers..

(Pekvence A - h
'

WS5/#wn d[AP-14, " Review and Control of Contractor Drawings / Documents"g

fhe Administrative Procedure Manual index for Seabrook, dated

November 1, 1983 1 hte the tit h as " Review'and Control of'

Contractor Drawings /Docum nts", whereas AP-14, Rev. 2,
1

Msech 23, 1983 is titled, " Instructions to Bidders, Review

and Control of Field Documents".

_

AP-28, " General Engineering Design Procedures" (Reference 1. )gy/s/e/ Jaf)
.

([o Detailed Engineering Design Procedures are listed in;

Attachment 1; these are contained in_AP-24, " Detailed

Engineering and Design Procedures", (Reference 1.- ).

i

AP-35, " Transmittal of_ Reports and Studies".(Reference 1. ) was

f Not applicable to the Seabrook project.
_

(h1 sed t5iD dvy. t.5-{:,'

The team observed that United Engir.eers " Management Level Design Review By'

Chief ~ Discipline Engineers", General Engineering and Design Procedure No.
_

0025(GEDP;.0025)(Reference 1. ) requires management ~ level design reviews.

fj- L / g.

prior to th'e submittal of safety analysis reports 4 ere is no cross referenceth

to khis, procedure in the procedure addressing the safety analysis report

|

, . 1

.

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , , . _% , ,
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preparation. The team's judgment was that " Preparation of Safety Analysis

and Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," General Engineering and

Design procedure No. 0017 (GEDP-0017) (Reference 1. ) should cross-reference

GEDP-0025. This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but an item which

the licensee may wish to consider,(Observation 1-1)z

During the review of certain procedures it was found that " Controlled'

Documents", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 23 (AP-23) (Reference

1. ) requires that controlled documents will have attached to them a form

stating that the document is complete in accordance with the index. It was

determined that this practice is not utilized, but instead the form is signed

by the individual who is responsible for a particular unique copy of the

controlled document and returned to the issuing party for retention. United

Engineers indicated orally during the inspection that their intent is to

revise AP-23 accordingly. This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but

an item the licensee may wish to consider.(Observation 1-2)g

hs e.~t ASA ,,,rve fo p. /.c-s,

The team consolidated these errors in the Administrative Procedures Manual
;

intoasingle' finding,(Finding 1-5)g

The team concluded that in genera]l United Engineers has developed variouswh/eb werej d ed bea f.n 7

be a/e70s/e
I

levels of procedures over the 14fgof the project to control designg It

appeared that the design engineers have also followed these procedures yet

L in some instances the rapidity and number of revisions have placed a burden

on the design engineers. The team determined that for the_Seabrook project
kg in see c.nes

the project design control are adequate, but are $ gumbersomeand

could be streamlined.

|
1

. _ _ _
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4. CIV,IL AND STRUCTURAL

.

The objectives of this portion of the integrated design inspection were to

evaluate the civil and structural engineering practices and technical execution

of the design with specific emphasis upon control and exchange of information

within the project. The team inspected areas defining whether (1) regulatory

requirements and design bases as specified in the license application have been

correctly translated and satisfied as part of specifications, drawings, and

procedures, (2) correct design information has been provided both internally

and externally to the responsible design organizations including selected

off-site subcontractors, (3) design engineers had sufficient technical guidance

to perform assigned engineering evaluations, and (4) design controls, as

applied to the original design, have also been applied to design changes,

including field changes. These objectives were accomplished by selecting a

sample of structural elements which make up the building structures or are

supporting mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation and control systems and

equipment being reviewed by team members in those specific disciplines. This

sampling was used to assess the interdisciplinary interface design control~

exercised on the Seabrook Project.

!

!
!

I
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4.1 Design Information

The objectives of this phase of the inspection were to evaluate, based on

specific examples, how the basic civil-structural design criteria taken as

input-from such sources as the NRC regulations, the General Design Criteria,

Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Positions and.

industry codes and standards and committed to in the CSAR have been incor-

porated into design documents and design and quality control procedures. Where

possible commitments were selected from the FSAR as they relate to. the civil-

structural discipline design effort relative to the containment building spray

system. Where it was not possible to relate directly to the containment

building spray system, basic structural commitments and elements were selected

for review. Also included in the objectives of the inspection was an evalua-

tion of the involvement of Yankee Atomic as the agent for Public Service

Company of New Hampshire in the major design effort delegated to United Engineers.

United Engineers, the Seabrook Mrve architect-engineer, was the major design

organization reviewed during this inspection. Interfaces and information flow

between the various organizations, involved in the design were also defined and

evaluated in order to assess design control mechanisms.

In the civil-structural discipline, the basic document used in design of the

containment structure was the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2 " Code for Concrete Reactor

- _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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/975 Md'on
Vessels and Containments"g(Winter 1975 Addenda for contain ment liner; Winter

1976 Addenda for reinforced concrete) (Reference 4. / ). For other reinforced

concrete structures, the American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-71, " Building

Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (with Commentary) was used (Reference

4. 2 ). For steel structure the American Institute for Steel Construction

(AISC), " Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural

Steel for Buildings," 1969 Edition (including supplements 1, 2 and 3) was used

(Reference 4.3 ). For quality requirements the applicant committed to use

American National Standards Institute N45.2-1974," Quality Assurance Program
/n

Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants (Reference f. N')). These commitments

are contained in Sections 3.8.1.2, 3.8.3.2 and 3.8.4.2 of the FSAR.

'

The team reviewed the involvement of Yankee Atomic in the civil-structural

aspects of the plant design by reviewing a sample of the basic design control

and quality assurance documents and by a review of a sample of work completed

by Yankee Atomic in carrying out their responsibility to control the design of

the facility, provide construction coordination and execute the quality

assurance functions.

The principal documents providing for the implementation of all quality assur-

ance aspects of the Seabrook plant for Yankee Atomic are the-project policies
/.

(Referenced 1.46&/47seriesand 1.48 & 1.49) and the Seabrook Quality Assur .
46 sees

%ance Manual (Reference 17 i soever). The project policies provide guidelines

for implementation of the specific phases of the quality assurance system and
I

describe the processing of documents such as the engineering review reports,

filing of documents, and handling of engineering documents. The Quality
.

L
.

-

; J
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Assurance Manual establishes the procedures for the internal and esternal

quality controls of Yankee Atomic such as the scope and frequency of the

audits, interface controls, and provides guidelines for the review of specific

categories'of documents.

The team reviewed the s? ries of procedures contained in the Yankee Atomic

Quality Assurance Manual, Section 3 on Design Control. This series of proce-

dures, Procedures 3.1 (Refererce 1.45.2), 3.2 (Reference 1.45.3) and 3.3
,

(Reference 1.45.4)|definedthedocumentswhichYankeeAtomicwouldreview,
deEned the*

defined the method of resolving coments on those documents and methods of3

controlling interfaces between contractors for the Seabrook Project. The team

concluded that these procedures were adequate to define the design control

mechanisms in the produc] tion of design documents in the civil-structural

discipline.

The team focused on eight of thirty specifications in the civil-structural

area which had been prepared by United Engineers and reviewed by Yankee Atomic.

The eight specifications reviewed were (1) 006-12-5," Fabrication of Safety-
~

Related Structural Steel Work"(Refer'ence 4. ); (2) 006-13-2,fcontainment

Concrete Work"(Reference 4. ); (3) 006-13-3," Category I Concrete Work Other
(-,.

ThanContainment(Reference 4.1); (4) 006-14-2," Installation of Reinforcing

Bars in Containment Structure"(Reference 4.h); (5) 006-14-3," Installation of

Reinforcing Bars in Category I Structures (Other Than Containment)[(et-4awee M)J

(6) 006-18-1," Furnishing of itiscellaneous Embedded Steel and Weldments'

(Reference 4.f); (7) 006-18-14," Anchor Plates and Embedded Pla es in Contain-
1a

ment"(Reference 4.'O ); and (8) 006-80-1, ContainmentDesign"(Reference 4.11).-

1

-
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Three of the eight specifications had been designf via the4 project policies

("UE&C Specification Review List", Project Policy No. 5, Reference 11),
wt

as requiring an engineering review form, meaning 3each specification was to have

documented evidence of the Yankee Atomic review. The remainder of the sample

did not require a documented review to-e***c.a. within the Yankee Atomic project
.%- eHhe-

P *M ~ ^ Q ll elght specifications the team foundfiles for Seabrook. g

evidence in the records that Yankee Atomic had provided technical comments

and input into the development of the detailed specifications for materials,

fabrication and field construction of items in the civil-structural discipline.

In addition, when changes were made in the specification or the associated

purchase order, Yankee Atomic was responsible for accepting the changes. One

example of control exercised by Yankee Atomic over the design process was on

the subject of the use of Code Cases for the application of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,

Division g(Rhnee 4. L) t.to the containmen Since approval for the use of Code Cases must

be given by the NRC, Yankee Atomic had exercised control over United Engineers
;

to assure that the Code Cases utilized were acceptable to the NRC. The team

reviewed a series of letters between United Engineers and Yankee Atomic related

to this particular item during its inspection of Yankee Atomic (References

4. /3 through 4. /7 ).

The team noted that the Yankee Atomic " Drawing Review List", Project Policy

No. 7 (Reference 1.47.2) required no review of structural design drawings. l
I

.

The team did, however, review the actions taken by Yankee Atomic on a sample of )
ehgineering change authorizations on which Yankee Atomic had exercised control

over United Engineers. The actions taken by Yankee Atomic of the sample
l

reviewed were judged to be acceptable.

_ _ - _ _ . - . ,_

|
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The team also reviewed an audit report by Public Service and Yankee Atomic

of an audit conducted on July 26, 1973 at United Engineers' offices in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The purpose of the audit was to verify disposition'

of the open items of the previous two internal audits. The report (Reference

4. /6 ) discussed three items identified in the previous audit, conducted on

May 15,1973 which had not been satisfactorily resolved. No new open items

were found during the audit. In a subsequent letter, dated August 30, 1973

(Reference 4./9 ), United Engineers discussed the proposed resolution of the

items covered in the subject audit report demonstrating completed corrective

action. The team noted that the identification of the staff conducting the
,

audit and as stated in the audit report was not made by full name or by title,

but by their initials. The team found that such identification of personnel

makes it at least extremely difficult and sometimes impossible to trace down '

thepeople iniolved. The team did, however, judge that the audit had been
#

adequately >erformed.

Design information developed by United Engineers from the commitments in the

FSAR were reviewed by the team. The basic document addressing the civil-

structural discipline area is listed as a system description on the Seabrook

project system description master index. The document is known as the Struc-

tural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3). Several discrepancies between

the FSAR commitments and the Structural Design Criteria were found as well as

; internal inconsistencies within the Structural Design Criteria document. The

team also found that these problems had been translated into the calculations.
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From the team's effort on this aspect of the inspection the confusion appeared

to be l'mited to the classification and design loads for the tank farm struc-

ture. Provided below is a list of the problems found by the team in tracking

the development of design criteria to design procedures and finally to a

completed design, first for seismic loads and then for tornado loads.

h, Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR lists as Category I structures, the foundations and

dikes of the refueling water storage tank. Absent from the list of seismic

Category I structures is the structural steel frame and roof system of the.

tank farm, indicating it is apparently acceptable for them to be non-seismic

Category I. The FSAR in Section 3.2.1 states that several non-seismic Category

I structures are designed against collapse onto seismic Category I structures

due to safe shutdown earthquake loadings and that details are in Section

3.7(B).2 of the FSAR. A specific review of Section 3.7(B).2.8 indicated that
:

"all non-seismic Category I structures which, due to their proximity to seismic

Category I structures could possibly compromise the safety function of the

seismic Category I structures by their collapse, are either designed to

collapse away from the adjacent seismic Category I structures or are designed

for the safe shutaown earthquake loading." Table 3.7(B)-22 indicates that the

tank farm area steel framing over the refueling water storage tank is designed

not to collapse into the Unit 1 primary' auxiliary building.

(Ceference i.3)
The Structural Design Criteria, SD-66, indicates in Section 3.1.24 that on

November 30, 1982 when Revision 1 was made to the document, the tank farm

area, including the concrete and main steel framing (the entire structure), was

categorized as seismic Category I. This meant upgrading the structural steel

portion of the structure from non-seismic Category I to seismic Category I. In
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Table 3.3.-2, which tabulates the loads applicable to non-Category I struc-

tures, there is n[ try for the tank farm area, Unit I structural steel

: framing which indicates the design is to be under the provisions of the Uniform

Building Code g va S = 4. 4/ch a n a f w e13/7 b t "'N 3e/*''c C*h']
Z desqn req uirem en|3'-

With regard to tornado loads the FSAR in Table 3.3-4 indicates that the tank

farm area structural steel framing over the refueling water storage tank is

a non-Category I structure designed to collapse in such a manner as to fall

away from the primary auxiliary building due to tornado wind loading. Addi-

tionally, Section 3.3.2.3 of the FSAR prescribes a special design procedure

for non-Category I structures under tornado loadings in which roof slabs are

considered to be expendable under tornado loadings but the steel frame and'

one-third of the siding are to remain intact and not collapse. The FSAR in
i .

Sec*. ion 1.8 indicates compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.117, " Tornado Design
" "

Class-:fication (Reference IJ20 ). It states dat structures, systems and

componer,ts important to safety that should be protected from the effects of a

Design Basis Tornado are: .... those necessary to ensure apability to shut

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition (this includes

bothhotstandbyandcoldshutdowncapability)....".

4 (tie to RWST and RHR system from flechanical Components Group -
j see Norkin)

,.

I

i
l

'

:
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(Sottom line may be that they committed to meet

RG 1.117 and the RWST/ SAT tanks are needed for
-

f shutdown, no other redundant supplies, so that the
, x

tank far= must be designed for tornadoes which is

not reflected in the calculations or criteria.)

(Reference l.3),
The Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 in Section 3.1 lists Category I struc-3

dh
tures ~*"? two footnotes, (1) and (2), which are utilized to denote those

structures in Section 3.1 which are not designed for tornado missiles or for

tornado loads. Item 3.1.24 for the tank farm area (concrete and main steel
'

framing) has- no notation of Note (1) or (2) applying which would mean that the

ccmplex is designed to resist all tornado effects. However, Table 3.3-2

indicates that the tank farm area (steel framing) is designed to resist tornado
,

pressure, but not tornado missiles. Additionally, Section 4.4.2.6 which

addresses the design procedure for non-Category I structures indicates the roof

is expendable during a tornado and can be allowed to become detached or fail.

This would mean the concrete roof slab could generate missiles.
.

The team reviewed the treatment of live loads for the Seabrook Project. The

FSAR in Section 3.8.3h in addressing design loads on structures inside con-

tainment indicates live loads are only present during shutdown conditions.

FSAR Section 3.8.4.3 in addressing design loads on Category I structures other

than containment utilizes the normal-definition of live loads. The Structural

Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3), indicates that the minimum floor live .
eload is 100 pounds per squar foot, except in the administration building. In
j

actuality, only two floor areas utilize live loads in combination with seismic

loads as a result of an exception taken in Table 4.2-1.

__
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Based on the above information found while reviewing the calculations for the

i tank farm structural steel and the previous criteria from the FSAR and the
he feaws

Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3),gnoted that the calculation
so

for the tank farm structural steel, Calculation No. WB-61 (Reference 4.W).
* indicates no design for tornado loading for the structural steel framing of the

me/usk
This was found to be inconsistent with Section 3.1.24 (: d it: Itank farm area.

footnotes (1) and. (2))of the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (:';fer; :: 1.2)1 ,
,

I which indicates the steel framing is designed for tornado loads. .(Finding

4-9)
!

: The tank farm structural steel is seismic Category I based on Section 3.1.24

of the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3). The calculations and
was

drawings are all classified as seismic Category I which i$ apparently the4
' design intent at the time of the inspection. The design load combinations

listed in the calculation for the tank farm structural steel, Calculation No.

.. 2o
WB-61, Sheet 10 of 79, dated September 28, 1978 (Reference 4.44') omits load

combinations containing the safe shutdown earthquake. This violates the

Structural Design Criteria,SD-66, Table 5.4-2 (Refecca : 1.0) in that two load

combinations contain the safe shutdown earthquake loads. (Finding 4-6)

As a result of the inspection United Engineers stated to the team orally that
,

the operating basis earthquake load combination always controls for the design

of. the structural steel beams. They also indicated that this statement, with a

,

. , . _ , , *
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justification, will be incorporated into the structural design calculations;

however, for bracing it is not clear that the operating basis earthquake will

control the design. United Engineers has stated that the design of the tank

farm area structure is under re-evaluation as a result of the inspection. 73e
la/esf fufs <n /Ais m ofer r4ov/d be ca,dn,edu >%e resjwnse 4
Rnchnys- +-9 and +-6
The use of zero live load for most floors when considering load combinations

which include the two levels of earthquake loads, on the basis that there will

be no permanent live loads during plant operation is considered to be erroneous

considering situations which can occur during plant operations. This means that

in reality no moveable equipment, personnel, or material can be placed on the

plant's Category I floors except the control building at Elevation 75' during

operation. The team recognizes that there are no doubt available live load

capacities on the various floors as a result of the development of the design

with respect to actually knowing all loads such as fixed equipent, piping, and

cable trays. The value of these available capacities are, however, apparently

unknown in each area of the plant. This would not mean the structures are

unsafe under the final as-built loads, but it would dictate that the plant

operations staff could not allow moveable equipment, stored material or other

similar moveable loads to be placed on any Category I floor except in the

control building at Elevation 75' during operation until the margins are known.

This situation is notad as a generic finding applying to all Category I struc-

tures at Seabrook. (finding 4-22)

i

Based on the current information the team will have to recommend that the -

technical specifications for plant cperations place live load control limita-

tions on the plant operators. '" t ' Z W M#7' # ##

y 4.1-// sw 4
Mr. !

!
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It is recommended that in order to resolve this finding, the licensee consider

alternatives such as detennining the actual live loads which the floor areas

can tolerate under seismic conditions and still meet the stress allowables or

structural capacities. United Engineers has, at the tig of writing this
'

report, orally informed the team that they have undertaken a review of this
nw [ach and iske"*adon s>nce Ne inspeckw7 caas com f |e|cdmatter. b

St,atd' se a&fressad' in 7%e MTPonse A Rndy 4-22

t as noted herein, the Structural Design Criteria document, SD-66,-

assessed by t m to reflect the commitments made with ct to safety

criteria in the FSA orp i o a useable working design

document for design engineers . ettfe SeaD5Pproipct. In addition, the

criteria providedA , additional excellent design guidelineband, details for

use esign engineers. I'

,

L- -
.

In reviewing procedures used to implement the design criteria the team
' discovered two manuals in violation of the United Engineers' own internal

procedures. Controlled Copy #38 of the United Engineers Administrative Proce-

dures (Reference 1.56) for the Seabrook Project was missing a memorandum dated

January 31, 1974 included as the fifth revision of " Control of FSAR Connit-

ference 1./3] United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 20ments"

(AP-20) Ton October 1, 1975. This memorandum was to exist as part of AP-20 to

indicate that " Preparation of Specifications," United Engineers General

Engineering and Design Procedure No. 0015 (GEDP-0015), Rev. 2, dated April 28,

1975 (Reference 1.100) replaced AP-20. Controlled copy .138 was missing page
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'27-2 of " General Administrative Procedures," United Engineers Administrative

Procedure No. 27 (AP-27 (Reference 1.117) and also page 30j of " Control of
'

PSAR Deviations," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 30 (AP-30)
4

3 _ (Reference 1./21 ). Controlled copies #38 and #46 were missing, " Safety

Related Calculation Closecut Program," United Engineers Administrative Proce-

dure No. 53 (AP- ) (Reference 1./73 ). The ommissions are violations of

" Controlled Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 23
,

<
'

(AP-23)(Reference 1.85),wh h provides for assuring that the United Engineers

Administrative Procedures Manuals are complete and current. This t x t:d x ;

finding M represented two of two samples examined as not being current. No

direct effects on the design were found as a result of these items. (Finding

4-15)

:
.

Based on information at the time of the inspection, it appeared the documents

had been sent to individuals in an incomplete condition when the controlled

copy had been assigned. Consideration should be given to conducting a

systematic review and updating of all controlled copies of the Administrative

Procedures Manuals.

i

During the review of documents providing for or addressing the basic design

criteria information, design input and design execution the team located docu-

.ments in the structural subject . files appearing to be what the team would

consider as' design documents or technical memoranda which did not appear to be

contrGiled under~ the requirements of the " Correspondence Control System,"'

United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 2'(AP-2) (Reference 1.82). This

procedure states that "all technical' correspondence whether it is a letter, -

,

telecopier or internal memorandum will be controlled by the Project Document

|

|
L

. . .- -. - -
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Control Center." It further states that "by definition, Technical Memos are

those dealing with the technical aspects of engineering and/or design effort of

the project." The team concluded that the internal memoranda listed in

were not controlled as required h inding k TheReferences 4. 2/ to 4. 28

subjects addressed ranged from a letter discussing what should be stated in the

FSAR with regard to the effect of tornado loads and seismic loads to the need

to change fasteners for blow-out panels in the main steam feedwater pipe chase.

Four instances of misfiled information within the structural subject f

were found by the team. Material found in Index 1.2.5 instead of 11.7.1.5,

in Index 1h.1.28 instead of 1.1.4, in IndeK 1.0.1/33 instead of 1.0.3.3 and

inIndez10.1.Ninsteadof1.0.1.27. This is not a finding or an unresolved.

item but an item which the licenssee may wish to consider. (Observation 4-9)jI

Based on this finding the team is of the opinion that the structural subject

files should be carefully reviewed for material which should be controlled
(A %ce / B 2)

unaer United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 2,and those documents

meeting the requirements be placed in the Document Control Center as well as

being evaluated for project impact. I

m c& ,

Y Tl j

The team concluded that the design criteria commited to had been adequately I

incorporated into design documents. Design procedures to control the design

execution of the Seabrook Project except as noted in the findings related to

the treatment of live loads, and the classification of the tank farm structural

steel and the effects of tornado loadings on that structure also appear to be
|

adequately controlled. The interfaces and flow of information between Yankee I
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Atomic and United. Engineers was judged to have been more than adequate and the

team determined that the Yankee Atomic control over the design effort by United

Engineers was adequate. It appeared that Yankee Atomic had provided satis-

factory control over the development of the various specifications for materials'*

and for fabrication and construction'in the civil-structural discipline.
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4.2 Seismic Analyses

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to examine the adequacy

and coordination of the seismic analysis, design, and the resulting floor

response spectra for the containment structure including its interior

structures and the tank farm area which houses the refueling water storage

tank and the spray additive tank.

The seismic analysis review began with the team reviewing the basic seismic

data and assumptions regarding the specified earthquakes. Since there are

no existing earthquake records pertinent to the Seabrook site as indicated

in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.1, the seismic input was defined at the bedrock in

form of the design response spectra for the operating basis earthquake and

the safe shutdown earthquake in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design

Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants, (Reference 1./E+).
ws

The duration of the earthquake :is estimated at 10 to 15 seconds as indicated in

Section 3.7(B).1.1 of the FSAR. T:. . 3 i,.cci 2 .cagv. iL:: '; c ^.h . a... i c cre,,, o

= ' C:t:;:. , ! e u uuure:> ore ruv6.ve:u t-
'

an;!y:f: :t l'r't:d c efn_:~ e*=+ad *h=*

cr ::cd hm'~$ ~ ''f ::r:d b; h"" crt:nd! ; :; th. i J, m;',. _ =acia-t t aL T ;;'' ' '

' r 21;;.. ,;;; L ir;; h v,m,m m , ,rr;i;; t;, , Dcor,;i;;; # cfth:: 'il

i ~e=ad~~~* : r:f::;nt ith r;;; :;; ,,,, ,g ;;,;,*, r 7:n;7 2 ,catt "ce

The type of engineered backfill used under all seismic Category I structures

is stated in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.4 to be fill concrete, with an exception

of safety-related electrical duct banks, electrical manholes and the service

water pipes which were founded on off-site borrow or tunnel cuttings. The' team

found that both the ti -h story and the response spectrum analyses were
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performed for the operating basis earthquake and the safe shutdown earthquake

conditions as indicated in FSAR Section 3. (S) 2.2. The critical damping ratios

used for the seismic analyses are those provided in Table 3.7(B)-1 of the FSAR

for the operating basis earthquake and for the safe shutdown earthquake. These

were noted as being in conformance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61, " Damping

Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," (Reference 1. /25).

The dynamic analyses were performed by the Structural Analysis Group in order

to determine the seismic forces needed for the design of structural elements

such as the structural steel beams and bracing and the reinforced concrete walls

and slabs. This analysis also led to the development of amplified response

spectra which were used for seismic qualification of equipment, analysis of

piping systems, and for design of structural steel beams and reinforced

Concrete.

" Control of Seismic Design", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 36

(AP-36 (Reference 1.87, ddresses the control of seismic analysis and seismic

design of structures, sys ems and components and defines the responsibilities

of the project personnel and staff groups for the Seabroo ject. It also

describes the requirements for the development and control of amplified response

spectra in accordance with " Development and f a of Amplified Response Spectra

for Seismic Design and Analysis of Structus .s and Systems," United Engineers

General Engineering and Design Procedure No.12 (GEDP-0012) (Reference 1.97),

except for deviations. The deviations were as identified in " General Engineering

and Design Procedures", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 28.(AP-28),

.(Reference 1. /2fa),

t
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From the documents which we inns viewed it appears that the pivotal figure

in the interfacing between various disciplines is the coordinator of seismic

design. The team judged that introduction of this position in the organization

of the staff of United Engine lped assure coordination of the activities

related to the seismic design of structures, systems and components since

many separate groups are involved in the complete design process.
-

i

- The amplified response spectra were computed by means of a time-history seismic

analysis. The overall dynamic response or e tructure was determined by
'

! analyzing a model formed by lumping the mass of the structure and the non-

) movable equipment. These masses were, in most cases, lumped at the floor

i elevations. The masses were connected by weightless elastic beams which
i

I represent the structural members between mass points. Torsion was accounted

for by considering the eccentricity between the center of mass and the center

I of rigidity. Floor slabs were assumed to be rigid in their own plane. Based

on the samples reviewed, the team found these procedures to be consistent with,

FSARSection3.7(B).2.3. {
l

According to United Engineers each structure was analyzed for two horizontal ;

components and one vertical component for the operating basis earthquake and

the safe shutdown earthquake. From the samples we reviewed, the team found

that the responses from the three components were combined by the square-

root-of-the-sum-of-squares method in accordance with Section 3.7(B).3.7 of

the FSAR.
'

2

|
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Local amplifications of overall response were computed by one of two methods.

In- the first method, the -slabs, beams and columns were evaluated for a range

of frequencies selected for all local frequencies below 33 hertz. An overall

stick model was.then generated in such a way that at each elevation examined,

the summation'of the weight of the single-degree-of-freedom modes and the stick

model mode equaled the total weight. The single degree of freedom systems,

representing the computed range of local _ frequencies were connected to the
,

overall stick model as if they were all rigid. The stick model was then

analyzed using the ground motion of the artificial time-history as the input

forcing function.
.

-

:

.

The other method consisted of performing a dynamic analysis, using finite

elements, in sufficient detail to predict local rrodes of vibration. In this
,

case the input forcing function, at the elevation of the structural element, '

Iwas used as the response time history from the overall stick model. Based on

the samples reviewed both of the methods being used were.found to be consistent [
'

withFSARSection3.7(B).2.5.

The frequency and' time-history analyses were performed using the STARDYNE

computer program (Reference 4.29 ). As a result, the maximum response of a

series of single-degree-of-freedom oscillators was obtained, over a range of r

frequencies and the plot of these values was the amplified response spectrum,

which was generated using the SAG 058 computer program (Reference 4. So ). The

' SAG 054 (Reference 4.3l ) program was then used to generate amplified response '

spectritables by enveloping raw curves generated by SAG 058 and spreading .

the peaks by 10 percent or more in accordance with the requirements of

__ .___ ____ - _ _-- _ _ _- _ _ __ - ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-- ___ _
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Regulatory Guide 1.122, " Development of Floor Response Spectra for Seismic

Design of Floor Supported Equipment or Components," (Reference 1./27).

We found that the methods of generating the amplified response spectra

to be a controlled process.

The team then selected examples of structures, systems or components which

had undergone a seismic design and evaluated the seismic analysis against the
,

appropriate procedures and accepted engineering practice.

(1) Tank Farm Structure;

The tank farm structure is essentially a box like structure composed of a rein-

forced concrete wall on the east side and a braced structural steel frame on

the other sides. Exposed portions of the braced frame are covered by metal4

siding. The roof is a concrete slab. The mathematical stick model consists

of lumped masses connected by massless springs. The calculations used for the

development of the mathematical model are contained in United Engineers Calcul-
: 32

ation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4.H).;
;

There are approximately 15 feet of fill concrete under the refueling water

storage tank and the spray additive tank. A three inch gap was provided between

cludingthemgndthewestwallofthewasteprocessingthe fill concre

building as shown on Unit (d Engineers drawing, " Tank Farm and Pipe Tunnel",
3

DrawingF-111818(Reference 4.3%). A concrete curb was placed on the top

surface of joint as shown in Detail 11181900, United Engineers drawing " Tank
+

Farm and Pipe Tunn Drawing F-111819 (Reference 4.32). This joint is shcwn

.
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along the east edge of. the fill concrete on1ganing that the seismic model
j for north-south response should not reflect an' unstiffened model over the lower

! .15 feet. Fiel'd inspection indicated no differences with the requirements of the
~

i United Engineers Drawings F-111818 and F-11819. The mathc=stical.model described
22 -

in Calculation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4.41) does not account for the stiffening-

effect of the fill concrete since the base of the seismic model utilized

; was erroneously designated to be at the bottom of the fill concrete.
'

.

'

i The stiffness of the reinforced. concrete portion of the building was considered

by United Engineers as a combination of shear stiffness and overall bending
'

| -stiffness. Therefore, instead of summing up the rectangular cross sectional

| area of walls oriented in the direction of' interest, United Engineers considered
;

| each wall separately in determining the shear deformation. This shear deforma-

I tion of each wall was composd of pure shear displacements as.well as being

| characterized as a guided cantilever with a moment of inertia based upon the
!

rectangular shape. The sum of the ,hgear stiffness of each wall was calculated,

! so that an area and a bending moment of inertia of.the stick was determined
1

; consistent with the shear stiffness. The problem with this' method is that
i

if indeed both shear stiffness and overall bending stiffness were important,.

f- the method would under estimate the overall bending stiffness, particularly

; since flange effects were not considered.

!
!

! Based on the fact that the seismic model did not incorporate the stiffening
i

! effect of 15 feet of fill concrete in the north-south respo'nse direction, that
i

; only the shear stiffnesses were included in the overall . computation of building

stiffness, and that the flange effects for ben' ding stiffness were neglected,

|
L
;

i

. . , _ _ . __ , . ,. _ . _ _ - , . . . . _ . - - _ _ . _ . , . - . , . - , ,,- -_- ___ _ . _ , _ . . ...
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the team concluded that the aggregate building stiffness was inaccurately

calculated. This has the potential of shifting the fundamental frequency of

the structure and consequently changing the location of peak frequencies as

well as the value of acceleration in the amplified response spectra. The
'

modeling was not consistent with the FSAR, Section 3.7(B).2.3 which states that

"the elevation of the point-of-fixity of the mathematical model is .... a lowest
~

elevation of upper surface of concrete b'ackfill which bears directly against the.

structure." (Finding 4-18)g
~

It is noted that during the week of December 5,1983 while the inspection

was underway and this concern over the modeling technique was raised, United

Engineers made some additional computer computations which seemed to indicate

! that the particular seismic model used was not sensitive to changes in stiff-
1

ness.;

For the structural steel frame in the tank farm structure .the-center of mass

and center of stiffness did not coincide for each element and therefore were

connected by rigid elements which accounted for the torsional inertia. The beam

elements appeared to be assigned the appropriate torsional stiffness. In the

case of the structural steel frame, the bending and shear stiffnesses were based

entirely on a shear type response'in that the nodes were, in general, restrained
~

from rotation about the horizontal axes. The calculations of the area and the

bending moment of -inertia were calculated consistent with the rotational

constraints' imposed on the model. While the combination of area and bending

moment of inertia were consistent with overall shear stiffness, individually

the properties were not consistent with the actual structure. The rotational
.

-.- +c- -,-i- --. , ,, m,. - -e
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constraints imposed also, in effect, eliminated overall bending from any

consideration. This approximation could result in a significant overestimation

of the stiffness of the structural steel framing.

In calculating the stiffness of the' structural steel bracing, United Engineers

. assumed that all X-bracing was composed of angles 4"x4"x3/4". In fact, the
,

bracing actually consists of substantially larger members as indicated in United

Engineers drawir[gs" ank Farm and Pipe Tunnel," Drawings F-111824 and F-111825
36 4. 3 C.

(References 4.g. The neglect of overall bending in the development of the
stiffness of the stick model did not significantly simplify calculations, but

did raise questions concerning the correct stiffnesses of the mathematical model.

(Finding 4-17)

*

.

United Engineers personnel have orally stated the tank farm mathematical model

was unique and no other mathematical models were prepared in such a way.

Additionally, it was stated that the usual practice of the Structural Analysis

Grcup is to prepare a static structural model and with the aid of a computer

program, appropriate stiffness properties are calculated without the need for

the approximations such as those used in the tank farm model. The team had

insufficient time to confirm that the tank farm structure [an isolated casey of
edfleu/4c-s.medebn) Because of discrepancies between the assumptions used in the development

4
of the mathematical model for the structural steel frame and the reinforced

concrete tank farm structure, new calculations and computer analyses should

be performed. It is the team's recommendation that the tank farm mathematical

model should be recalculated . incorporating effects of overall bending and the

actual structural configuration.
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At thei ime of writing this report it was the team's understanding from oralt

cotanunications with United Engineers that they are in the process of re-evaluating
Ss,

the analysis and, if necessary a re-analysis will be performed. The new facts

and information on these matters should be provided in the response to Findings

-4-18 and 4-17.

,,

(2) Containment Structure

The containment shell was represented as a lumped mass (stick) model fixed at

elevation -30 ft. The shell and the internals including polar crane were e
umv'ed' & wedf

uncoupled for the purpose of the final analysis completed in4 alculation No.C

SBSAG-4CS4 (Reference 4.37 ). The analysis assumed that the liner is not a

resisting structural element, but its mass has been included in the lumped

masses of the model. Since the shell is essentially axisymmetric, and its

center of mass and center of rotation coincide, the torsion due to the geometry

of the structure has not been considered. The team considered the seismic model

to represent the actual structure that the analyses performed on the model

should be valid. .

'

In the case of the containment internal structures, they were modeled as

a series of ~ concentrated weights, located at their respective centers of mass.

These weight centers have been located at specific elevations, which in most

cases is at the top of the respective slabs. The weights representing _the slabs

have been connected by weightless, elastic beams representing structural

components between the elevations of the concentrated weights. The tean

considered the modeling to be consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.3.

s. . . _ .
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The structural response was determined using the response spectrum modal

analysis method. The total response of the structure was calculated by super-

position of the responses of each mode by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-

squares method. The:: ::,T,putations ae contained S C:Mu htien L . 555AG-
A s ap p esc 4 H os d u r/ /* be

(Lfwence4. )-;ndappert;bc/consistentwithFSARSection3.7(B).2.

Based on the team's review of the examples of seismic design we found that the

Regulatory Requirements and criteria set-forth by the licensee in the FSAR-

have been followed except for the case of the tank farm structure which the

team judged to be an isolated case on which we had questions. The two findings

related to the seismic anlaysis of the tank farm most likely arose from the

changes in design philosophy for the structure from first an exposed *, open

, area to a closed non-Category I supe structure to a closed Category I
,

supe @tructure. Procedures exist to control th'e seismic analysis, the design

interfaces and the design input. The design execution was judged to be good
~

based on the examples reviewed. Documentation of calculations and supporting
was

records w we well dcne, in the team's opinion.

_ ._
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4.3 Design of Structural Elements

.

The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the adequacy

and coordination of analysis, design, engineering drawings, shop drawings and

construction of structural elements located in Category I structures which are
;

associated with the containment spray system.

Our inspection of structural elements encompassed structural steel members in

the containment recirculation sump, structural steel in the annulus area of the

containment, supports on the containment dome liner, structural steel and

concrete of the tank farm, and a platform in the primary auxiliary building.

(a) Containment
,

The containment recirculation sump screens and collects the water available

for supplying containment building spray and residual' heat removal pumps during

therecirculationmodeofoperationfollowinganaccident."I:>
.

.

ns for the sump are attached to the structural steel framing. We

reviewed the design calculations for the screen structure which are contained

in United Engineers' calculation " Design of Screen for Recirculation Sump in

Containment Building", Calculation No. CI-2 (Reference 4.38 ). The structure

was designed for the load combination of the dead load, live load and the

operating basis earthquake as required by the FSAR and the Structural Design

Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3). The calculation contained a statement that

the equation used was the controlling load combination equation, but there was

.
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no comparative analysis or any evidence that the safe shutdown earthquake had

been considered. Additionally, the effects of thermal expansion of the beams

had not been taken into account as required by the criteria. The United

Engineers drawing pertinent to this structure, " Containment Steel, Recirculation

Sump Screen Details", Drawing F-101486, dated October 29,1978 (Reference 4.39 )

was released for construction of embedded anchor plates on September 29, 1978

and for structural steel construction on January 21, 1980. We concluded that

consideration of the safe shutdown earthquake loads should be evidenced in the

design and that omission of this load is violation of the " Structural Design

Criteria" SD-66, Table 5.4-2, Rev. O, dated October 19, 1976 (Reference

/f.() which requires consideration of a loading combination which includes

the safe shutdown earthquake. (Finding 4-11'))(

(c::-2).

During our inspection, Ffevision 2 to the calculations was added (dated Novemberg

25,1983) which included an explanatory note that the amplified response spectra

tables have been consulted and it appears that the original design was conservative.

These new facts should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-11.

Examination of Detail 101486M on " Containment Steel, Recirculation Sump Screen

Details," United Engineers Drawing F-101486 (Reference 4.39 ) revealed that

the bent plate connector had not been placed centrally with respect to the

structural channel member to which it is bolted and was =instead moved toward

the upper flange of the channel. This was inconsistent with the analysis, in

Calculation No. CI-2, which assumed that the connector would be placed so that

the center of the bolts on the connecting plate would coincide with the center
Me

of gravity of the channel. We verified that the eccentricity between centroid -g
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of the bolts and of the channel hr bcca transferred on to the shop drawings,

.

Cives Corporation Drawings No. E1001 and E1002, dated April 25, 1980 (References
:

4.40 and 4.41 ). During our inspection at the site on December 5 and 6,1983,

we found that the installation was consistent with these drawings. Since the

members are subject to the movement along their longitudinal axes due to thermal

conditions, the displacement of the connector from the centroidal axis of the

beam introduces eccentricity which will result in increased stresses at the4

This condition had not been analyzed in accordance withconnecting plates.
which reyutter m/ysis of nar-s/aadademnrh,

' the American Institute of Steel Construction Specifications (Reference 4. S ).,

A

(Finding 4-4)y

Additional calculations were performed during the inspertion to account for the

dbove condition and it was determined from the sampla reviewed that the resulting

stresses appear to be within the code allowables and, therefore, the structure

as built seems adequate.

The new information and facts developed should be confirmed in the response to

Finding 4-4

While inspecting the steel in the annulus, between the containment shell and the

secondary shield in the containment structure, we observed that a number of

steel beams framing into the-steel plates embedded into the concrete had been
,

modified. The modifications consisted of extending the lower part of the web
:

of the beams and providing plates to accommodate the lower bolt in the plate

which had been welded to the embedded plate. Upon examination of the pertinent

shop drawings, Cives Corporation Drawing XE-112 (Reference 4.42 ) and United

|

!
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Engineers Drawing, F-102320 (Reference 4.43 ), we found that this modification

had been necessary due to the fact that the embedded plates had been installed

at the wrong elevation. The plates were installed too low to be compatible with

the elevation of the structural steel in the area of the annulus. In our

discussion with the cognizant design engineers it was determined that the

modification of the connections was not reflected in the analysis completed.

The calculations were contained in Calculation No. CI-70, Computer Run SB-13

(Reference 4.44 ). We determined this to not be in conformance with the

American Institute of Steel Construction Specification, Section 1.15.3

(Reference 4. 3 ) and the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66, Sections 2.1.2

and 6.2.5.1 (Reference 1.3). The requirements are that a connection detail

which introduces eccentrieities must undergo a specific detailed analysis

which was not done in this instance. (Finding 4-13)

We have been informed orally by United Engineers subsequent to the inspection

that a new detailed analysis of the connection has shown it to be adequate and

that the calculation is being revised to indicate conformance to the specification

requirements. During the inspection we also requested that additional analyses

be performed to determine the adequacy of the various eccentric connections.

During the inspection we were orally informed by United Engineers that a program

which will re-evaluate connections, which depart from the standard connections

contained in the American Institute of Steel Construction Specification (Ref-

erence 4. S ) and not analyz 11 be reviewed over the entire project. This

will be done by selecting a representative sample and analyzing the connections
.

in that sample in accordance with the American Institute of Steel Construction

Specification requirements. We were told by the design engineers of United
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Engineers who were involved in design of the containment structural steel in

the annulus that misalignment of the embedded plates with structural beams is

widespread in Unit 1. They said that in the case of Unit 2 there was an effort

to rectify this situation and to install the plates at the proper elevations

thus alleviacing problems for the as-built conditions. They indicated that this
,

was not completely. successful and as a result there are cases where beams had

j to be modified in Unit 2. The modifications were made at the fabricator's ,

facility _and shipped to the field ready for installation. In view of the-

evidence that the design engineers are aware of the need for further analysis
:

of these connections and that additional action is under way we did not pursue
,

this matter further. The facts in this matter should be confirmed in response
,

to Finding 4-13.;

|

; Another item which is related to this area of containment pertains to the
~

us
connection of the beams to the columns in the annul &e steel. Examination of

I the Cives Corporation Drawing XE101, dated November 11, 1982-(Reference 4.d4ds )

revealed that in order to accommodate welds between connecting angles and the
'

bat
beams framing into columns, not perpendicular to the columns, the axis of the

beams was shifted by one inch from the centroidal axis of the column. This

resulted in an eccentricity with respect to the column, which in turn induced'

torsion in the column. We have found that this was not accounted for in the
1

analysis and that.it violates the Structural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference

1.3) and Section 1.15.3 of the American Institute of Steel Construction

Specification (Reference 4.f3 ). In our opinion, the effect of torsion
'

induced in the columns is to increase stresses in the members and these-

stresses should be evaluated to determine the effect on over-all member
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ , . _
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stresses. We recommended that action be taken to assess impact of this

eccentricity and an analysis be performed to evaluate the resulting stresses.

(Finding 4-19)y

Subsequent to the inspection we were orally informed that a study was made by

United Engineers of this type eccentric connection and it was determined the

1-inch eccentricity did not increase the stresses above the allowables. The

new facts in this matter should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-19.

Calculations for attachments to the steel liner in the containment dome were

also reviewed by the team. These calculations, " Attachments to Liner Supporting

Du/ts, Pipes and Electrical Equipment", Calculation No. CS-22 (Reference 4N)
I

; were to provide support attachment points for installed itens from other
bui449disciplines like the containment spray rings of the containment spray system.g

Coordination between disciplines was reviewed as well as the flow of information

in the complete design sequence.

On Sheet 85 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4. ) a structural steel

member made from an angle shape was sketched incorrectly so that the horizontal

leg was reversed from the direction utilized in the calculations. This is not

a finding or an unresolved item, but an item the licensee may wish to consider.
,

(Observation 4-1).

44.

On Sheet 98 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4 7f) a structural steel

member made of' an angle section shown in Section AA in the calculational sketch

should have been drawn with the horizontal leg reversed frcm the direction used
4

f

_ _ _ _ _
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in the calculations. - This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but an

item the licensee may wish to consider. (Observation 4-2)

%
Revised Sheets 17 and 23 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4.2f) were

not included in the listing of the " Calculation Revision Control Sheet as
unded Es,pmes

required by " Preparation, Documentation and Control of Calculations"pGener11

Engineering and Design Procedure 0005 (GEDP-0005), (Reference 1.93). This is

not a finding or an unresolved item, but an item the licensee may wish to

consider. (Observation 4-3)

In the above instances where the sketch was improper, the error in orientation

was corrected apparently by a knowledgeable detailer when preparing the shop

drawings so that the connection was properly made. Since the team found no

other clusterec examples of this type of error in other sets of calculations

the observations were judged to be isolated.

In reviewing the execution of the design for the loads from the
we kn/ Mo

seismic analyses of the containment structures,4 nited Engineers concluded thatU

the shell is essentially axisymmetric and its center of mass and center of

rotation coincide. Therefore, the torsional effects were negligible. The

torsion due to the geometry of the structure was not considered. We agreed

with the conclusion nade for torsion.

(2eferenee.^4+7)
In examining the input data to the SHELL I computer program the team found3

'

that the input data referenced were not the correct data since it had been

superseded by a more recent calculation. Seismic forces and moments as used
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on Sheets 30 through 35 as input in the calculation " Design of the Containment

Shell and Dome", Calculation No. CS-15 (Reference 4. M ) were obtained from

modified seismic analysis SBSAG-4CS3 (Reference 4. 49 ' . This had been

transmitted by a memorandum dated October 12,1979, Pillt>56MX~(Reference'

4.60 ) . The analysis was completed using a decoupled ic.odel of the containment

shell and critical damping values of 4% for operating basis earthquake and 7%
had

for safe shutdown earthquake. SBSAG-4CS3 AasAbeen superseded by the final
,

seismic analysis SBSAG-4CS4 (Reference 4. 37 ) that uses a decoupled model

of the containment shell and critical damping values of 4% for operating basis

earthquake and 7% for safe shutdown earthquake as outlined in a memo dated

March 17,1976(Reference 4.S/). Although comparison of the SBSAG-4CS3 and

SBSAG-4CS4 analyses shcws that their results are very similar and that the

I seismic forces and moments used as input for the SHELL I computer program

utili:ed in Calculation CS-15 seem conservative, we determined that use of the
,

j outdated data is a violation " Calculations", United Engineers Administrative

Procedure No. 22 (AP-22) Appendix A, (Reference 1./26 ) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix

B, Section III, " Design Control", dated August 1,1980 in. that the incorrect

input data were utilized. (Finding 4-7)

Subsequent to our inspection United Engineers orally informed us that a recheck

of the calculation using the current input data yielded results that were still

satisfactory when compared to the existing design, but this should be addressed

in response to Finding 4-7.

We reviewed the various stages of the static analysis of the containment
!
! structure which utilize the results of the seismic analysis described above.
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The containment structrre (the shell and the dome) was designed using

|
several computer prograrts. Some of them such as LESCAL, WILSON I and WILSON

II have been documented in the FSAR Appendix 3F. Ther were others, however,
(AWevenes 4 47ud 4,S2

such as SHELL I and SHELL I hich have not been incl ded in the FSAR in

Appendix 3F. This is in i lation of the licensee's commitment made in

Section 1.8 of the FSAR to meet Regulatory Guida 1.70, " Standard Format and

Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Section 3.8,1.4,

(Reference 1. /29 ). (Finding 4-25)

The axisymmetric analyses of the containment structure for dead load, pressure.
.

and temperature under both operating and accident conditions were performed using

the WILS0ft I computer program. The shell model for the operating basis earth-

quake and safe shutdown earthquake was analyzed using WIL50fl II program. The
.

team concluded that a proper analysis had been performed.

(b) Tank Farm

A structural steel beam, Mark B9, located on the Elevation 81 foot roof along

Column Line 0.5 was designed for dead loads, live loads, and seismic operating

basis earthquake loads in Calculation No. WB-61, sheet 17 of 79, checked
Jo

September 28, 1978 (Reference 4.34). Lat r redesign was made to add the sag

rod loads to the dead loads, live loads, and seismic operating basis earthquake

loads (Sheets 9I and 9J of 79, checked November 3,1979). The original cal-

culation (WB-61, Sheet 17 of 79, checked on September 28,1976) was not voided

as required by " Procedure for Preparation, Documentation and Control of Structuralj

i

Calculations," United Engineers General Engineering Design Procedure No. 0005

- __ _ .
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f .'(GEDP-0005) Paragraph IID, (Reference 1.93). Subsequently, another calculation

I was made;(WB-61.) Appendix A, Sheet 10 of -16, Rev. 3, checked on June 17,1981)

which added a pipe support load, but neglected the sag rod loads. Again the

' previous calculation was not voided. The safe shutdown earthquake pipe support

load was incorrectly combined with beam operating basis earthquake loading and*

designed for safe. shutdown earthquake allowable stresses. The neglected loads
;

f a'nd the combining of operating basis earthquake and safe shutdown earthquake ordWa >

Joads'for.stresschecksagainstthoseassociatedwiththe'safeshutdogviolates
'

i .

Structural Design Criteria, 50-66, (Reference 1.3)kthquahFinding 4-8)y ,

|

|
This was judged by the team to be an isolated case. The fact.that there was

i some confusion over whether or not the structural steel in the tank farm was -
!

{ Seismic Category I probably led to the type of problems described above. It

i is the team's understanding that the beam has been evaluated by United Engineers

since the inspection as seismic Category I in a systematic application of all

load combinations. United Engineers has orally stated that the design calcula-
:

;' tions have been revised and no physical changes in the beam are required. This
,

; should be confirmed in response-to Finding 4-8.
:

|

The calculations for the reinforced concrete walls along ' Column Lines 4.5

and 5.0 are contained on sheets 8 and 9 of 13, United Engineers Calculation No.
'

WB-68 (Reference 4. The calculations were based upon the method described.

on page 351 of the'"American Concrete Institute Design Handbook," SP-17(73)

(Reference 41) in accordance with the strength design method of American

j - Concrete Institute Code, ACI 318-71 (Reference 4. 2. ). The method is appro-
'

priate for reinforced concrete sections subject to combined bending and axial
3

i

- - - . - , , , . .- , . . . . . . . , , , - . , . , . ,. . - - - - , - - , - , - . . , . -
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load when the section is controlled by tension. The calculation procedure is
p

described in Flexure Example 3 of the Design Handbook which neglects any

compressive reinforcement. The calculations did not include an adjustment of

the value of the capacity reduction factor, 9, for combined bending and axial

load. The results of the calculations indicated a requirement for reinforcing
; ,

! less than that which would be required utilizing the correct p factor. The
i

j tendeney of the designers to provide more reinforcing than .actually required by
'

; .

i design because of practical and geometrical reasons may mean that sQfficient
i
j reinforcing is in fact present for the revised calculations._ This appears to |
a

I be a systematic error for the tank farm walls. The team reconsnands a review of
1

{ the design of all reinforced concrete members subject to combined bending and i

1

; compression. (Finding 4-10)g_
! ,

i
*

.

!

j Subsequent to the inspection the team was orally informed by United Engineers
k

; that they have redone the calculation and found that adequate numbers of rein-
1

,

[, forcing bars were provided in the original design. This should be confirmed
i -

! in response to Finding 4-10. |

| '

4

f The overall assessment of the design controls in the area of design of structural

! elements indicates that the design utilized the design criteria and provided
i . -

'

i adequate margins of safety with. regard to the code allowable stresses or
i

necessary factored load capacities. While the team found several errors and ,

>

: .

omissions in the design calculations, it is not expected that any of theset

t instances will require strengthening of the members. This is due to the 7 . ~%

conservatism of design and the capability for redistribution of stress. dMme'1 ;

( [n-J p :' cj
1

', ;'j

L

i
1

!

. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ .__---_--___-____:.-________________.__ . - _ - _ _ - _
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, e do not expect that the neglect ofW

.

additional stresses produced by the modification of the beams (Finding 4-13)
ksig e cf

or eccentricities of columns (Finding 4.19) will result in a de__jttc4 reduction

of the margins with respect to the. code allowabler, The team concl'uded that the

structural elements examined have adequate capability to resist the expected

design loads. _

*

|

.

9
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( 4.4 Design for Supported Mechanical Systems and Components '

The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the coordina-
|

tion between the design of the mechanical components, the support structure.

'and the design of structural elements and to verify that selected samples

represent an adequate design.
|

Two tanks and a pipe support were selected for review. Both tanks are part of

| the containment building spray system and are located in the tank fara structure.

The pipe support was also in the tank farm structure. Bo,th tanks are supported

at their base by anchorages around the circumference. The anchorage, into the
|

|
fill concrete structural base, is by means of hign strength anchor bolts. The

! seismic load for the spray additive tank was'obtained by assuming horizontal

and vertical accelerations equal to 1.5 times the peak of the ground response

spectra. This equivalent static analysis was completed in conformance with

the method as provided for in Section 3.7(B).3.1 of. the FSAR, but the analysis

method had not been defined in the United Engineers procurement specification 8 edoo
.r.nf 315

. #~#~'(References 3.144 ) for the tank. This indicated that United Engineers had

not provided sufficient instructions in the specification on how to execute

the analysis although a proper analysis was in fact performed.
l

The refueling water storage tank was purchased from Pittsburgh-Dqs Moines under
11.vd 31%)

United Engineers Specification 006-246-1 (References 3. Pittsburgh-.

Des Moines prepared design calculations for the refueling water storage tank
M

(Reference 3.jg(r). In calculating the stiffness of the cylinder in which only'

the overall bending stiffness was considered, the shear stiffness was neglected.
|
|

i-

!
,. _ . . _ _ - , , ~ . _ -
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This is inappropriate for a tank of these dimensions. Only the fundamental
and

frequency was calculatedy -^g'^ctiag4 gher modes were neglected in violationhi

of Section 2.3.3.1.7 of United Engineers Specification 006-246-1. A reanalysis

could indicate greater design seismic loads; however, it appeared to the team

that the thickness of the cylinder could accommodate somewhat greater meridional

compressive stresses and that there may be additional capacity in the anchor

bolts. _ Therefore, the team does not expect that there would be a requirement

for material changes as a result of a reanalysis; however, such a reanalysis

is necessary to meet the requirements of the specifications and good engineering

practice. (Finding 4-16)

The review of the tank calculations prepared by Pittsburgh-Des Moines was the

responsibility of the Mechanical Analysis Group at United Engineers. The design

responsibility of the anchor bolts was divided between organizations. Pittsburgh-

Des Moines specified the bolt diameter and steel designation and the Structural

Group at United Engineers was responsible for the design of the embedment

length and local reinforcing, if required, in the concrete base. The number,

size, and type of bolts required by Pittsburgh-Des Moines in the-as-built

condition at the site was observed to be correct.

The pipe support which was located on the structural steel, Beam B-9, in the

tank farm, discussed in Section 4.3 of this report, was relocated so that the

support was anchored into the concrete wall located parallel to and adjacent

to Column Line E.7 in the tank farm instead of being supported by the structural

steel beam. The sketches for the relocated pipe support structure were designed

and presented on United Engineers Drawing M-8018335, Support No. M/S-1833-RG-04,

I

t

i
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Sheets 13 through 17 (Reference 4. 0 ). During the field inspection, the

support was observed. A comparison of the field installation with the design

drawings indicated that several members were larger than required by the design.

The team had no questions relative to these discrepancies in view of the

oversized members and the fact that the increased support stiffness would be

small when compared to the effect on the piping analysis caused by changing

the anchor point from a steel beam ta a more rigid concrete element.
,

Based on the samples selected for review, the team concluded that the proper

requirements had been provided in the specification for the tanks and that
.

the elements of design control were exercised, but United Engineers had failed

to note that one element of the requirements was not met by the vendor,

Pittsburgh-Des floines, for the refueling water storage tank. This was

apparently a limitea failure in assuring total design verification of the

subcontractor's work or to identify the discrepancy during an audit. No

discrepancies or findings were noted for the spray additive tank. The

pipe support structure examined which had undergone location changes indicated
,

that the necessary design interfaces between disciplines had been utilized

and that control of design changes had been exercised. With the exception

of the needed recalculation for the refueling water storage tank (Finding

4-16) the team found the samples of the designs in this area to be adequate.

!

i

|1
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4.!i Design for Supported Electric Equipment
'

.

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review selected samples

of specific designs related to the structural support of electric equipment

in order to assess the interface between the electrical and civil-structural

disciplines for design. Specifically, a determination was to be made as to

whether the licensee's design conmitments contained in the FSAR and other

relevant documents have been met, correct design information has been

coordinated and complete interfaces made through a logical design process,

and the completed design is adequate.

The design of cable tray supports for the Seabrook Project is governed by the

document known as the " Technical Guide for the Design and Analysis of Seismic

Category I Cable Tray Support Systems" (Reference 5 /,9 ). The team's effort

in the area of the cable tray support design included a review of the technical

content and details contained in this Guide as well as the execution of the

design. The Guide is considered to be a controlled design document. The

development of this technical guide was the responsibility of the Mechanical

Analysis Group which is a staff group reporting to the Chief Engineer of Power

in the United Engineers Philadelphia office.

The analysis and design procedures provided in the Guide are a composite of

the results of actual test data for various components or elements of the tray

support system with analytical procedures and the use, in many instances, of a

bounding type assumption in order to realize a workable design procedure so.

that each and every design solution is not unique. The team reviewed specific

t
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FSAR comitments regarding the design of the cable tray support system. The

relevant commitments were noted to be in Sections 1.8, 3.2, 3.7.3, Table

3.7(B)-23, 8.1 and 8.3 of the FSAR.

Only general and very limited comitments were found in the FSAR with regard

to the manner in which the analysis and design of the cable tray support system

would be executed. Note 5 to Table 3.2-1 in the FSAR stated that " qualification

of the conduit and cable tray raceways for the Class 1E safety related circuits

have been confirmed by analysis, and calculations verify the adequacy of the

systems based on the properties of the raceways (including tray where appli-

cable) and support components." In Section 3.7.3 of the FSAR one of the methods

of seismic analysis for sdbsystems utilized the cable tray support system as

an example of application of the dynamic analysis method u' sing the modal
O

response spectrum technique. Diagrams were provided in FSAR Figures 3.7(B)-31

and -32 to illustrate a typical ceiling to floor cable tray supports as well

as a mathematical model representation which was used in the dynamic analysis.

This constituted the majority of the analyses and design details provided in

the FSAR. No inconsistencies between the FSAR and the Technical Guide were

found during our sample review. The bases for the design of the Category I

cable tray support systems appeared to be founded on a combination of test data

in two areas and accepted analytical and design processes.

Sample calculations were selected by the team to assess the execution of the

design process and the adequacy of the resulting design. This included review

of a series of calculations related to the lateral support of cable trays

in the control building. Prelininary calculations for Section SW-3
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(Reference 4.6(, ) were selected for review. All assumptions were noted and

those which required future verification were so marked. This was found to

be consistent with the technical procedures guide which defined the completion,

control and documentation for calculations. T4e /**"/# ' ## f#
f

/eA*/ perf ode' Me fmM'" *b 'Y
'

AA> hve been e
.13-).Gwde Qe'henee

Two of the three vendor catalog references utilized for strut material and

hardware data utilized in the calculations for Section SW-3 were used in the

verification process by the team. No discrepancies were found in the samples

examined and the interpretation and application of the data were judged to be

correct. It was noted in the calculations that where several individual bents

of laterally unconnected support frames are subsequently tied together laterally

through braces, United Engineers utili:es the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-

squares method to combine lateral loads. The team had no disagreement with

| this concept. In general there appears to be significant margins in the

tray support system due to the simplifying assumptions made to .ninimize the

number of unique designs required.

The procedures and execution of the design of the cable tray support system

for lateral loads were reviewed against the requirements of Section 4 Design

Process, Section 5, Interface Control and Section 7 Document Control of

American National Standards Institute ANSI N45.2.11-1974 (Reference 1./37 )

to which the project is connited. The design activities were found to be

prescribedinspecifications,proceduresandtheTechnicalGuide(Reference

[0 ) for this task. These documents appear to provide adequate control

of the design execution to be completed by the individual designers. The

process appears to be adequately controlled in practice 4vrM" '"^'/'b'
.adejn/e.c&epyrr evar j dyed do de
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4.6 Design for Supported Instrumentation and Control Equipment

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine for a sample

of instrumentation and control systems whether the analysis and design process

was executed in accordance with the appropriate procedures and in conformance.

with the guidelines contained in the licensee commitments and the Quality
Me

Assurance fianual,4 correct design information related to the support of the
Instrumentation and Control systems was coordinated and complete interfaces

made in a Controlled design process, and the completed design for supports is

adequate.

The ehuipment selected for this inspection was an instrumentation rack designated

f41-IR-14, located in the equipment vault at approximately Elevation 3'-2", west

of Column Line D and north of Column Line 1. The team verified that the

development of the amplified response spectra used for the design of the

instrumentation rack was in accordance with " Control of Seismic Design,"

United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 36 (AP-36) (Reference 1.87).

The sketch of the mathematical rodel in United Engineers Calculation No.

SBSAG-22PB (Reference 4.67 ) of a stairway floor frame at approximately

Elevation 3 feet was incorrectly made in locating the model with respect

to Column Line D. The horizontal location of the model of the platform was

incorrect when compared to United Engineers Drawing F-101558 (Reference 4.66 ).

Since the model itself was dimensioned correctly, the relative displacement

of the model by 34 inches west in relation to the reference points did not

affect the results of the analysis performed by the Structural Analysis

- - - _ _ -
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IGroup. This was not a finding or an unresolved item, but reprsents an

apparently isolated instance found by the team where there was an apparent

lack of attention to the details. The licensee may wish to consider this

i information. (Observation 4.13)
|

In our inspection we observed that the United Engineers structural design

drawings Nos.' F-101558 and F-101562 (References 4.58 and 4. 59 respectively)
>

were. released for construction on September 28, 1976 and July 6, 1978. The '

,

structural design calculation, " Primary Auxiliary Building, Equipment Vault .

Steel Framing (030)", Calculation No. PB-76 (Reference 4.60 ), was completed

on December 1,1983. We requested that the original structural design

calculations, from which the above design drawings were prepared and the members

fabricated and installed, be presented for inspection. The original design
'

calculations could not be found and we concluded that the absence of such '

computations constitutes a violation of " Calculations,' United Engineers

Administrative Procedure No. 22 (AP-22) (Reference 1./28), Section 2.3.1

that requires that calculations related to drawings released for construction
,

or installation shall be either preliminary &or final. This was judged to
W f

be an isolated finding where drawingsywerefreleased prior to the preparation ;

of calculations. (Finding 4-20)

I A review of Calculation No. PB-76 (Reference 4./,0 ) revealed that when the

designer considered different load combination equations involving seismic

loads, the live load had been omitted. . . e considered this to be in violationW
,

| ..

' of the FSAR in Section 3.8.4.3. Within this section of the FSAR it is stated

that the load combinations considered in the. design are provided in Table

;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _
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3.8-16. - That table specifies that live loads are combined with seismic loads

in all instances. We discussed this matter with the staff of the Structural

Group. They presented a view that this is consistent with sound engineering

practice since during operation of the plant'there will be no load (such as

people or material which could be classified as live load.) The leam noted
,

that the omission of live loads in load combinations with seismic loads on

floor areas not covered by equipment is considered to be a violation of the

Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3). (Finding 4-23)
t'

A review of United Engineers Drawing F-101562 (Reference 4.59 ) of the

structural steel framing in the equipment vault indicated that.no dimensions

existed to orient the plan views in the north-south direction without the

use of tiie reinforced concrete drawihr the same area which were not listed
as )(reference drawihThis was not a finding or an unresolved item but

is mentioned as an item the licensee may wish to consider. (Observation

L4-11)

During field inspection at the plant, we observed that one leg of the instru-

mentation rack MM-IR-14 in the auxiliary building equipment vault at approximately

Elevation 3. feet is resting on a 1/2 inch thick floor plate instead of the
or

' channel structural member, C10x15.3, as assumed Calculation No. PB-76,4
(Reference 4. 40 ). This installed configuration formed a cantilevered

plate with respect to the channel. We concluded that this is contrary to
*

sound engineering design and recommended that a vertical stiffener plate be L

provided, welded to the: channel and the pta der the leg of the rack to
"

carry the load to the channel. The reason for this recommendation is that

\

!

!

>

,_ , . _ _ _ . . , _ .~, . _ . - _ _ . _ , . _ . . . , , . , _. _ _ ,.
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the leg of the rack is situated at the corner of an opening in the floor plate

of'the platform. The opening was cut to acconnodate vertically oriented

electrical cables. The cut out will cause some stress concentration in addition

to the bending stresses introduced by the plate cantilever. A review of the

level of stresses in Calculation PB-76 in the plate platform supporting the

,.
rack indicated existing stresses were low with respect to the code allowables.

.Since it was judged that the additional stresses just described would not

increasethetotalstressessoastoviolateanyrequirementsregardijn episting
'

et? .nq seirese/Ve IreM.

codes or procedures we did not consider this to be a finding 4 We believe,

however, that providing a stiffener plate as described would be advisable and

: would improve the design where the main load carrying member was not in the,-

direct load path. (Observation 4-10)y
,

In summary, the team concluded that the design of supported instrumentation and

I control equipment is controlled by adequate procedures and that, for the sample

reviewed, the procedures were generally followedy asc/ //r mroMe7
~

'7
,

aws .de7eale.
'
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.4.7 Subcontractors Off-Site

The objectives of this portion of.the report were to ascertain how the
t

licensee's design commitments being implemented by United Engineers were being

transmitted to' and used by several off-site subcontractors, what level of

control was maintained by United Engineers over subcontractors, and what manner
.

: .

+

the subcontractor. performed and controlled activities impacting the design of

the facility.

In order to complete this phase of the inspection effort a selection was made

from a list of subcontractors doing work in the design, engineering and services

' area of the project. The first subcontractor selected was Professor Edwin G.

Burdette who was chosen as an example of direct design related services. He

conducted tests to verify of certain design parameters. The second and third

subcontractors were selected on the basis of the volume of work as well as the

fact that both represented the next step in the design and construction process

beyond the basic design engineering effort completed by United' Engineers. These!

were William J. Lester, Inc. who performed structural steel detailing and --

Bethlehem Steel Corporation who performed detailing and fabrication of
I.

reinforcing steel for the Seabrook Plant.

1

In'1980, United Engineers contracted'with Professor Edwin G. Burdette of the

;. University of Tennessee, to _ perform terte to confirm the load-displacement
. -

i

relationship of the liner plate anchora;,e system to be embedded in the Seabrook

| concrete containment. The objective of these tests was.to confirm, by test,
i

t- the adequacy of the liner anchorage system in meeting the requirements of the

! -

i
i
i

r
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,:

1075 Edit! = (Reference 4. / ). We reviewed the. Section III, Division _2f

available documents pertinent to the tests provided by United Engineers. The

test program was administered as a part of the Purchase Order No. H.0. 56971,4

with Change Order No.1, dated September 29, 1980 (Reference 4. 4/ ). The

" Procedure for Containment Liner Anchor Load Test" (Reference 4.62 ), required
~

that the specimens be prepared at the Seabrook Plant site using the procedures

and material approved for construction of the containment structures. We

concluded that the specimens used in the tests adequately represented the

containment structure and the liner with its embedment system.

The test procedure required that all measuring and test equipment be calibrated

before testing and evidence of calibration be available for review. We were

provided with a Testing Machine Verification Certificate, (Reference 4.43 )

which stated that the 120,000 lb. capacity machine, 5erial No. 60096-1,

belonging to University of Tennessee, had been calibrated and the loading -

ranges had been found accurate with tolerances ranging from 0.42 to 0.83

percent. The calibration was performed by the Tinius Olsen Testing Machine

Company, Inc., of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania on dne 10,1980. The load cells

output readings found in the report were based on the load readings from the

same testing machine referencing the same calibration date. ~ The team concluded -

that the testing program had been adequately executed and controlled.

In February of 1982, Professor Edwin G. Burdette was also under contract to

United Engineers to conduct tests of surface-mounted plates with expansion

anchors in order to determine the validity of the value of the prying factor

,
'~-

=
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equal to 1.2 which had been calculated by United Engineers for use in the

design. The test program was conducted under Purchase Order No. 210-9
~

(Reference 4.6f). The purchase order contained no reference to 10 CFR 50,

Appendix B or other quality requirements for the testing program. The team

detennined that the test specimens were fabricated under the quality assurance

program for the Seabrook Plant, however, no quality requirements existed on the

control of the testing equipment. The team received calibration data for the

same University of Tennessee 120,000 lb capacity Tinuis Olsen machine used on

the liner anchor tests. This calibration was done on January 7,1982 which is

prior to the date the prying factor tests were begun.

The test report did not contain an identification of the test machine utilized

so that there was no direct link of the calibration data to the data obtained

in the prying factor tests. The team determined that United Engineers' Quality

Assurance Procedures " Design Control," QA-3 (Reference 4.f() " Control of

Measurement and Test Equipment,i' QA-12 (Reference f. GG ) and " Project Level

Design Review and Design Verifications," General Engineering and Design

Procedure-0022 (GEDP-0022), (Reference 1.103) had not been completely followed.

(Finding 4-5)

A brief review of work completed by Willard J. Lester, Inc. was completed

during this inspection. This firm prepared detailed shop drawings from the

design engineering drawings for structural steel produced by United Engineers
(fdereurs 4G 7ad +C8)

utilizing standard details and specific details and instructions as issued byg

United Engineers. These then form d the basis of the " Structural Steel

Detafling Policies and Procedurh the Willard J. Lester, Inc. (Reference

. _
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4. 9 ). This company worked first as a subcontractor to Lyons Iron Works,

Inc. who held the contract to detail, fabricate and' furnish structural steel
G7

under Purchase Order 006-12-1 (Reference 4.55). After Lyons Iron Works, Inc.

closed its operations due to bankruptcy, a purchase order (Purchase Order
68

006-12-4) (Reference 4.55) was issued to Willard J. Lester, Inc. to continue

to produce shop drawings for structural steel. This subcontract lasted only

for several months until Cives Corporation took over all detailing, of the -

structural steel in February of 1979.

Several of the drawings produced by the detailers at Lester, Inc. were reviewed
,

for conformance to the detailing practices and standards of the American

Institute of Steel Construction Specifications, (Reference 4. 'S )andno

; discrepancies were noted. The team concluded that for the samples the
.

specification requirements for structural steel detailing had been met.

Another of the subcontractors reviewed during this inspection was Bethlehem

Steel Corporatf or.. The basis of the subcontract in this case for services and

material was the United Engineers. document, " Specification for Furnishing,

Detailing, Fabricating and Delivering Reinforcing Bars," Specification

006-14-1 (Reference 4.7# ). No distinction was made in the specification

between reinforcing for the containment and other structures, so that dl work

and material supplied by Bethlehem Steel was to conform to the ASME Code

Section III, Division 2 (Reference 4. / ). The team placed specific

emphasis on the manner in which ASME Code, Section CC-2700, Materials

Manufacturer's Quality Assurance Programs (Reference 4. / ), was imple-

mented under the requirements of the specification. -The reason for this was
.
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due to the fact that the Seabrook Project represents the first incorporation
Sec h .2ZZ

of the ASME Code,b vv 2 into a plant nearing completion.Di
ision

Bethlehem Steel, prior to the start of the Seabrook project, had used 10 CFR

50, Appendix B as the basis of a quality assurance manual which was undergoing

rework early in 1974 when the United Engineers' specification was issued.'

While reviewing Bethlehem Drawing No. 017RM31 A cv. O, detod Coe d er 5, 1070 -

4(Reference 4. 7/ ) and comparing it with the corresponding United Engineers g

design drawing, Drawing F-101402, R~f. 12, dcted " r d 24, 1001 (Reference 4.77-),

we observed that the spacing of the horizontal stirrups which on the design

drawing was 16" whereas on the detailed shop drawing the spacing was 8". The

total amount of the reinforcing steel remained unchanged in spite of the change
k

in spacing. The design drawing had not been updated to reflect the change g

in spacing. The reinforcing steel remained designated in the design drawing as

2x4-#6 at 16". We found that this is a violation of " Document Control - Foreign
under/ 4 ,weets9

Print System,'y Administrative Procedure No. 29 (AP-29), Section 8.6.2, Rev. 7,

dated April 12,1983 (Reference 1./30). In all of the drawings reviewed this

was the only case where a discrepancy between the design and shop drawing was

found. The team learned that United Engineers had accepted the Bethlehem

detail but did not revise the design drawing. This finding had no generic

implications and was judged to be an isolated instance of lack of consistency

and failure to maintain up to date documents. (Finding 4-21)
,

N
Based on the review of completed work and the work observed, the team concluded N

that the licensee's design commitments had been clearly transmitted to Bethlehem N

Steel via the specification and the engineering drawings and details. Letter

& y,,g|1 s,yaee,c gh.cso, se s - se,a .ws u Y',)fana s s ,a 6
ensd CAre dwaf - Aes deresop dwyg ad Hie enfweruf ekfn dw"1 * 'ne
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and meeting communications also served as an important part of the total process

of providing design interfacing and design input. The team's sample review

indicated that Bethlehem Steel had also executed their procedures adequately.

A system for the review of shop and placing drawings existed and was being

effectively implemented in accordance with the Bethlehem Steel Quality Assurance

Procedures Manual. A system to document and control the records and design

changes, to assure that the latest updated input data are being used for the

development of shop and placement drawing :p;=r: tr exists. Based on the team's

observations it is evident that the Bethlehem Steel's audit system has been

effective in identifying most random errors and assuring corrective action has*

s

been taken.

>

As a result of the team's review and obsarvations of the work of Professor.

Edwin G. Burdette, Bethlehem Steel, and Lester, Inc. on the Seabrook Project it

is the conclusion of the team that the necessary elements of design control have

been in existence during the performance of services under subcontracts ko United

Engineers for the plant structures. Additionally, we have concluded that these

controls were adequately implemented. Two findings were noted. One in

traceability of a testing machine calibration and the other on an inconsistency

between an engineering design drawing and a shop drawing. Both findings were

judged to be isolated cases.

:
,

!

!
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4.8 As-Built Conditions and Surveys

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to ascertain how the changes

generated by as-built conditions such as in structures, systems and components

are processed by United Engineers and the contractors, how the acceptability of

final loads resulting from location of pipe supports, electrical cable trays and

ventilating systems, incluiting those Nt specifically considered in the original

design, are verified, and hcw the dresings and identified supporting documents

are updated, maintained and certified, so that the completed work reflects the

as-built conditions of the plant and document that the structures meet the
,

design requirements.

The team first reviewed the United Engineers procedures which were availat:' to

control this area of plant design and construction. Among the documents which

control as-built conditions of structures, systems and components we reviewed

those which seem to be the most essential in the process. Those are: " Changes

to Project Documents", Administrative Procedure No. 15 (AP-15), issued on

May 31, 1974 with numerous later revisions (Reference 1.66), " Cutting *

Reinforcing Steel in Permanent Concrete Structures", Administrative Procedure

No. 38 (AP-38), issued on September 5,1980. (Reference 1. /S/ ), "As-Built

Documents",' Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39), issued on November 17,

1980 (Reference 1./32), " Minimum As-Built Record Drawing Listing," Technical

Procedure No.11 (TP-11), issued on April'29,1983 (Reference 1./33 ), " Project

Reference Manual - Supplemental Information for Design Change Program,"

Technical Procedure No. 23 (TP-23), (undated) (Reference 1./3+), and " Project

I Instruction for Handling UE&C/Contrer. tor Nonconformance and/or Deficiency Reports",

_ _ _ _ _ . ____ .
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Field Administrative Construction Procedure No.1 (FACP-1), issued on November

27,1979 (Reference 1./36 ).

'"As-Built Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39),
(2ehvenee r/32

in Attachment No. 3A contains the types of conditions or changes which do not

require as-built information and incorporation into United Engineer drawings.

In this category, we found the reinforcing steel changes. We inquired why an-

important item like reinforcing steel is not requited to be recorded to reflect

as-built conditions. We were informed that as-built information is required

; only in those cases where the amount of steel is different that stated on the

design drawings. Relocation of reinforcing steel within specified limits is

pennitted under this concept.,

'

c,-

,

We expressed our opinion that the procedure does not restrict the discrepancy

between the design and as-built conditions in any way and such a deviation could

I consist of providing reinforcing bars of smaller cross-sectional' area, omission

of reinforcement in son'e area altogether or some other change that might impact

the design. We did not receive a satisfactory explanation regarding this matter

and we consider this a -shortcoming of the procedure. We do agree that

there are many field situations-where' a change in placing of reinforcing-hers.

We believe, howqver, that the
may be tolerated and even sometimes necessary(.sk/m,wisfr.n/ve Averehre M. 39 febreece /./32) .I

procedure,A =99, should be revised should qualify this statement in order toAP

avoid gross deviations.from the design requirements. Such deviations could
.

| result in an inferior or inadequate structure.- This was not a finding or an
.

unresolved item, but is mentioned as an item the licensee may wish to

I consider. (Observation 4f- 4 )

(
'

._ _ . _. ._.._ .
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The details of processing as-built, documentation identified in "As-Built Documents",

United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39, (AP-39) (Reference 1./37-) are

described in " Minimum As-Built Record Drawing Listing," United Engineers Technical

Procedure No.11 (TP-11), (Reference 1./33 ). The team concluded the procedures

were adequate to control the as-built records and assure sufficient information

will be available in the future.

(1) Structural Steel As-Builts

The procedures for this program are described in United Engineers " Guidelines

for Beam Verification", dated September 19,1983 (Reference 4.73 ). The boam

verification program was established in order to ensure that all the structural

steel beams are rechecked for all the imposed loads. The treatment of live load

is in conformance with the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3),

Table 4.2-1. Note 1, to Table 4.2-1 states that uniformly distributed live load

shall not be considered with seismic load conditions except those loads which

are marked permanent are included in the calculations.
.

The design of the structural steel beams for the tank farm area as provided in
,

20
Calculation No. WB-61 (Reference 4.M) was based upon using the uniform snow

load which is considered a permanent live _ load. The team determined the design

procedure used was applied in accordance with the " Guidelines for Beam Verification".

The team, after reviewing the guidelines concluded they were adequate and were

7 ##'being properly implemented /sd on /IP e"*d / ''

,

- -
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The. tank farm structural steel has not been addressed by the beam verification

program as yet; however, it is scheduled for completion. The team wev4-

recommends that this be done subsequent to any reanalysis for the seismic loads
4/ewr/ 4-22 W

as described in Sectior5 4.2 and addressed in Findingsg-17. This is not a
4

finding or an unresolved item, but an item which the licensee may wish to

consider. (Observation 4 86)

Site Engineering % prepares calculationn related to as-builts. This effort
is now under the control of " Procedure for Site Calculations," Field Administra-

tion Construction Procedure No.10 (FACP-10) (Reference 1.dG). The majority

of calculations concerned misalignments of structural steel connections. The

usual case involved a misalignment of bolt holes, which required a replacement

connection made by welding. The welding was designed to provide the equivalent
,

! strength of the bolts, even though th*e actual forces might be less while this

resulted in an overly conservative connection, it did eliminate several cycles

of communication concerning design load requirements. The team examined two

instances where the field had taken action under this procedure. The team;

concluded that proper action had been taken.

(2) Reinforced Concrete As-Builts

No specific overall program currently exists to assess the final. loads resulting

or, concrete structures which would encompass pipe supports, equipment, cable

trays, and other systems. This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but an

item tce licensee may wish to address. (Observation 4- /G )

|

|
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Under "As-Built Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39

(AP-39) (Reference 1./72 ) certified as-built reinforcing steel drawings are

not required. The footnote in the Attachment 2 of AP-39 states that contractor

drawings will be controlled at the site as foreign prints, marked for information
Umfed %!"crs in Me DWade/ fla o6 feeP

and turned over to t= cf'f: Engineer 4 = and Yankee Atomic. The method of
%

monitoring and recording of reinforcing steel cut or damaged is described in

the " Cutting Reinforcing Steel in Permanent Concrete Structures", United

Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 38 (AP-38), (Reference 1./3/ ). Our

inquiries as to why the drawings affected by the damaged reinforcing bars are

not recorded by the Document Control Center in the field or the home office

did not produce satisfactory results. &1Idicrjbs4-4ateriItwasf d that

Site Engineering is maintaining documentation. AP-38 establishes responsi-

bilities of organizations for approval of cutting reinforcing steel during
'

drilling into permanent plant concrete structures so that the process is

controlled and the effect on the design is controlled. The team found these

procedures to be adequate. The team did establish that the site approval

change has been discontinued, yet Revision 1 of AP-38, dated July-31,1981,

has not been updated to reflect this fact and erroneously requires use of the

site approval change instead of the current engineering change authorization

or request for information. (Finding 4-24)

We have been informed by the United Engineer's staff that since the time when

the form was discontinued, changes resulting from cutting of reinforcing steel

have been treated as engineering change authorizations. The team believes

the current method for addressing cut reinforcing steel is adequate to control

the needed changes; however the procedures are not consistent. 7h5 540# #

be & stedin /We /e pSMe A 7We f noSn .
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-The team-reviewed the technical disposition of two nonconformance reports by

.the site personnel. _ The team concluded the technical resolution in both cases

was adequate.

To continue the review the process for controlling as-built conditions in

reinforced concrete the team selected five engineering change authorizations

dealing _with coring concrete and cutting of reinforcing steel. The first

j four being selected for review were in the diesel generator t,uilding and the.
_

! last was in the tank farm area. These engineering change authorizations were:

.(1) 02/0772D (Reference 4. 7f ), (2) 06/16708 (Reference 4.7S ), (3) 59/4010A

(Reference 4. % ), (4) 73/4572C (Reference 4.~77 ) and (5) 01/4217 (Reference

4.7% ). The team reviewed these five' engineering change authorizations*

from the standpoint of'the technical resolution.and the execution of the

In eac h the| associated field work in accordance with the authorization.. '

i contractor authorized to make the cuts k cores had provided as-buil't data
i
- as prescribed in the approved engineering change authorization and the data

had been adequately incorporated into the as-built <tuments.

)

i
Based on the team's review of the control of cut reinforcing, it was determined

I that this activity is well controlled by procedures and the appropriate inter-

faces have been established and checks against known margins to verify that the

original design has not been compromised, are made and the'_necessary documentation

has .been provided. -The Technical Assistance Group;under the Lead Civil Engineer'
'

>

of Site Engineering was determined to be executing this operation in a well

controlled manner.;

,

,, , - --- , , ,, n e ., . . - - , ,---
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Based on the team's review of a sample of the important procedures related

to design changes, field changes and those dealing with as-builts we concluded

that fully adequate procedures are in-place to define the control mechanisms.
'

.

Certain aspects of the procedures and some specific procedures have not been

in use over the entire life of the project but United Engineers has recognized

this and is taking action. For example, in a memorandum dated September 6,

1983, MM-1457A (Reference 4. M ) it is stated that "It is recognized that there

are a good number of historic engineering change authorizations which, based on

the judgment of the engineer at the time, were issued for which there may be no

! calculations." The project has defined a program to address these historic

engineering change authorizations and develop calculations for them as necessary.

We think that this is a noteworthy effort which when completed will contribute

to improve confidence in the level of quality control of the plant.
.

The team found the execution of the procedures to be adequate as noted in the

examples discussed. In addition the team found the documentation in the examples

reviewed to be adequate. Based on the team's sampling of examples of docu-'

2rd unspxicon
mentation of the as-built conditions 4 o the conditions existing in the field,t

Ithe conclusion is that the as-builts represent the field situation accurately.-

|
*

|

The one important item disclosed in this portion of the inspection effort was

that there is no program in-place or planned to address the final loads resulting

on the reinforced concrM e structures. The team concluded that based on the l

limited knowledge M actual loads at the time of the basic structural design

and the fact that floor live load capablity is undefined, a program _is advisable.

(GL3ervation 9. y The general attitude that the concrete structures can

.

.- - - -y
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.t

carry all the loads is not substantiated by facts. The licensee should address
,

; this issue in conjunction with the question of allowable floor live loads.
'(Fi d h; ^. ,

,

i
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i
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4.9 Conclusions

!
i

The scope and the depth of the inspection was sufficient to reach certain

conclusions regarding the design control exercised over the design and

engineering aspects of the civil-structural discipline and the related safety

features of the Seabrook Plant. Based on the observed facts, reviewed corre-

spondence, discussions and other information acquired during this inspection

and the findings, we concluded that design of the safety related features

pertinent to the civil-structural discipline are incorporated in a design

control process which will assure adequate safety to the public. Our inspection

encompassed both the technical design and the procedural aspects of the
' organizations involved in the engineering of the plant in order to have a

broad perspective of all elements of the design and the interdisciplinary

coordination effort. In addition, we reviewed the design effort to ascertain

if the design commitments described in the Final Safety Analysis Report had

been implemented properly.

fevi
As a result of the inspection we identified twenty-one finot.1gs and.M ne'ob-

servations. All of our findings but four have been discussed with the . staff of

United Engineers and we have been verbally informed that appropriate ' action has

been or will be taken to ascertain that there will be no circumstances which

might result in unacceptable margins of safety. Several of the findings appear

to have greater significance than others with regard to possibly impacting the

actual structures. Finding 4.22 which appears to reflect on the generic

approach to the application of live load in combination with other seismic load

was defined as requiring further evaluation by the licensee to assure that the-
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-structural members have load resisting capability in accordance with the

approved regulatory requirements. Findings 4.17 and 4.18 clearly define the

necessity for attention to be focused on the tank from structure which houses
,

the refueling water storage tank and the spray additive tank. First, the

' seismic' classification of the structure must be consistently defined and

carried through the design and then the tornado conditions the structure

must resistps well as what the acceptable behavior is to be, must be defined.

Once consistency has been. established for the design bases it will be

necessary to consider reanalysis of both the concrete and structural steel
' portions of the structure to clearly- reflect the as-built members and

i boundary conditions. Also since the tank farm structure has little structural

symmetry the reanalysis should most likely address torsional effects for
' seismic loads. Findings 4-4, 4-13, and 4-19 all dealt with eccentric connec-

L tions in structural steel members which should have been analyzed as non-

standard joints, but were found during the inspection to not have been
,

subjected ~to a specific analysis. Apparently subsequent analysis by United
1

Engineers has now properly verified these connections in accordance with
i

the FSAR commitments, but the incidence of these unanalyzed eccentric joints

_

was so prevalent that the team recommends some program to address the issue.
.

Some type of program was mentioned by United Engineers but _its scope and
4

details were not reviewed during the inspection.
:

i

i
There was one observation, which the-team also believes merits special

attention.

Observation 4-16 highlights the need for the licensee to consider some

,

t
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type of verification program for concrete structures similar to the beam

verification program currently in-place for structural steel. The team

concluded that such a program is highly advisable considering the original

unknowns that existed with respect to attachments and extra loads added on the

concrete since the time of original design.

The team examined several elements of design control during the inspection

in order to gain facts on which to base conclusions regarding the Seabrook

Project. The degree to which, and the level of conformance of, the design to

the regulatory requirements and criteria as defined in the FSAR were examined. ,

The procedures and specification were sampled and reviewed. Design interfaces,

design input and design assumptions were reviewed for exactness, definition

and use. The design execution and design verification processes were reviewed

including design changes,whether initiated by the design office or as a result

of field action,were reviewed. Samples of audits and as-builts were also

inspected by the team.

4 As a result of the integrated design inspection at United Engineers the team

reached some conclusions that were not listed as findings, observations or

unresolved items, but are categorized as comments in the area of quality

project management. These are as follows:

* The organization of the normal civil-structural work appears to be

very compartmentalized into numerous entities creating extra

interfaces.

1

__ _ .- _ _ _
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Specialized staff groups apparently are not subjected to technical

audits as the project groups since the specialized groups are

considered the " experts".

A proliferation of procedures which are constantly changing appear

to exist which in some part may be the result of the separate groups

each operating in a different manner and procedures becoming too

specific.

* The personnel of United Engineers are well trained and have considera-

ble design experience, perform in a conscientious and professional

manner and appear to work well on the Seabrook Project.

3ased on the facts gained during the integrated design inspection, the team
revleded

concluded that all elements of design control were effective on the Seabrookg

Project in the civil-structural discipline in the past as well as being
,

currently effective. There were, however, instances of isolated weak points

associated with.some of the elements of design control as noted in the

findings and observations. As a result, the team concluded that the Seabrook

Project has been adequately designed and adequate design controls have been'

exercised which provide reasonable assurance that the safety-related structures

will possess the expected load resisting capability and behavior characteristics

without undue risk to the public safety.

.__ _
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7.4.2 Personnel . Interviewed - .

Name Title Organiz& tion

. Tom M. Cizauskas Mechanical Lead Engineer YAEC - Seabrook Project
Mechanical Group
(for Civil / Structural
and Mechanical Engineering) -
Engineering Department,

'

Henry E. Wingate Assistant Project Manager, YAEC - Seab' rook Project
Construction Department

Jerome J. Wojcik Structural: Engineer, YAEC - Seabrook Project
:

- Mechanical Group,
Engineering Department

Robert Tucker. Lead Mechanical Engineer YAEC - Seabrook Project
Mechanical Group,.
Engineering Department

Donald E. Johnson Structural Engineer YAEC - Seabrook Project
Mechanical Group
Engineering Department

Walter K. Perterson Supervisor, Engineering /QA YAEC - QA Department
.

Audits

R. E. Guillette Supervisor, Construction YAEC - QA Department
Quality Assurance Engineering

Janet Allen QA Technician YAEC - QA Department
,

M. H. Ossing Staff Engineer for Assistant .YAEC - Seabrook Project
Project Engineer of
Construction

K. M. Kalawadia SupervisingDiscip?i:- UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineer - Structur... Structural

Daniel E. McGarrigan ~ Manager, Project QA for UE&C - Reliability
;

Seabrook : and QA Departmenti

." I:
V. D. Patel GenerataDesigd ' Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project

Structural

James K. Cravens - Manager UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineering Project Controls..
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Name Title Organization

J. J. Connelly Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project
Calculation Control
Center (1 of 5)

H. P. Sivertsen Leader / Liaison SCAT Team UE&C - Seabrook Project
Cognizant Engineer Beam Verification

Program and SCAT Team

Joel Blackman Assistant Manager UE&C - Power Department,
Mechanical Analysis Group

E. Skolnick Lead Engineer, EQ/ COMP UE&C - Power Department,
Qualification Mechanical Analysis Group

Leon S. Nascimento Chief Structural Engineer UE&C - Power Division

Anil T. Shah Cognizant Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural, Major Cat I

D. K. Ghosh Cognizant Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural, Containment

Pares N. Datta Design Supervisor, UE&C - Seabrook Project
Enginee'r II Structural * ,

John A. Mott Design Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural

' ^

Om P. Kalani Manager UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural Supervising . Pipe Support Group
Engineer

Richard H. Toland Manager UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Noshir C. Karanjia Seismic Consultant UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Dipak K. Majumder Lead Engineer UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group

Branko Galunic Engineer I UE&C - Structural Department
Structural Analysis Group>

Z. B. Olszewski Mechanical Supervising UE&C - Mechanical
Discipline Engineer Analysis Group

M. K. Sanghavi Lead Pipe Support Engineer UE8C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Support Group
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Name Title Organization
,

- Girish C. Hatwal Structural Engineer UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural

Amar S. Dalawari Engineer II UE&C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Supports
Duct Supports

Thomas F. Clouser Design Supervisor UE&C - Seabrook Project
Pipe Supports
HVAC Supports

J. Alberto Rios Engineer III UE&C - Seabrook Project
I&C

Alan W. Cole Project Administrator UE&C - Seabrook Project
Project Controls

R. B. Livingston Administrator UE&C - Document Control
: Center - Seabrook Project

Robert A. Bosshardt Administrator' III , UE&C - Document Control
Lead, Records Control Group Center - Seabrook Project

D. Helitz Supervising Structural UE&C - Document Control
Engineer Center,-Seabrook Project

G. B. Christina Administrator UE&C - Seabrook Project
Engineering Project
Controls

'
N,-T, Desai Engineer I - Structural UE&C - Field Change

'

Completion Group
,

Rick E. Daniels Cognizant Engineer for UE&C - Beam Verifica-
Program Guidelines tion Program

Robert N. Kuelin Engineering Manager UE&C - Field Systems
Group
Site Engineering

Douglas G. McClellan Lead Engineer - Civil / UE&C - Civil / Mechanical
r Structural Services,

Site Engineering

| Richard A. Arell Designer UE&C - Technical Assis-
i tance Group

Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

|

|

f
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79.2-4

Name Title Organization

C. E. Morales Draftsman UE&C - Technical Assis-
tance Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

R. P. Kosian Lead Field Engineer UE&C - Project Field
Engineering Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

S. N. Caruso Lead Engineer UE&C - Cable Tray
Bracing Task Group
Site Technical Staff
Piping & Supports
Site Engineering

Julie Drozd Seismic Analyst UE&C - Structural
Analysis Group

,

John Alle Structural Engineer UE&C - Structural
Analysis Group

Susan Hayecki Field Engineer - Civil / UE&C - Project Field*

Structural Engineering Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

Robert Shappell Civil / Structural Engineer UE&C - Technical Assis-
tance Group
Civil / Structural Engrg.
Civil / Mech. Services
Site Engineering

J. R. Lindguist Field Engineer - I&C UE&C - Project Field
Engineering Group.
I&C.
I&C Systems
Site Engineering

Frank Dadabo Construction Superintendent UE&C - Field
Painting Subcontracts Construction

Colin H._ Coles Design Engineer II UE&C - Seabrook Project
Structural
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74 3-6

Name Title Organization
,

.

A. A. Haldar Job Engineer UE&C - Civil /flech.
Civil-Structural Services

Site Engineering
.

C. Holtzworth Field Engineer UE&C - Civil / Mech.
Civil-Structural Services

Site Engineering

Dexter Olsson Senior Metallurgical Engineer Bethlehem Steel
Corporate QA Manager Corporation

Michael Bedics Supervisor, Quality Assurance Bethlehem Steel,

Reinforcing Bars, Piling and Corporation
Construction Specialty Sales

Clarence Redman Contract Administrator Bethlehem Steel
Reinforcing Bars, Piling and Corporation
Construction Specialty Sales

Dennis Reid Chief Detailer - Engineering Bethlehem Steel
Corporation

Denny Vassa Detailer - Engineering Bethlehem Steel
Corporation-

1
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4. CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL

.

.

The objectives of this portion of the integrated design inspection were to

evaluate the civil and structural engineering practices,and technical execution

|of the design with specific emphasis upon control and exchange of information

'within the project. The team inspected areas defining whether (1) regu,latory

requirements and design bases as specified in the license application have been

correctly translated and satisfied as part of specifications, drawings, and

procedures, (2) correct design information has been provided both internally

and externally to the responsible design organizations including selected

off-site subcontractors, (3) design engineers had sufficient technical (juidance
&neNons

to perfonn assigned engineering r.hucus, and (4) design controls, as )(
applied to the original design, have also been applied to design changes,

including field changes. These objectives were accomplished by selecting a

sample of structural elements which make up the building structures or are

supporting mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation and control systems and

equipment being reviewed by team members in those specific disciplines. This

sampling iTasg sed to assess the interdisciplinary interface design control ka&o
u

exercised on the Seabrook Project.

'. 4.1 Design Information

The objectives .of this phase of the inspection were to evaluate, based on

specific examples, how the basic civil-structural design criteria taken as

input from such sources as the NRC regulations, the General Design Criteria,
,

i

Regulatory Guides, the Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical, Positions and

1
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.
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i

industry codes and standards and comitted to in the FSAR have been incor-

porated into design documents and design and quality control procedures. Where
A possible comitments were selected from the FSAR as they relate to the civil-

structural discipline design effort relative to the containment building spray4

system. Where it was not possible to relate directly to the containment ~
"

building spray system, basic structural commitments and elements were selected
,

for review. Also included in the objectives of the inspection was an evalua---

tion of the involvement of Yankee Atomic as the agent'for Public Service
,

Company of New Hampshire in the major design effort delegated to United Engineers.
.

!

United Engineers, the Seabrook architect-engineer, was the major design

: organization-raviewed during this inspection. Interfaces and infomation flow

between the various organizations involved in the design were also defined and
,

, ~

evaluated in order to assess design control mechanisms.. -'

!

In the civil-structural discipline, the basic document used in design of the;

i
containment structure was the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler

! and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, " Code for Concrete Reactor

j ._

i /97tr M d&1

Vessels and Containments,"A(Winter 1975 Addenda for containment liner; Winter )(
X! 1976 Addenda for reinforced concrete) (Reference 4. / ). For other reinforced /

.

l -

concrete structures, the American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-71, " Building -
'

t

i

Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete" (with Commentary) was used (ReferenceI'

;

| 4. 2 ). ' For steel structures-;the American Institute for Steel Construction X*

i

j (AISC), " Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Str.uctural

Steel for Buildings," 1969 Edition (including supplements 1, 2 and 3) was used

(Reference 4. J ). For quality requirements the applicant committed to use - X

2.

e

,
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American National Standards Institute,N45.2-1974, " Quality Assurance Program'

Requirements' for Nuclear Power Plants" (Reference 1. /19 ). These commitments X
;

.

. are contained in Sections 3.8.1.2, 3.8.3.2 and 3.8.4.2 of the FSAR.

.

The team reviewed the involvement of Yankee Atoqic .in the civil-structural.
'

aspects of the plant design by reviewing a sample of the basic design epntrol~

,

and quality assurance documents and by a review of a sample of work completed

by Yankee Atomic 'in carrying out their ' responsibility to control the design of

I the facility, provide construction coordination and execute their quality

j assurance functions.
;

..m

The principal documents providing for the implementation of all quality assur-

ance aspects of the Seabrook plant for Yankee Atomic are the project policies
' (Referenced 1.46 & 1.47 series and 1.48 & 1.49) and the Seabrook Quality Assur-

As smes
ance Manual (Reference 1. ). The project policies provide guidelines for )(:

implementation of the specific phases of the quality assurance system and
i

describe the processing of documents such as engineering review reports, filing
'

,

of documests, and handling of engineering documents. The Quality Assurance -

Manual establishes the procedures for the internal and external quality controls

of Yankee Atomic such as the scope and frequency of audits, interface controls,
'

and provides guidelines for the review of specific categories of documents..

t

The team reviewed the series of procedures contained in the Yankee Atomic

Quali*ty Assurance Manual, Section 3 on Design Control. This series of proce->

i dures, Procedures 3.1 (Reference 1.45.2), 3.2 (Reference 1.45.3) and 3.3-
|

'(Reference 1.45.4), defined the documents which Yankee Atomic.would reviewg .an/ g

3.
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.

defined the method of resolving comments on those documents and defined the

. methods of controlling interfaces between contractors for the Seabrook Project.

The team concluded that these procedures were adequate to define the design

control mechanisms in the production o.f design documents in the civil-
;

structural discipline.

1

s%eml]-nine .md'nreparedRCe koIv'C
! savon

The team focused og++ght of th"ty4 specifications 1n the civil-structural )(i 4

| area which had been prepared by United Engineers and reviewed by Yankee Atomic.

The ci;;h!#$$N: i::: reviewed were (1) 006-12-5, " Fabrication of Safety - X

Related Structural Steel Work" (Reference 4. ); (2) 006-13-2, " Containment X-

i ConcreteWork%(Reference 4. ; (3) 006-13-3, " Category I Concrete Work Other X
e, ,

i Than Containment" (Reference 4.2);(4)006-14-2," Installation of Reinforcing $

Bars in Containment Structure" (Reference 4.f);. (5) 006-14-3, "Installati n of X'. *

Oeference + B* X
Reinforcing- Bars in Category I Structures (Other Than Containment);g(6),

.

( 006-18-1, " Furnishing- of Miscellaneous Embedded Steel and Weldments" (Reference
9 f4.j(); (7) 006-18-14, " Anchor Plates and Embedded Plaf es in Containment" X

4

/
1 (Reference 4. /0 ); and (8) 006-80-1, " Containment Design" (Reference 4.19). Y

de' a um ents
| Three of the eight :p;;ific;ti;n: had been designated via the Yankee Atomic )(

project policies,("UE&C Specification Review 1.ist", Project Policy No. 5,

) Reference 1.47), as requiring an engineering review form, meaning that each
d=ro ,,,, on t'-

:;;;;fic;ti;n was to have documented evidence of the Yankee Atomic review. The X

remainder of the sample did not' require e documented review within the Yankee;

aG.s s m e d :s
Atomic project files for Seabrook. For all of the eight :p;;ifi;;ti;n: the X*

team found evidence in the records that Yankee Atomic had provided technical
anaf &s

j coments and inpu,t into the development of the detailed specifications for X,

g

caterials, fabrication and' field construction of. items in the civil-structural.

,

4'

1 .

.
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I discipline. In addition, when changes were made in the specification or'the

|
.

associated p0rchase order, Yankee Atomic was responsible for accepting the
.

changes. One example of control exercised by Yankee Atomic over the design

process was on the subject of the use of Code Cases for.the application of the ;

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler, and Pressure Vessel Code,-

! 'Section III, Division 2 (Reference 4. / ), to the containment. Since. approval )(
i~ for the use of Code Cases must be given by the NRC, Yankee Atomic had exercised
1

! control over United Engineers to assure that the Code Cases utilized were

acceptable to the NRC. 'The team reviewed a series of letters between United

.

Engineers and Yankee Atomic related to this particular item during its

inspection of 4ankee Atomic (References 4. /2 through 4. /7 ). X

I The team noted that the Yankee Atomic " Drawing Review List", Project Policy

fio. 7 (Reference 1.47.2) required no review of structural design drawings.
;- .

i
The team did, however, review the actions taken by Yankee Atomic on a sample of

i

I engir.eering change authorizations on which Yankee Atomic had exercised control

over United Engineers. The actions taken by Yankee Atomic of the sample

reviewed iiere judged to be acceptable.

I The team also reviewed an audit report by Public Service and Yankee Atomic
'

of an. audit conducted on July 26, 1973 at United Engineers' offices in
!

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. ~ The purpose of the audit was to verify disposition
,

| of the open items of the previous two internal audits. The report (Reference
4

4. /& ) discussed three items' identified in the previous audit, conducted on )(
May 15, 1973 which had not been satisfactorily resolved. No new open items

! were found during the audit. In a subsequent letter, dated August 30, 1973
; i

-

,

( s-
.

|
~

l
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(Reference 4. /9 ), United Engineers discussed the proposed resolution of the X
items covered in the subject audit report demonstrating completed corrective

'

action. The-team noted that the identification of the staff conducting the

audit and as stated in the audit report was not made by full name or by title,

but by their initials. The tea'm found that such identification of personnel

nakes it at least extremely difficult and sometimes impossible to trace down

the people involved. The team did, however, judge that the audit had been

adequately performed.

Design information developed by United Engineers from the commitments. in the

FSAR were reviewed by the team. The basic document addressing the civil-

structural discipline area is listed as a system description on the Seabrook*

'

project system description' master index. The document'is known as the Struc-

i tural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3). Several discrepancies between

the FSAR commitments and the Structural Design Criteria were found as well as4

internal inconsistencies within the Structural Design Criteria document. The'

team also "found that these problems had been translated into the calculations.

From the feam's effort on this aspect of the inspection the confusion appeared'

to be limited to the classification and design loads for the tank farm struc->

'

ture. Provided below is 'a list of the problems found by the team in tracking
.

the development of design criteria to design procedures and finally to a

completed design, first for seismic loads and then for tornado loads'.
-

. ,

Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR lists as Category I structures, the foundations and

dikes of the refueling water storage tank. Absent from the list of seismic

Category I structures is the structural steel frame and roof. system of the

6.

i
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tank farm, indicating it is apparently acceptable for them to be non-seismic

Category I. The FSAR in Section 3.2.1 states that several non-seismic Category-

.

-I structures are designed'against collapse onto seismic Category I structures

due to safe shutdown earthquake loadings and that details are in Section
*

3.7(B).2 of the FSAR. Aspecificreview.ofSection.3.7(B).2.8indicatedthat

* "all non-seismic Category I structures which, due to their proximity to, seismic

Category I structures could possibly compromise the safety function of the'

i
seismic Category I structures by their ' collapse, are either designed to

collapse away from the adjacent seismic Category I structures or are designedi

for the safe shutdown earthquake loading." Table 3.7(B)-22 indicates that the

j tank farm area steel framing over the refueling water storage tank is designed
i

not to collapse into the Unit 1 primary auxiliary building.

.

The Structural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3) indicates in Section
Y

3.1.24 that on November 30, 1982 when Revision 1 was made to the document,t

!
; the tank fann area, including the concrete and main steel framing (the entire

structure), was categorized as seismic Category I. This meant upgrading the-

structuraT steel portion of the structure from_ non-seismic Category I to

j seismic Category I. In Table 3.3.1-2, which tabulates the loads applicable

to non-Category I structures, there is an entry for the tank farm area,I

'

Unit .I structural steel framing which indicates the design is to be under-

.

i

the provisions of the Uniform Building Code which is not consistent with

seismic Category I design requirements.
,

.
2

f

With regard to tornado loads the FSAR in Table 3.3-4 indicates that the' tank
,

- farm area structural steel framing over the refueling water storage tank is
.

7-
-
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a non-Category I structure designed to collapse in such a manner as to fall

away from the primary auxiliary building due to tornado wind loading. Addi-
~

tionally, Section 3.3.2.3 of the FSAR prescribes a special design procedure

for non-Category I structures under tornado loadings in which roof slabs are
~

considered to be expendable und'er tornado loadings'but the steel frame and
.

one-third of the siding are to remain intact and not collapse [The FSAR in
f Section 1.8 indicates compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.117, " Tornado D gn

tes/that " structures, s ems and )(Classification" (Reference 1./20). It
/1

componentsimportanttosafetythap ou' d be ed from e effects of a

Design Basis Tornado are: those ne ssary to ens capability to shut....

}
down the reactar ma intain i in safe shutd ncondition(thisincludes |

)(Iboth h b d co d shu o#ff capabil "
.... .

.

(ti to ST and RHR syst from Mechanical Components Group -
,

f see h in) .

(Bottom li may be that they committed to meet

i RG 1 7 and the RWST/ SAT tanks are needed for
-

utdown, no other redundant supplies, so that the

tank farm must be designed for tornadoes which is
'

ot reflected in the calculations or criteria.)
.

The Structural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3), in Section 3.1 lists-

Category I structures with two. footnotes, (1) and (2), which are utilized to

denote those structures in Section 3.1 which are not designed for tornado
'

missiles or for tornado loads. Item 3.1.24 for the tank farm area (concrete

8
.

'
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and main steel framing) has no notation of Note (1) or (2) applying which would !

nean that the complex is designed to resist all tornado effects. However,
.

Table 3.3-2 indicates that the tank fann area (steel framing) is designed to

resist tornado pressure, but not tornado missiles. Additionally, Section
4

4.4.2.6 which addresses the design procedure for, no.n-Category I structures.

* indicates the roof is expendable during a tornado and can be allowed to, become

| deta' hed or fail. This would mean the concrete roof slab could generatec

missiles.
,

The team reviewed the treatment of live loads for the Seabrook Project. The
~

FSAR in Section 3.8.3.3 in addressing design loads on structures inside con-

tainment indicatas live loads are only present during shutdown conditions.

FSAR Section 3.8.4.3 in addressing design loads on Category I structures other

than containment utilizes the normal definition of live loads. The Structural

Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3), indicates that the minimum floor live*

; load is 100 pounds per squanefoot, except in the administration building. In X
| actuality, only two floor areas utilize live loads in combination with seismic

loads as a result of an exception taken in Table 4.2-1.

-

1

Based on the above information found while reviewing the calculations for the
.

tank farm structural steel and the previous criteria from the FSAR and the-

Structural Design Criteria, 50-66 (Reference 1.3), the team noted that the

calculation for the tank farm structural steel, Calculation No. WB-61

(RefeYence4. , indicates no design for tornado loading for the structural )(
steel framing of the tank farm area. This was found to be inconsistent with'

Section 3.1.24(qM f tgfootnotes (1) and (2))of the Structural Design Criteria, X
it u / d h

9-
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50-66 (R;f;r; ;; 1.0) which indicates the steci framing is designed for )(

tornado loads. (Finding 4-1)
.

The tank farm structural steel is seismic Category I based on Section 3.1.24
e '

The calculations andof the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3).

drawings are all classified as seismic Category I which was apparently the

desi'gn intent at the time of the inspection. The design load combinations
'

listed in the calculation for the tank farm structural steel, Calculation No.
zo

WB-61, Sheet 10 of 79, dated September 28, 1978 (Reference 4.X ) omits load )(

combinations containing the safe shutdown earthquake. This violates the
pSW

Structural Des 4gn Criteria SD-66, Table 5.4-2 (Reici c%c 1.3) in that two load Xj

cor.binations contain the safe shutdown earthquake loads. (Finding 4-2)
- .

As a result of the inspection United Engineers stated to the team orally that

the operating basis earthquake load combination always controls for the design

of the structural steel beams. They also indicated that this statement, with a
'

justification, will be incorporated into the structural design calculations;i

however, Tor bracing it is i:ot clear that the operating basis earthquake will
~

control the design. United Engineers has stated that the design of the tank'

fam area structure is under re-avaluation as a result of the inspection.

The latest facts in this matter should be confirmed in the response to Findings
'

4-1 and 4-2.

| -

i
4

The use of zero live load for most floors when considering load combinations
,

which include the, two levels of earthquake loads, on the basis that there will

be no permanent live loads'during plant operation is considered to be erroneous

10.

.
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considering situations which can occur during plant operations. This means that

in reality no moveable equipment, personnel, or material can be placed on-the
eb

plant's Category I' floors except the control building at Elevation 7 during X
-

operation. The team recognizes that there are no doubt available live load

capacities on the various floors as a result of,the. development of the design

~ with respect to actually knowing all loads such as fixed equipment, piping, and

cable trays. The value of these available capacities are, however, apparently 'i
unknown in each area of the plant. This would not mean the structures are

unsafe under the final as-built loads, but it would dictate that the plant

operations staff could not allow moveable equipment, stored material or other

similar moveal>1e loads to be placed on any Category I floor except in th'e
*

feet
control building at Elevation 75A during operation until the margins are known. X

.

This situation is noted as a generic finding applying to all Category I struc-

i
tures at Seabrook. (Finding 4-3)

, .

Based on the current information the team will have to recommend that the

technical specifications for plant operations place live load control limita-

tions on the plant operators. It is recommended that in order to resolve this
-'

; finding, the licensee consider alternatives such as determining the actual live

loads which the floor areas can tolerate under seismic conditions and still;

i -

meet the stress allowables or structural capacities. United Engineers has, at:
-

4;me
thepentof writing this report, orally informed the team that they have X

-

,

undertaken a review of this matter. The new facts and information since the
' insp!ttion was completed should be addressed in the response to Finding 4-3.

~
.

11-
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In reviewing procedures used to implement the design criteria the team dis-
,

covered two manuals in violation of the United Engineers' own internal pro-
.

cedures. Controlled Copy #38 of the United Engineers Administrative Proce-
,

dures (Reference 1.56) for the Seabrook Project was missing a memorandum dated

January 31, 1974 included as th'e fifth revision of " Control of FSAR Commit-

ments," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 20 (AP-20) (Reference

1./2/ ) on October 1,1975. This memorandum was to exist as part of AP-20 to [
indicate that " Preparation of Specifications," United Engineers General

~

Engineering and Design Procedure No. 0015 (GEDP-0015), Rev. 2, dated April 28,

1975 (Reference 1.100) replaced AP-20. Controlled copy #38 was missing page

27-2 of "Geneml Administrative Procedures," United Engineers Administrative

Procedure No. 27 (AP-27 (Reference 1.117) and also page 30-3 of " Control of
.

PSAR Deviations," United Engineers Administrative Proce' dure No. 30 (AP-30)

(Reference 1. /22.). Controlled copies #38 and #46 were missing, " Safety K
Related Calculation Closecut Program," United Engineers Administrative Proce-

3
dure No. 53 (AP-5f) (Reference 1./23). The onunissions are violations of )(
"Contro11e'd Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 23

(AP-23) (Reference 1.85), which provides for assuring that the United Engineers

Administrative Procedures Manuals are complete and current. This finding

represented two of two samples examined as not being current. No direct

effects on the design were found as a result of these items. (Finding 4-X) X
.

Based on information at the time of the inspection, it appeared the documents*

had been sent to individuals in an incomplete condition when the controlled

copy had been assigned. Consideration should be given to conducting a
. .

,

1
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systematic review and updating of all controlled copies of the Administrative-

Procedures Manuals.
-

During the review of documents providing for or address.ing the basic design

criteria information, design input and design ex,ecution the team located docu-

'ments in the structural . subject files appearing to be what the team would,

consider as design documents or technical memoranda which did not appear to be -

controlled under the requirements of the " Correspondence Control System,"

United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 2 (AP-2) (Reference 1.82). This

procedure states that "all technical correspondence whether it is a letter,
~

telecopier or dnternal memorandum will be controlled by the Project Document

I Control Center." It further states that "by definition, Technical Memos are ,-
'

those dealing with the technical aspects of engineering and/or design effort of

the project." The team concluded that the internal memoranda listed in References )(

4.A/ to 4. 26 were not controlled as required. The subjects addressed ranged

from a letter discussing what should be stated in the FSAR with regard to the

effect of tornado loads and seismic loads to the need to change fasteners for

blow-out Fanels in the main steam feedwater pipe chase. (Finding 4-5)

'

i

Based on this finding the team is of the opinion that the structural subject
*

files. should be carefully reviewed for material which should be controlled
(fe4 wee /.e2) y

under United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 2 and those documents '\
4

ineeting the requirements be placed in the Document Control Center as well as

being evaluated for project impact.

*

.
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Four instances of misfiled information within the structural subject files

were found by the team. Material found in Index 1.2.5 instead of 11.7.1.5,
.

In Index 1.0.1.28 instead of 1.1.4, in Index 1.0.1.33 instead of 1.0.3.3 and

in Index 1.0.1.23 instead of 1.0.1.27. This is not a f.inding or an unresolved

item but an item which the licenssee may wish to consider. (Observation 4-1)

'
.

1

The team ccccluded that the design criteria commited to had been adequately

incorporated into design documents. Design procedures to control the design

execution of the Seabrook Project except as noted in the findings related to

the treatment of live loads, and the classification of the tank farm structural

steel and the effects of tornado loadings on that structure also appear'to be

adequately controlled. The interfaces and flow of infonnation between Yankee

Atomic and United Engineers was judged to have been more than adequate and thei

team detennined that the Yankee Atomic control over the design effort by United

Engineers was adequate. It appeared that Yankee Atomic had provided satis-

factory control over the development of the various specifications for materials

and for fabrication and construction in the civil-structural discipline.

i 4.2 Seismic Analys

~

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to examine the adequacy.
'

-

!
and coordination.of the seismic analysis, design, and the resulting floor

| response spectra for the containment structure including its interior'

struttures and the tank farm area which houses the refueling water storage

tank and the spray additive tank.

| -
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The seismic analysis review began with the team reviewing the basic seismic

data and assumptions. regarding the specified earthquakes. Since there are
.

no existing earthquake records pertinent to the Seabrook site as indicated

in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.1, the seismic input was defined at the bedrock in

fom of the design response spectra for the operating basis earthquake a'nd
'

the safe shutdown earthquake in compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design

Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants, (Reference 1./24). [
The duration of the earthquake was estimated at 10 to 15 seconds as indicated in

Section 3.7(B).1.1 of the FSAR. The type of engineered backfill used under.all

seismic Category I structures is stated in FSAR Section 3.7(B).1.4 to be fill

concrete, with.an exception of safety-related electrical duct banks, electrical
<

manholes and the service water pipes which were founded on off-site borrow or

tunnel cuttings. The team found that both the time-his' tory and the response
* '

,

spectrum analyses were performed for the cperating basis earthquake and the

safe shutdown earti3 quake conditions as indicated in FSAR.Section 3.7(B).2.2.

The critical damping ratios used for the seismic analyses are those provided in

Table 3.7('B)-1 of the FSAR for the operating basis earthquake and for the safe

shutdown Earthquake. These were noted as being in conformance with NRC Regu-

latory Guide 1.61, " Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants,"

(Reference 1./J6). [
.

The dynamic analyses were performed by the Structural Analysis Group'in order

to deterrrine the seismic forces needed for the design.of structural elements'

such as the structural steel beams and bracing and the reinforced concrete. walls

and slabs. This analysis also led to the development of amplified response
,

f
spectra which were used foi seismic qualification of equipment, analysis of

15.
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piping systems, and for design of structural steel beams and reinforced

concrete.
.

" Control of Seismic Design", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 36

(AP-36), (Reference 1.87) addresses the control,of . seismic analysis and seismic

design of structures, systems and components and defines the responsibi,11 ties

of the project personnel and staff groups for the Seabrook Project. It also

describes the requirements for the development and control of amplified response

spectra in accordance with " Development and Use of Amplified Response Spectra

for Seismic Design and Analysis of Structures and Systems," United Engineers

| General Engineering and Design Procedure No.12 (GEDP-0012) (Reference l'.97),

except for deviations. The deviations were as identified in " General Engineering

and Design Procedures", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 28 (AP-28),

(Reference 1./2 G).

,

From the documents which we reviewed it appears that the pivotal figure in the

interfacing between various disciplines is the coordinator of seismic design.

The team Tudged that introduction of this. position in the organization of the

staff of United Engineers helped assure coordination of the activities related

to the seismic design of structures, systems and components since many-separate

'. groups are involved in the complete design process.

The amplified response spectra were computed by means of a time-history seismic

analfsis. The overall dynamic response of a structure was determined by

analyzing a model formed by lumping the mass of the structure and the non-

r novable equipment. These masses were, in most cases, lumped,at the floor

| 16
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elevations. The masses were connected by weightless elastic beams which

represent the structural members between mass points. Torsion was accounted
.

for by considering the eccentricity between the center of mass and the center

of rigidity. Floor slabs were assumed to be rigid in their own plane. Based
'

on the samples reviewed, the team found these procedures to be consistent with

FSARSection3.7(B).2.3.

According to United Engineers each structure was analyzed for two horizontal

components and one vertical component for the operating basis earthquake and

the safe shutdown earthquake. From the samples we reviewed, the team found

that the responses from the three components were combined by the square-'

root-of-the-sum-of-squares method in accordance with Section 3.7(B).3.7 of

the FSAR.
, ,

Local amplifications of overall response were computed by one of two methods.

In the first method, the slabs, beams and columns were evaluated for a range

of frequencies selected for all local frequencies below 33 hertz. An overall
4

l stick model was then generated in such a way that at each elevation examined,

the summation of the weight of the single-degree-of-freedom modes and the stick

model mode equaled the total weight. The single degree of freedom systems,
.

representing the computed range of local frequencies were connected to the

overall stick model as if they were all rigid. The stick model was then

analyzed using the ground motion of the artificial time-history as the input' '

i forcing function. -

1
-

\

i |-
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The other method consisted of performing a dynamic analysis, using finite

elements, in sufficient detail to predict local modes of vibration. In this
.

case the input forcing function, at the elevation of the structural element,

was used as the response time history from the overall stick model. Based on

the samples reviewed both of the methods being used.were found to be consistent

'with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.5. .

The frequency and time-history analyses ~ were performed using the STARDYNE

computer program (Reference 4. M ). As a result, the maximum response of a X
series of single-degree-of-freedom oscillators was obtained, over a range ofi

frequencies and the plot of these values was the amplified response spectrum,

which was generated using the SAG 058 computer program (Reference 4.3o ). The X
.

SAG 054 (Reference 4. 31 ) program was then used to generate amplified response X
spectra tables by enveloping raw curves generated by SAG 058 and spreading

the peaks by 10 percent or more in accordance with the requirements of

Regulatory Guide 1.122, " Development of Floor Response Spectra for Seismic
.

Design of Floor Supported Equipment or Components," (Reference 1./Z7). )(
We found tlat the methods of generating the amplified response spectra

to be a controlled process.

'

The team then selected examples of structures, systems or components which
.

had undergone a seismic design and evaluated the seismic analysis against the

appropriate procedures and accepted engineering practice.
.

|

'
.
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(1) Tank Farm Structure

.

-The tank farm structure is essentially a box like structure composed of a rein-
,

forced concrete wall on the east side and a braced structural steel frame on

the other sides. Exposed portions of the braced fiame are covered by metal
'

siding. The roof is a concrete slab. The mathematical stick model consists

of lumped masses connected by massless springs. The calculations used for the

development of the mathematical model are contained in United Engineers Calcul-

ation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4. 1). [

There are approximately 15 feet of fill concrete under the refueling water

storage tank and the spray additive tank. A three inch gap was provided between

the fill concrete, including the mat, and the west wall' of the waste processing

building as shown on United Engineers drawing, " Tank Farm and Pipe Tunnel",
3

! Drawing F-111818 (Reference 4.3%). A concrete curb was placed on the top )(
surface of joint as shown in Detail 11181900, United Engineers drawing " Tank

.
+

Farm and Pipe Tunnel," Drawing F-111819 (Reference 4.31).- This joint is shown )(
along the east edge of the fill concrete only, meaning that the seismic model

for north-south response should not reflect an unstiffened medel over the lower

15 feet. Field inspection indicated no differences with the requirements of the
.

United Engineers Drawings F-111818 and F-11819. The mathematical model described
22

in Calculation No. SBSAG-5WB (Reference 4.ff) does not account for the stiffening '[

effect of the fill concrete since the base of the seismic model utilized*

j

was erroneously designated to be at the bottom of the fill concrete.
.

O

e

1

'
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i The stiffness of the reinforced concrete portion of the building was considered
1

by United Engineers as a combination of shear stiffness and overall bending ,

,
.

stiffness. Therefore, instead of summing up the rectangular cross sectional

area of walls oriented in the direction of interest, United Engineers considered

each wall separately in determining the shear defor; nation. This shear deforma-
-

3

tion of each' wall was composd of pure shear displacements as well as be,ing"

characterized as a guided cantilever with a moment of inertia based upon the

rectangular shape. The sum of the shear stiffness of each wall was calculated,.

,

so that an area and a bending moment of inertia of the stick was determined.

consistent with the shear stiffness. The problem with this method is that

if indeed both shear stiffness and overall bending stiffness were important,

the method would under estimate the overall bending stiffness, particularly

since flange effects were not considered.

,

Based on the fact that the seismic model did not incorporate the stiffening
<

effect of 15 feet of fill concrete in the north-south response direction, that

only the shear stiffnesses were included in the overall computation of building

stiffness 7 and that the flange effects for bending stiffness were neglected,

the team concluded that the aggregate building stiffness was inaccurately

calculated. This has the potential of shifting the fundamental frequency of4

' '
the structure and consequently changing the location of peak frequencies as-

I well as the value of acceleration in the amplified response spectra. The

f modeling was not consistent with the FSAR, Section 3.7(B).2.3 which states that

"the * elevation of the point-of-fixity of the mathematical model is .... a lowest.

elevation of upper surface of concrete backfill which bears directly against thej

structure." (Finding 4-6)[ [.

.

20
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It is noted that during the week of December 5,1983 while the inspection

was underway and this concern over the modeling technique was raised, United
-

Engineers made some additional computer computations which seemed to indicate

that the particular seismic model used was not sensitive to changes in stiff-
. ,

ness.

For the structural steel frame in the tank farm structure, the center of mass
.

and center of stiffness did not coincide for each element and therefore were

! connected by rigid elements which accounted for the torsional inertia. The
,

beam elements appeared to be assigned the appropriate torsional stiffness. In

the case of tha structural steel frame, the bending and shear stiffnesses were

based entirely on a shear type response in that the nodes were, in general,
'

~

The calculations of therestrained from rotation about the horizontal axes.

area and the bending moment of inertia were calculated consistent with the

|
rotational constraints imposed on the model. While the combination of area and

bending moment of inertia were consistent with overall shear stiffness, indi-

vidually the properties were not consistent with the actual structure. The
;

' rotationar constraints imposed also, in effect, eliminated overall bending from

any consideration. This approximation could result in a significant over-

estimation of the stiffness of the structural steel framing.;

.

In calculating the stiffness of'the structural steel bracing, United' Engineers

assumed that all X-bracing was composed of angles 4"x4"x3/4". In fact, the'

.

| bracing actually consists of substantially larger members as indicated in United

Engineers drawings " Tank Farm and Pipe Tunnel," Drawings F-111824 and F-111825
3si sad 4:36. y(- <

(References 4.3j{. The neglect of overall bending in the development of the

21
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stiffness of the stick model did not significantly simplify calculations, but-

did raise questions concerning the correct stiffnesses of the mathematical model.

S (Finding 4-7)'
'

4
,

.'
.

: United' Engineers personnel have orally stated t(e t.ank farm mathematical model
*

4
.

; was unique and no other mathematical models were prepared in such a way,.~

t

~ Additionally,jit was stated that the usual practice of the Structural Analysis'

Group is to prepare a static structural model and with the aid of.a computer

.

-program, appropriate stiffness properties are calculated without the need for
!

'

i the approxinations such as those used in the tank farm model. The team had

insufficient-time to confirm that the tank farm structure was an isolated case

|
of modeling difficulties. Because of discrepancies between the assumptions

f used in the development of the mathematical model for the structural steel

t frame and the reinforced concrete tank fann structure, new calculations and
1 -

!. computer analyses 'should be-performed. It is the team's recommendation that
!

E the tank farm mathematical model should be recalculated incorporating effects

] of overall bending and the actual structural configuration. ;

! -

I

| . At the time of writing this' report'it was the team's understanding from oral

|_ comunications with United Engineers that they are in the process of re-evaluating
: .

|
the analysis and, if necessary a re-analysis will be performed. The new facts-

,

and information on these matters should be provided in the response to Findings
,

;

-4-6 and 4-7.- -

*

..

i

-
,
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.(2) Containment Structure

.

The containment shell was represented as a lumped mass (stick) model fixe,d at

elevation -30 ft. The shell and the internals including polar crane were
'

uncoupled for the purpose of th'e final analysis completed in United Engineers

Calculation No. .SBSAG-4CS4 (Reference 4. 37 ). The analysis assumed that the

liner is not a resisting structural element, but its mass has been included in

the lumped masses of the model. Since the shell-is essentially axisymetric,'

and its center of mass and centar si rotation coincide, the torsion due to the

Secmstry of the structure has not been cobsidered. The team considered the

seisnic model 40 represent the actual structure that the analyses performed on

the codel should be valid.
.

In the case- of the containment. internal structures, they were modeled as

a series of concentrated weights, located at their respective centers of mass.

These weight centers have been located at specific elevations, which in most

cases is at the top of the respective slabs. The weights representing the slabs

have been~ connected by weightless, elastic beams representing structural

components between the elevations of the concentrated weights. The team

considered the modeling to be consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.3.
.

The structural response was determined using the response spectrum modal

'nalysis method. The total response of the structure was calculated by super-!
'

a

position'of the responses of each mode by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-

kTh;n ;;- pt;ti=: n; cat 353AG-

n ,,-~ a;ine ' in Caiwiauun Hv.squares method.

0;ferer.ce A. } :nd ;;;es o be consistent with FSAR Section 3.7(B).2.
.

'

23.
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Based on the team's review of the examples of seismic design we found that the

Regulatory Requirements and criteria set forth by the licensee in the FSAR
-

have' been followed except for the case of the tank farm structure which the

team judged'to be an isolated case on which we had questions. The two findings

related to the seismic anlaysis of the tank fan, most likely arose from the

" changes in design philosophy for the structure from first an exposed, open

area' to a closed non-Category I superstructure to a closed Category I

superstructure. Procedures exist to control the seismic analysis, the design
~

interfaces and the design input. The design execution was judged to be good

based og the examples reviewed. Documentation of calculations and supporting

records was we41 done, in the team's opinion.

4.3 Design of Structural Elements
,

The cbjectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the adequacy

and coordination of analysis, design, engineering drawings, shop drawings and

construction of structural elements located in Category I structures which are
,

associated with the containment spray system.

Our inspection of structural elements encompassed structural steel members in
.

the containment recirculation sump, structural steel in the annulus area ofEthe

containment, supports on the containment dome liner, structural steel and

concrete' of the tank farm, and a platform in the primary auxiliary building.
.

<

$
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(a) Containment

the containment recirculation sump screens and collects the water available

for supplying containment building spray and residual heat removal pumps during

the recirculation mode of operation following ar accident. The screens for the3

' sump are attached to the structural steel framing. We reviewed the design

calculations for the screen structure which are contained in United Engineers'

calculation " Design of Screen for Recirculation Sump in Containment Building",

Calculation No. CI-2 (Reference 4. 38). The structure was designed for the X
load combination of the dead load, live load and the operatirig basis earthquake

as required by-the FSAR and the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference

1.3). The calculation contained a statement that the equation used was the

controlling load combination equation, but there was no ccmparative analysis or

any evidence that the safe shutdown earthquake had been considered. Addition-
,

ally, the effects of thermal expansion of the beams had not been taken into

account as required by the criteria. The Uni'.ed Engineers drawing pertinent to

this structure, " Containment Steel, Recirculation Sump Screen Details", Drawing

F-101486,~ dated October 29,1978 (Reference 4. 39 ) was released for construc- K-
. tion of embedded anchor plates on Septenber 29, 1978 and for structural steel

construction on Januar) 21, 1980. We concluded that consideration of the safe
.

shutdown earthquake loads should be evidenced in the design and that omission-

;

of this load is violation of the " Structural Design Criteria" SD-66, Table

B.4-2, Rev. O, dated October 19,_1976 (Reference 1.3) which requires consider-

atiorf of a loading combination which includes the safe shutdown earthquake.

I (Finding 4-8) w I

| N-
|

*
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During our inspection, Revision 2 to the calculationsAwas added (dated November

25,1983) which included an explanatory note that the amplified response spectra
.

tables have been consulted and it appears that the original design was conservative.

These new facts should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-8.
. .

Examination of Detail 101486M on " Containment Steel, Recirculation Sump Screen

Details," United Engineers Drawing F-101486 (Reference 4. 39 ) revealed that

the bent plate connector had not been placed centrally with respect to the

structural channel member to which it is bolted and was instead moved toward

the upper flange of the channel. This was inconsistent with the analysis, in

Calculation No. CI-2, which assumed that the connector would be placed so that

the center of the bolts on the connecting plate would coincide with the center

of gravity of the channel. We verified that the eccentricity between the ,

.

centroid of- the bolts and of the channel was transferred on to the shop drawings,

Cives Corporation Drawings No. E1001 and E1002, dated April 25,1980(References

4.40 and 4.4-1 ). During our inspection at the site on December 5 and 6, g
1983, we found that the installation was consistent with these drawings. Since

the members are subject to the movement along their longitudinal axes due to

thermal conditions, the displacement of the connector from the centroidal axis

of the beam introduces eccentricity which will result in increased stresses at
.

the connecting plates. This condition had not been analyzed in accordance with

the American Institute of Steel' Construction Specifications which requires

analysis of non-standard connections. (Reference 4.J ) (Finding 4-9)& K'

.

Additional calculations were performed _during the inspection to account for the

above condition and it was' determined from the sample reviewed that the resulting

26.
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stresses appear to be within the; code allowables and, therefore, the structure
I

as built seems adequate. The new information and facts developed should be |
,

confirmed in the response to Finding 4-9. ;

.

While inspecting the steel in the annulus, between .the containment shell and
_

'the secondary shield in the containment structure, we observed that a rumber of

steel beams framing into the steel plates embedded into the concrete had been

nodified. The modifications consisted of extending the lower part of the web

of the beams and providing plates to accommodate the lower bolt in the plate

which had been welded to the embedded plate. Upon examination of the pertinent

shop drawings,s Cives Corporation Drawing XE-112 (Reference 4.42. ) and dnited K
Engineers Drawing, F-102320 (Reference 4.43 ), we found that this modification )(

had been necessary due to the fact that the embedded plates had been installed

at the wrong elevation. The plates were installed too low to be compatible

with the elevation of the structural steel in the area of the annulus. In our

discussion with the cognizant design engineers it was determined that the

modification of the connections was not reflected in the analysis completed.

The calcuTations were contained in Calculation No. CI-70; r~"putr La 2-10 X
. (Reference 4. 4+ ).. We determined'this to not be in conformance with the K
American Institute of Steel Construction Specification, Section 1.15.3

.

(Reference 4. 3 -) and the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66, Sections 2.1.2 K
and 6.2.5.1 (Reference 1.3). The requirements are that a connection detail

which introduces eccentrieities must undergo a specific detailed analysis

which*was not done in this instance. (Finding 4-10)

27'
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We have been informed orally by United Engineers subsequent to the inspection

that a new detailed analysis of the connection has shown it to be adequate and

that the calculation is being revised to indicate conformance to the specifi-

cation requirements. During the inspection we also requested that additional'

analyses be performed to detennine the adequacy of'the various eccentric

connections. During the inspection we were orally informed by United Engineers

that' a program which will re-evaluate connections, which depart from the

standard connections contained in the American Institute of Steel Construction

i Specification (Reference 4. 3 ) and not analyzed, will be reviewed over the )(
entire project. This will be done by selecting a representative sample and

analyzing the <,onnections in that sample in accordance with the American'

;

i Institute of Steel Construction Specification requirements. We were told by

the design engineers gf United Engineers who were invokved in design of the
*

;
containment- structural steel in the annulus that misalignment of the embedded

plates with structura1 beams is widespread in Unit 1. They said that in the

case of Unit 2 there was an effort to rectify this situation and to install the

plates at the proper elevations thus alleviating problems for the as-built
; -)
| conditions. They indicated that this was not completely successful and as a ;

);

result there are cases where beams had to be modified in Unit- 2. The modifi-
1

cations were made at the fabricator's facility and shipped to the field ~ ready

for installation. In view of the evidence that the design engineers are aware i-

of the need for further. analysis of these connections and that additional

action is under way we did not pursue this' matter further. The facts in this*

i matter should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-10.
-

.

!- -

,
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Another item which is related to this area of containment pertains to the

connection of the beams to the columns in the annulus steel. Examination of
.

the Cives Corporation Drawing XE101, dated November 11,1982 (Reference 4.4-6 ) X

revealed that in order to accommodate welds between connecting angles and the

beams framing into columns, but not perpendicula,r to the columns, the axis of

'the beams was shifted by one inch from the centroidal axis of the colump. This

resulted in an eccentricity with respect to the column, which in turn induced

torsion in the column. We have found that this was not accounted for in the

analysis and that it violates the Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference

1.3) and Section 1.15.3 of the American Institute of Steel Construction

Specification 4 Reference 4. 3 ). In our opinion, the effect of torsion X

induced in the columns is to increase stresses in the members and these

stresses should be evaluated to determine the effect on over-all member

stresses. We recomended that action be taken to assess impact of this

eccentricity and an analysis be performed to evaluate the resulting stresses.

(Finding 4-11)

Subsequent to the inspection we were oral.ly informed that a study was made by

United Engineers of this type eccentric connection and it was determined the

1-inch eccentricity did not increase the stresses above the allowables. The
.

new facts in this matter should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-11.-

talculations for attachments to the steel liner in the containment dome were

also Yeviewed by the team. These calculations, " Attachments to Liner Supporting
+<.

Ducts, Pipes and Electrical Equipment", Calculation No. CS-22 (Reference 4.22) K

were to provide support attachment points for installed items from other

29
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disciplines like the containment spray rings of the containment building spray

system. Coordination between disciplines was reviewed as well as the flow of-

,

information in the complete design sequence.

. . M- .

On Sheet 85 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4.72) a structural steel [
member made from an angle shape was sketched incorrectly so that the horizontal

leg was reversed from the direction utilized in the calculations. On Sheet 98
44

of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference 4.2E) a structural steel member made of N
an angle section shown in Section AA in the calculational sketch should have

been drawn with the horizontal leg reversed from the direction used in the

calculations s. Revised Sheets 17 and 23 of 139 in Calculation CS-22 (Reference
44

4.?2) were not included in the listing of the " Calculation Revision Control N.

~

Sheet as required by '" Preparation, Documentation and Control of Calculations"

United Engineers General Engineering and Design Procedure 0005 (GEDP-0005),

(Reference 1.93). In the above instances where the sketches were improper, the
~

errors were corrected apparently by a knowledgeable detailer when preparing the

shop drawings so that the connections were properly made. Since the team found

no other clustered examples of this type of error.in other sets of calculations

they were judged to be isolated. This is not a finding or an unresolved item,
z

.

but an item the licensee may wish to consider. (Observation 4-/) M|

.

1

In reviewing the execution of the design for the loads resulting from the |

' seismic' analyses of the containment structures, we found that United Engineers -

,

1

concluded that the shell is essentially axisymmetric and its center of mass and

center of rotation coincide. - Therefore, the torsional effects were negligible. |
|.

,
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The torsion due to the geometry of the structure was not considered. We agreed
!
|with the conclusion made for torsion.

Corbena 4.47) X'In examining the input data to the SHELL I computer program the team foundg

that the input data referenced were not the corr,ect. data since it had been.

' superseded by a more recent calculation. Seismic forces and moments as,used.

on Sheets 30 through 35 as input in the calculation " Design of the Containment

Shell and Dome", Calculation No. CS-15 '(Reference 4. 48 ) were obtained from X
modified seismic analysis SBSAG-4CS3 (Reference 4.4*1 ). This had been trans- I

mitted by a memorandum dated October 12,1979, (Reference 4. 6C)). The analysis X'

'

was completed csing a decoupled model of the containment shell and critical

damping values of 4% for operating basis earthquake and 7% for safe shutdown

earthquake. SBSAG-4CS3 had been superseded by the final seismic analysis
o

SBSAG-4CS4 (Reference 4. 37 ) that uses a decoupled model of the containment X

shell and critical damping values of 4% for operating basis earthquake and 7%

for safe shutdown earthquake as outlined in a memo dated March 17, 1976 (Refer-

ence 4. 61 ). Although comparison of the SBSAG-4CS3 and SBSAG-4CS4 analyses X

shows thaf their results are very similar and that the seismic forces and

moments used as input for the SHELL I computer program utilized in Calculation

CS-15 seem conservative, we determined that use of the outdated data is a
'

violation " Calculations", United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 22

(AP-22) Appendix.A, (Reference 1./26) and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section III, X
" Design Control", dated August 1,1980 in that the incorrect input data were

utilited. (Finding 4-12)

.
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Subsequent to our inspection United Engineers orally informed us that a recheck

of the calculation using the current input data yielded results that were still
.

satisfactory when compared to the existing design; this should be addressed in
,

- response to Finding 4-12.
. .

We reviewed the various stages of the static analysis of the containment

structure which utilize the results of the seismic analysis described above.

The containment structure (the shell and the dome) was designed using-several
.

computer programs. Some of them such as LESCAL, WILSON I and WILSON II have

been documented in the FSAR Appendix 3F. There were others, however, such as
(fleftvence 447)

SHELL 1 and SHELL iip which have not been included in the FSAR in Appendix 3F. k
3 (Weresce h 52)

This is in violation of the licensee's commitment made in Section 1.8 of the

FSAR to meet Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety-

Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Section 3.8.1.4, (Reference 1./29 ), p(

(Finding 4-13)- .

The axisymmetric analyses of the containment structure for dead load, pressure,

and temperature under both operating and accident conditions were performed using

the WILSON I computer program. The shell model for the operating basis earth-

quake and safe shutdown earthquake was analyzed using WILSON II program. The
'

team concluded that a proper analysis had been performed.'

4

(b) Tank Farm-
.

A structural steel beam, Mark B9, located on the Elevation 81 foot roof along

Column Line C.5 was designed for dead loads, ..c' toads, and seismic operating

32
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basis earthquake loads in Calculation No. WB-61, sheet 17 of 79, checked
~

-

September 28,1978 (Reference 4 k. Later, a redesign was made to add the sag X
.

iod loads to the dead loads, live loads, and seismic operating basis earthquake
3

loads (Sheets 9I and 9J of 79, checked November 3,1979). The original cal-

culation (WB-61, Sheet 17 of 79, checked.on Sept,emb.er 28,1976) was not voided
'

as required by " Procedure for Preparation, Documentation and Control of. Struc--

tural Calculations,'' United Engineers General Engineering Design Procedure No.

0005 (GEDP-0005) Paragraph IID, (Reference 1.93). Subsequently, another
1

calculation was made (WB-61, Appendix A, Sheet 10 of 16, Rev. 3,' checked on

June 17,1981) which added a pipe support load, but neglected the sag rod

loads. Again the previous calculation was not voided. The safe shutdown

earthquake pipe support load was incorrectly combined with beam operating basis'

earthquake loading and designed for safe shutdown earthquake allowable stresses.

The neglected loads and the combining of operating basis earthquake and safe

i shutdown earthquake criteria for stress checks against those associated with

the safe shutdown earthquake violates Structural Design Criteria, SD-66g X

; (Reference 1.3). (Finding 4-14) g )(
-

,

4

This was judged by the team to be an isolated case. The fact that there was,

some confusion over whether or not the structural steel in the tank farm was
'

Seismic Category I probably led to the type of problems described above. .It

is the-team's understanding that the beam has.been evaluated by United Engineers

since the . inspection < seismic Category I in a systematic application of all

load tombinations. United Encjineers has orally stated that the design calcule-

tions have been revised and no physical changes in the beam are required. This

should be confirmed in response to Finding 4-14.
;

.
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The calculations for-the reinforced concrete walls along Column Lines 4.5

and 5.0 are contained on sheets 8 and 9 of 13, United Engineers Calculation No.

WB-68 (Reference'4. ). The calculations were based upon the method described X

on page 351 of the "Amarican Concrete Institute Design Handbook," SP-17(73)
~

'(Reference 4.6+ ) in accordancit with the strength' design method of American )(

Concrete Institute Code, ACI 318-71 (Reference 4. 2--). The method is appro- )(
priate for reinforced concrete. sections subject to combined bending and axial

load when the section is controlled by-tension. The calculation procedure is

described in Flexure Example 3 of the Design Handbook which neglects any
;

compressive reinforcement. The calculations did not incisde an adjustment of4

-the value of-the capacity reduction factor, 9, for combined bending and axial

; load. The results of the calculations indicated a requirement for reinforcing

less than that which would be required utilizing the correct 0 factor. The'

.

tendency of the designers to provide more reinforcing than actually required by

design because of practical and geometrical reasons may mean that sufficient

reinforcing is in fact present for the revised calculations. This appears to
i

j be a systematic error for the tank farm walls. The team recommends a review of
-

the desigiiof all reinforced concrete members subject to combined bending and
'

compression. (Finding 4-15) e--
>

'

Subsequent to the inspection the team was orally informed by United Engineers

that they have redone the calculation and found that adequate numbers of rein-
~ forcing bars were provided in the original design.- This should be confirmed

in response to Finding 4-15.

. .

i
*
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The overall assessment of the design controls in the area of design of structural

elements indicates that the design utilized the design criteria and provided

adequate margins of safety with regard to the code allowable stresses or

necessary factored load capacities. While the team found several errors and

emissions in the design calculations, it is not, expected that any of these.

' instances will require strengthening of the members. This is due to the

conservatism of design and the capability for redistribution of stress. -

We do not expect that the neglect of additional stresses produced by the

codification of the beams (Finding 4-10) or eccentricities of columns

(Finding 4-11) will result in a significant reduction of the margins with

respect to the code allowables. The team concluded that the structural

elements examined have adequate capability to resist the expected design loads.

.

4.4 Desian for Supported Mechanical Systems and Components

The objectives of this portion of the inspection were to examine the coordina-

tion between the design of the mechanical components, the support structure,

and the design of structural elements and to verify that selected samples

represent an adequate design.

.

Two tanks and a pipe support were selected for review. Both tanks are part of

the containment building spray system and are located in the tank farm structure.

The pipe support was also in the tank farm structure. Both tanks are supported

at thtir base by anchorages around the circumference. The anchorage, into the

fill concrete structural base, is by means of high strength anchor bolts. The

seismic load for the spray additive tank was obtained by assuming horizontal
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and vertical accelerations equal to 1.5 times the peak of the ground response.

spectra. This equivalent static analysis was completed in conformance with
.

the methoi as provided for in Section 3.7(B).3.1 of the FSAR, but the analysis

method had not been defined in the United Engineers procurement specification,
coc ~ 246 -G and a.16

fspecificationg(References 3.14A)forthetank.
.

XThis indicated that United

Engineers had not provided sufficient instructions in the specification on how

to execute the analysis although a proper analysis was in fact performed.
.

4

The refueling water storage tank was purchased from Pittsburgh-Des Moines under
n a d 3./8

United Engineers Specification 006-246-1 (Reference 3. Pittsburgh-Des N
+

'

.

Moines prepared. design calculations for the refueling water storage tank
%

(Reference 3.196). In calculating the stiffness of the cylinder in which only X
the overall bending stiffness was considered, the shear stiffness was neglected.

This is inappropriate for a tank of these dimensions. Only the fundamental

frequency was calculated and higher modes were neglected.in violation of

Section 2.3.3.1.7 of United Engineers Specification 006-246-1. A reanalysis

could indicate greater design seismic loads; however, it appeared to the team

that the thickness of the cylinder could accomodate somewhat greater meridional

compressive stresses and that there may be additional capacity in the anchor

bolts. Therefore, the team does not expect that there would be a requirement
.

for material changes as a result of a reanalysis; however, such a reanalysis

is necessary to meet the requirements of the specifications and good' engineering

practice. (Finding 4-16)-

The review of the tank calculations prepared by Pittsburgh-Des Moines was the

respcnsibility of the Mecha'nical Analysis Group at United Engineers. The design

!
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responsibility of the anchor bolts was divided be'. ween organizations. Pittsburgh-

Des Moines specified the bolt diameter and steel designation and the Structural

Group at United Engineers was responsible for the design of the embedment

length and local reinforcing, if required, in the concrete base. The number,
~

size, and type of bolts required by Pittsburgh-Des Moines in the as-built -

' condition at the site was observed to be correct. .

.

The pipe support which was located on the structural steel, Beam B-9, in the "

tank farm, discussed in Section 4.3 of this report, was relocated so that the

support was anchored into the concrete wall located parallel to and adjacent

to Column Line. E.7 in t he tank fann instead of being supported by the structural.

steel beam. The sketches for the relocated pipe support structure were designed
,

"

and presented on United Engineers Drawing M-8018335, Support No. M/S-1833-RG-04,

Sheets 13 through 17 (Reference 4.66 ). During the field inspection, the X
support was observed. A comparison of the field installation with the design ,.

j drawings indicated that several members were larger than required by the design.

The team had no questions relative to these discrepancies in view of the

oversized members and the fact that the increased support stiffness would be
-

.small' when compared to the effect on the piping analysis caused by changing

the anchor point from a steel beam to a more rigid concrete element.
'

.

Based on the samples selected for review, the team concluded that the proper

iequirements had been provided in the specification for the tanks and that

the elements of design controi were exercised, but United Engineers had failed

to note that one element of the requirements was not met by the vendor,
!

Pittsburgh-Des Moines, for the refueling water storage tank. This was
|
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apparently a limited failure in assuring total design verification of the

subcontractor's work or to identify the discrepancy during an audit. Nc,

discrepancies or findings were noted for the spray additive tank. The

pipe support structure examined which had undergone location changes indicated
~

that the necessary design interfaces between disciplines had been utilized

and that control of design changes had been exercised. With the exception

of the needed recalculation for the refueling water storage tank (Finding

4-16) the team found the samples of the designs in this area to be adequate. ko space--v4.5 Design for Supported Electric Equipment

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to review selected samples

of specific designs related to the structural support of electric equipment

in order to assess the interface between the electrical' and civil-structural

disciplines for design. Specifically, a determination was to be made as to

whether the licensee's design commitments contained in the FSAR and other

relevant documents have been met, correct design information has been

coordinated and complete interfaces made through a logical design process,
~

and the completed design is adequate.

!

The design of cable tray supports for the Seabrook Project is governed by the
.

document known as the " Technical Guide for the Design and Analysis of Seismic
/

Category I Cable Tray Support Sistems" (Reference g.9 ). The team's effort X'

in the area of the cable tray support design included a review of the technical-

content and details contained in this Guide as well as the execution of the
| .

; design. The Guide is considered to be a controlled design document. The
\

.
-

development of this technical guide was the responsibility of. the Mechanicali

(
.
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Analysis Group which is a staff group reporting to the Chief Engineer of Power

in the United Engineers Philadelphia office.

The analysis and design procedures provided in the Guide are a composite of

the results of actual test data for various come,one.nts or elemer.ts of the tray

' support system with analytical procedures and the use, in many instance,s, of.a
,

bounding type assumption in order to realize a workable design procedure so

that each and every design solution is 'not unique. The team reviewed specific

FSAR connitments regarding the design of the cable tray support system. The

relevant commitments were noted to be in Sections 1.8, 3.2, 3.7.3, Table

3.7(B)-23, 8.1..and 8.3 of the FSAR.
.

Only general .and very limited commitments were found in the FSAR with regard
'

to the manner in which the analysis and design of the cable tray support system

would be executed. Note 5 to Table 3.2-1 in the FSAR stated that " qualification

of the conduit and cable tray raceways for' the Class IE safety related circuits

have been confirmed by analysis, and calculations verify the adequacy of the

systems biised on the properties of the raceways (including tray where appli-

. cable)andsupportcomponents." In Section 3.7.3 of the FSAR one of the methods

of seismic analysis for subsystems utilized the cable tray support system as
'

an example of application of the dynamic analysis method using the modal

response spectrum technique. Diagrams were provided in FSAR Figures 3.7(B)-31

'and -32 to illustrate a typical ceiling to floor cable tray supports as well

as a bathematical model representation which was used in the dynamic analysis.

This constituted the majority of the analyses and design details provided in

the FSAR. No inconsistencies between the FSAR and the Technical Guide were
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found during our sample review. The bases for the design of the Category I
.

cable tray support systems appeared to be funded cn a combination of test data
_

in two areas and accepted analytical and design processes.

'

Sample calculations were selected by the team to assess the execution of the
'

design process and the adequacy of the resulting design. This included review

of a' series of calculations related to the lateral support of cable trays in

the control building. Preliminary calculations for Section SW-3 (Reference
,

4. 6G ) were selected for review. All assumptions were noted and those which [
required future verification were so marked. This was~found to be consistent:

with the technical procedures guide which defined the completion, control and

documentation for calculations. The team judged the sample calculations to

have been completed properly with the provisions of the Technical Guide

(Reference .9). k

Two of the three vendor catalog references utili:ed for strut material and

hardware data utilized in the calculations for Section SW-3 were used in the

verificatTon process by the team. No discrepancies were found in the sanples

examined and the interpretation and application of the data were judged to be

correct. It was noted in the calculations that where several individual bents,

.

of laterally unconnected support frames are subsequently tied together laterally

through braces, United Engineers utilizes the square-root of the sum of the

' quares cethod to combine lateral loads. The team had no disagreement with*
s

this concept. In general there appears to be significant margins in the

tray support system due to the simplifying assumptions made to minimize the

number of unique designs required. .
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The' procedures and execution of the design of the cable tray support system

for lateral loads were reviewed against the requirements of Section 4, Design
-

Process, Section 5, Interface Control and Section 7, Document Control of

American National Standards Institute ANSI N45.2.11-1974 (Reference 1.137) (
to which the project is commited. The design activ.ities were found to be .

prescribed in specifications, procedures and the Technical Guide (Refer.ence'

f[ 9' ) for this task. These documents appear to provide adequate control X
of the design execution to be completed by the individual designars. The

process appears to be adequately controlled in practice and the completed

design was judged to be adequate.

..s

*
4.6 Desian for Sucported Instrunentation and Control Equioment

'The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine for a sample

of instrumentation and control systems whether the analysis and design process

was executed in accordance with the appropriate procedures and in confonnance

with the guidelines contained in the licensee commitments and the Quality

Assurance Manual, the correct design information related to the support of the

. Instrumentation and Control systems .was coordinated and complete interfaces

made in a controlled design process, and the completed design for supports is
.

- adequate.

|
The equipment selected for this inspection was an instrumentation rack desig-

nated MM-IR-14, located in the equipment vault at approximately Elevation

3'-2", west of Column Line D and north of Column Line 1. The team verified

'that the development of the amplified response spectra used for the design of

;
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the instrumentation rack was in accordance with " Control of Seismic Design,"

United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 36 (AP-36) (Reference 1.87).
.

3e sketch of the mathematical model in United Engineers Calculation No.

SBSAG-22PB (Reference 4.67 ) o'f a stairway floor frame at approximately~ X

Elevation 3 feet was incorrectly made in locating the model with respect

to Column Line D. The horizontal location of the model of the platform was

incorrect when compared to United Engineers Drawing F-101558 (Reference 4.58 ). [

Since the model itself was dimensioned correctly, the relative displacement

of the model by 34 inches west in relation to the reference points did not

affect the results of the analysis performed by the Structur.1 Analysis

Grcup. This was not a finding or an unresolved item, but reprsents an

apparently isolated instance found by the team where th'ere was an apparent

lack of attention to the details. The licensee may wish to consider this
3 Xinformation. (Observation 4.4)

In our ins'pection we observed that the United Engineers structural design

drawings !Tos. F-101558 and F-101562 (References 4. 68 and 4. 59 respectively) N-
were released for construction on September 28, 1976 and July 6, 1978. The

structural design calculation, " Primary Auxiliary Building, Equipment Vault

Steel Framing (030)", Calculation No. PB-76 (Reference 4.60 ), was completed X~

on December 1,1983. We requested that the original structural design

calculations, from which the above design drofings were prepared and the members-

fabricated and installed, be presented for inspection. The original design

calculations could not be _found and we cor.cluded that the absence of such

computations constitutes a violation of " Calculations," United Engineers
~
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Administrative Procedure No. 22 (AP-22) (Reference 1./26), Section 2.3.1 [
that requires that calculations related to drawings released for construction

-

or installation shall be either preliminary or final. This was judged to

be an isolated finding d awings apparently were released prior to the $
preparation of calculations. (Finding 4-17) -

,

*

.

A re' view of Calculation No. PB-76 (Reference 4. @ ) revealed that when the K
designer considered different load combination equations involving seismic

loads, the live load had been omitted. We considered this to be in violation

of the FSAR in Section 3.8.4.3. Within this section of the FSAR it is stated

that the load ambinations considered in the design are provided in Tabl'e

3.8-16. That table specifies that live loads are combined with seismic loads
9

in all instances. We discussed this matter with the staff of the Structural

Group. They presented a view that this is consistent with sound engineering

practice since during operation of the plant there will be no load (such as

people or material which could be classified as live load.) The team noted

that the omission nf live loads in load combinations with seismic loads on

floor areiis not covered by equipment is considered to be a violation of the

Structural Design Criteria, SD-66 (Reference 1.3). (Finding 4-18)
.

.

A rev.iew of United Engineers Drawing F-101562 (Reference 4.59 ) of the struc- K
tural steel framing in the equipment vault indicated that no dimensions existed

to orient.the plan views in the north-south direction without the use of the

reinforced concrete drawings for the same area which were not listed as refer-

ence drawings. This was not a finding or an unresolved item but is centioned
4v y

|
as an item the licensee may wish to consider. -(Observation 4-2)

!

f
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During field inspection at the plant, we observed that one leg of the instru-*

mentation rack MM-IR-14 in the auxiliary building equipment vault at approximately

Elevation 3 feet is resting on a 1/2 inch thick floor plate instead of the

channel structural member, C10x15.3, as assumed in Calculation No. PB-76,'

(Reference 4. 60 ). This insta'lled configuration formed a cantilevered )(
- plate with respect to the channel. We concluded that this is contrary to

sound engineering design and recomended that a vertical stiffener plate be

provided, welded to the channel and the plate, under the leg of the rack to

i carry the load to the channel. The reason for this recomendation is that

the leg of the rack is situated at the corner of an opening in the floor plate
,

of the platform. The opening was cut to accomodate vertically oriented

electrical cables. The cut out will cause some stress concentration in addition

to the bending stresses introduced by the plate.cantile'ver. A review of the

level'of stresses in Calculation PB-76 in the plate platform supporting the

rack indicated existing stresses were low with respect to the code allowables.

! Since it was judged that the additional stresses just described would not

increase the total stresses so as to violate any requirements regarding existing

codes or jirocedures we did not consider this to be a finding of an unresolved

item. We believe, however, that providing a stiffener plate as described would

be advisable and would improve the design where the main load carrying member

K'

was not in the direct load path. (Observation 4- .e -

In sumary, the team concluded that the design of supported instrumentation and-

control equipment is controlled by adequate procedures and that, for the sample

reviewed, the procedures were generally followed and the resulting design was

j was adequate. .
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4.7 Subcontractors Off-Site

.

The objectives of this portion of the report were to ascertain how the

licensee's design comitments being implemented by United Engineers were being
'

transmitted to and used by several off-site subcont.ractors, what level of -

control was maintained by United Engineers over subcontractors, and what manner~

the ' subcontractor performed and controlled activities impacting the design of
,

the facility.

In order to complete this phase of the inspection effort a selection was made

from a list oft-subcontractors doing work in the design, engineering and' services

area of the project. The first subcontractor selected was Professor Edwin G.
,

Burdette who was chosen as an example of direct design related services. He
;

conducted tests to verify of certain design parameters. The second and third

subcontractors were selected on the basis of the volume of work as well as the,

fact that both represented the next step in the design and construction process
!

beyond the basic design engineering effort completed by United Engineers. These

were WillTam J. Lester, Inc. who performed structural steel detailing and
'

Bethlehem Steel Corporation who performed detailing and fabrication of

reinforcing steel for .the Seabrook Plant.
. .

|
In 1980, United Engineers contracted with Professor Edwin G. Burdette of the

University of Tennessee, to perform tests.to confirm the load-displacement

relat*lonship of the liner plate anchorage system to be embedded in the Seabrook
.

1 concrete containment. The objective of these tests was to confirm, by-test,
I

the adequacy of the liner anchorage system in meeting the requirements _of the

45
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

NSection III, Division 2 (Reference 4. / ). We reviewed the available docu-
.

ments pertinent to the tests provided by United Engineers. The test program

was administered as.a part of the Purchase Order No. H.O. 56971, with Change

Order No.1, dated September 29,1980 (Reference 4' G/ ). The " Procedure for X"

.

Containment Liner Anchor Load Test" (Reference 4. GE), required that the I

specimens be prepared at the Seabrook Plant site using the procedures and

caterial approved for construction of the containment structures. We concluded

that the specimens used in the tests adequately represented the containment.

structure and the liner with its embedment system. .

..m

The test procedure required that all measuring and ' equipment be calibrated

before testing and evidence of calibration be av'41able for review. We were

provided with a Testing Machine Verification Cert icate, (Reference 4. 63 ) X,

which stated that the- 120,000 lb. capacity machine, Serial'No. 60096-1,

belonging to University of Tennessee, had been calibrated and the loading

ranges had been found accurate with tolerances ranging from 0.42 to 0.83

percent. The calibration was performed by the Tinius Olsen Testing Machine

Company, Inc., of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania on June 10, 1980. The load cells

output readings found in the report were based on the load readings from the
.

same testing machine referencing the same calibration date. . The team concluded

that the testing program had been adequately executed and controlled'.
-

.

In February of 1982, Professor' Edwin G. Burdette.was also ender contract to

United Engineers to conduct tests of surface-mountsd plates with expansion
,

anchors in order to determine the validity of the value of the prying factor

46.
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equal to 1.2 which had been calculated by United Engineers for use in the

design. The test program was conducted under Purchase Order No. 210-9

(Reference 4.feO). The purchase order contained no reference to 10 CFR 50, [
Appendix B or other quality requirements for the testing program. The team

detemined that the test specimens were fabricated under the quality assurance

9rogram for the Seabrook Plant, however, no quality requirements existe,d on the
,

'

control of the testing equipment. The team received calibration data for the

same University of Tennessee 120,000 lb capacity Tinuis Olsen machine used on

the liner anchor tests. This calibration was done on January 7,1982 which. is

prior to the date the prying factor tests were begun.

..

The test report did not contain an identification of the test machine utilized

so that there was no direct link of the calibration data to the data obtained

in the prying factor tests. The team determined that United Engineers' Quality
4

Assurance Procedures " Design Control," QA-3 (Reference J.fo.f ) " Control of N
4-

MeasurementandTestEquipment,"QA-12(Referenceg.66)and"ProjectLevel

Design Review and Design Verifications," General Engineering and Design

Procedure 0022 (GEDP-0022), (Reference 1.103) had not been completely followed.J

. (Finding 4-19)

'

A brief review of work completed by Willard J. Lester, Inc. was completed

during this inspection. This firm prepared detailed shop drawings from the

design engineering drawings for structural steel produced by United Engineers)(fefemces A5.47 eno' 4:69 y
utili* zing standard details and spcific details and instructions as issued by

United Engineers. These then fortned the basis of the " Structural Steel

Detailiag Policies and Procedures" of the Willard J. Lester, .Inc. (Reference

47
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4. fo9 ). This company worked first as a subcontractor to Lyons Iron Works,

Inc. who held the contract to detail, fabricate and furnish structural steel

006-12-1(Reference 4.b). After Lyons Iron Works, Inc. [.under Purchase Order ,

closed its operations due to bankruptcy, a purchase order (Purchase Order
&& '

006-12-4). (Reference 4.f5) was " issued to Willard J. Lester, Inc. to continue X

| to produce shop drawings for structural steel. This subcontract lasted only

for several months until Cives Corporation took over all detailing, of the
.

structural steel in February of 1979.

| Seyeral of the drawings produced by the detailers at Lester, Inc. were reviewed

for conformanos to the detailing practices and standards of the American

Institute of Steel Construction Specifications, (Raference 4. 8 -) and no X

discrepancies were noted. Th'e team concluded that for'the samples the

specification requirements for structural steel detailing had been met.
'

.

"

Another of the subcontractors reviewed during this inspection was Bethlehem
'

,
..

i Steel Corporation. The basis of the subcontract in this case for services and
'

i caterial iias the United Engineers document, " Specification for Furnishing,
;

Detailing, Fabricating and Delivering Reinforcing Bars," Specification 006-14-1;

i (Reference 4.70 ). No distinction was made in the specification between X
,

reinforcing for the containment and other structures, so that all work and
:

caterial supplied by Bethlehem $ teel was to conform to the ASME Code Section

lII, Division 2 (Reference 4. /- ). The team placed specific emphasis on the X*

r.anner in which ASME Code, Section CC-2700, Materials Manufacturer's Quality
r

i Assurance Programs _ (Reference 4. / ), was implemented under the requirements X
, ,

of the specification. The reason for this was due to the fact that the Seabrook
~

4

!
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' Project represents the first incorporation of the ASME Code, Section III,
XDivision 2 W into a plant nearing completion. Bethlehem

-

Steel, prior to the start of the Seabrook project, had used 10 CFR 50, Appendix
. .

B as the basis of a quality assurance manual which was undergoing rework early

in 1974 when the United Engineers specification ,was, issued. .

*

.

Whil~e reviewing Bethlehem Drawing No. 017RM31,-Rev.1, ht d Occeduc 5,13 8 )(

(Reference 4. 7/ ) and comparing it with the corresponding United Engineers X
design drawing, Drawing F-101402,? v.13, ht;d "ecch 24,1021 (Reference 4.72),)(

we observed that the spacing of the horizontal stirrups which on the design

drawing was-16". whereas on the detailed shop drawing the spacing was 8". The

total amount of the reinforcing steel remained unchanged in spite of the change
.

in spacing. The design drawing had not been updated to reflect the change

in spacing. The reinforcing steel remained designated in the design drawing as

2x4-#6 at 16". We found that this is a violation of " Document Control - Foreign

Print System," United Engineers' Administrative Procedure No. 29 (AP-29),

Section 8.6.2, Rev. 7, dated April 12,1983 (Reference 1. /SO). In all of the k
drawings reviewed this was the only case .where a discrepancy between the design

and shop drawing was found. The team learned that United Engineers had accepted

the Bethlehem detail but did not revise the design drawing. This finding had
.

no generic implications and was judged to be an isolated instance of lack of

consistency and failure to maintain up to date documents. (Finding 4-20)
.

Subse*quent to the inspection the team was orally-informed by United Engineers

that the drawing has been revised so that the shop drawing and the engineering

.
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design drawing are consistent. These facts should be addressed in the response

to' finding 4-20.
.

Based on the review of completed work and the work observed, the team concluded'

th'at the licensee's design commitments had been clearly transmitted to Bethlehem'

- Steel via the specification and the engineering drawings and details. Letter

and meeting communications also served as an important part of the total process

of providing design interfacing and desigriinput. The team's sample review

indicated that Bethlehem Steel had also executed their procedures adequately,
i
" A system for the review of shop and placing drawings existed and was being

effectively implemented in accordance with the Bethlehem Steel Quality Assurance

Procedures Manual. A' system to document and control the records and design

changes, to assure that the latest updated jnput data are being used for the ,

development- of shop and placement drawing exists. Based on the team's observa-

tions it is evident that the Bethlehem Stee,l's audit system has been effective
,

f

in identifying most random errors and assuring corrective action has been taken.

As a resuTt of the team's review and observations of the work of Professor
'

Edwin G. Burdette, Bethlehem Steel, and Lester, Inc. on the Seabrook Project it

is the conclusion of the team that the necessary elements of design control have
~

been in existence during the performance of services under subcontracts to United"

.

Engineers for the plant structures. Additionally, we have concluded'that these ,

4

_ ' ontrols were adequately implemented. Two findings were noted. One in- c4

traceability of _ a testing machine calibration ~and the other on an inconsistency
:

between an engineering design drawing and a shop drawing. Both findings were'

i

judged to be isolated cases. ,
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-4.8 As-Built Conditions and Surveys
.

*

; .

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to ascertain how the changesi
1

generated by as-built conditions such as in structures, systems and components
~ '

are processed by United Engineers and the contractors, how the acceptability of

final loads resulting from' location of pipe supports, electrical cable trays and

. ventilating systems, including those not specifically considered in the original
'

,

design, are verified, and how the drawings and identified supporting documents

f are updated, maintainec an'd certified, so that the completed work reflects the
~

;

as-built conditions of the plant and document that the structures meet the:

design requirements.

.

i

The team'first reviewed the United Engineers procedures which were available to+

L
control this area of plant design and construction. Among the documents which

i

control as-built cond-itions of structures, systems.and components we reviewed
1

' hose which seem to be the most essential,in the process. Those are: Changes"

to Project' Documents", Administrative Procedure No.15 (AP-15), issued on May

31,1974 Tith numerous later revisions (Reference 1.66), " Cutting Reinforcing

Steil in Permanent Concrete Structures", Administrative Procedure No. 38

(AP-38), issued on September 5.1980 (Reference - 1. /3/ ), "As-Built Documents", . X
.

'

Administrative Procedure No. 39 ]AP-39), issued on' November 17,:1980'(Reference-

.

1./32.), " Minimum As-Built' Record Drawing Listing," Tec'hnical Procedure' No.'11 N

f ]TP-11), issued on April ~ 29,1983 (Reference 1./33 ), " Project Reference Manual >(~

'

- Supplemental Information for Design Change Program," Technical Procedure No.,

i- 23 (TP-23), (undated) (Reference 1./Jf), and " Project Instruction for Handl .tng . X '

UE&C/ Contractor Nonconformance and/or Deficiency Reports", Fi. eld Administrative -

R .
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Construction Procedure No.1 (FACP-1), issued on Noveeber 27,1979(Reference-

1./35-) . g

"As-Built Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39 (AP-39),

in Attachment No. 3, contains the types of condi,tions or changes which do not

require as-built information and incorporation into United Engineer drawings..~

In this category, we found the reinforcing steel changes. We inquired why an

important item like reinforcing steel is not required to be recorded to reflect

as-built conditions. We were informed that as-built information is required

only in those cases where the amount of steel is different that stated on the

design drawin g Relocation of reinforcing steel within specified limit's is
.

.

permitted under this concept.

We expressed ou opinion that the procedure does not restrict the discrepancy

between the design and as-built conditions in any way and such a deviation

could consist of providing reinforcing bars of smaller cross-sectional area,

omission of reinforcement in some area altogether or some other change that

might-impact the design. We did nyt rece.ive a satisfactory explanation

.regarding this matter and we consider this a shortcoming of the procedure. We

do agree that there are many field situations where a change in placing of
.

reinforcing steel may be tolerated and even sometimes neces ary. We believe,
A%,.nyfr2Ae Rocebre Ao. 39 rence. A /32) y

however, that the procedure,fAP-39, should be revised ^^"M ;_J :,y cnis

it: tac.t_in order to avoid gross deviations from the design requirements.

Such ' deviations could result in an inferior or inadequate structure. This was

not a finding or an unresolved item, but is mentioned as an item the licensee
G Xmay wish to consider. (Observation 4.f)
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The details of processing as-Luilt documentation identified in "As-Built Documents",

~ United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39, (AP-39) (Reference 1.152) are g
described in " Minimum As-Suilt Record Drawing Listing," United Engineers Technical~

Procedure No. '11 (TP-11), (Reference 1./33 ). The team concluded the procedures K
'

were adequate to control the as-built records and assure sufficient information

will be available in the future.
.

(1) Structural Steel As-Builts
1

4

The procedures for this program are described in United Engineers " Guidelines
i for Beam Verif4 cation", dated September 19,1983 (Reference 4.73 ). The beam

verification program was established in order to ensure that all the structural

steel beams are rechecked for all the imposed loads. Th,e' treatment of live load'

is in conformance with the Structural Design Criteria,- SD-66 (Reference 1.3),,

i

Table 4.2-1. Note 1.- to Table 4.2-1 states that uniformly distributed live load
!

shall not be considered with seismic load conditions except those loads which

are marked permanent are included in the calculations.
.

The design of the structural steel beams for the tank farm area as provided in

[
Calculation No. WB-61 (Reference 4.34) was based upon using the uniform snow

.

! load which is considered a permanent live load. The team determined that the
~

design procedure used was applied in accordance with the "Guid'elines for Beam

verification". The team, after reviewing the guidelines concluded,they were

adequate and were being properly' implemented based on the current United

Engineers critehta. iThe tank farm structural steel has not been addressed by
'

,

the beam verification progiam as yet;' however. it is scheduled for completion.

53.
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The team recommends that this be done subsequent to any reanalysis for the |

seismic loads as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 and addressed in Findings
-

4-3 and 4-7. This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but an item which
7

the licensee may wish to consider. (Observation 4-g) ,$
.

-
-

.,
.

~ Site Engineering prepares calculations related to as-builts. This effort is

now under the control of " Procedure for Site Calculations," Field Administra-

tion Construction-Procedure No.10 (FACP-10) (Reference 1./%). The majority )(
of calculations concerned misalignments of structural steel connections. The

usual case involved a misalignment of bolt holes, which required a replacement

connection made by welding. The welding was designed to provide the equ'ivalent

strength of the bolts, even though the actual forces might be less while this
,

resulted in an overly conservative connection, it did eliminate several cycles

of communication concerning design load requirements. The team examined two

instances where the field had taken action under this procedure. The team

concluded that proper action had been taken.

(2) Reinforced Concrete As-Builts

No specific overall program currently exists to assess the final loads resulting
.

on concrete structures which would encompass pipe supports, equipment, cable-

trays, and other . systems. This is not a finding or an unresolved item, but an
8 y

' tem the licensee may wish to address. (Observation 4d)i m-

.

Under "As-Built Documents," United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 39
|

(AP-39) (Reference 1. (52-) certified as-built reinforcing steel drawings are
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not required. The footnote in the Attachment 2 of AP-39 states that contractor
.

. drawings will be controlled at the site as foreign prints, marked for information
,

- and turned over to United Engineers in the Philadelphia office and Yankee Atomic.

The method of monitoring and recording of reinforcing steel cut or damaged is
,

-described in the " Cutting Reinf'orcing Steel in Pemanent Concrete Structures",

. - United Engineers Administrative Procedure No. 38 (AP-38), (Reference 1./3/ ). g
Our inquiries as to why the drawings affected by the damaged reinforcing bars

; are not recorded 'by the Document Control Center in the field or the home office
'

; did not produce satisfactory results. It was later found that Site Engineering

is maintaining documentation. AP-38 establishes responsibilities of organiza-j

; tions for approval of cutting reinforcing steel during drilling into permanent
I

plant concrete structures so that the process is controlled and the effect on
1- . .

The!- the design is controlled. The team found these. procedures to be adequate.
!o

: . team did establish-that the site approval change has been discontinued, yet
4

Revision 1 of AP-38, dated July 31, 1981, has not been updated to reflect this

- fact and erroneously requires use of the site approval change instead of the

current en'gineering change authorization or request for information. (Finding

4-21)
-

a

We have been informed by the United Engineer's staff that since the time when
,

.

the fom was discontinued, changes resulting from cutting of reinforcing ' steel~

4

f have been treated as engineering change authorizations. The team believes '

t

the current method for addressing cut reinforcing steel is adequate to control*

,

the needed changes; however the procedures are not consistent. This should be

addres' sed in the response to Finding 4-21.
4

I
9
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The team reviewed the technical disposition of two nonconformance reports by

the site personnel. The team concluded.the technical resolution in both cases

i was adequate.

j- .

;
'

To continue the review the process for controlling as-built conditions in -'

' reinforced concrete the team selected five engineering change authorizations

dealing with coring concrete and cutting of reinforcing steel. The first

{ four being selected for review were in the diesel generator building and the
!

last was in the-tank fam area. These engineering change authorizations were:-
,

(1) 02/0772D (Reference 4. 74 ), (2) 06/1670B (Reference 4.7f), (3) 59/4010A 3
(Reference .4: % ), (4) 73/4572C (Reference .4. 7 7 ) and (5) 01/4217 (Ref'erence X

|
4. 78 ) . The team reviewed these five engineering change authorizations from d

; the standpoint of the technical. resolution and the execution of the associated

field work in accordance with the authorization. In each case the contractor
,

, ,

authorized to make the cuts or cores had provided as-built data as prescribed

in the approved engineering change authorization and the data had been ade-
1

| quately incorporated into the as-built documents.
,

,

'

|.

. Based on the team's review of the control of cut reinforcing, it was determined ;

|.
-

| that this activity is well controlled by pro'cedures and the appropriate inter- |
| . )

..

!
- faces. have been established and checks against known margins to. verify' that the

'

-original design has not been compromised, are made and the necessary documenta-'

tien has been provided. The Technical Assistance Group under the Lead Civil

Engin*eer of Site Engineering was determined to be executing this operation in a

. ell controlled manner.w

.

i
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Based on the team's review of a sample of the important procedures related

to design changes, field changes and those dealing with as-builts we concluded

that fully adequate procedures are in-place to define the control mechanisms.

Certain aspects of the procedures and some specific procedures have not been
'

in use over the entire life of the project but United Engineers has recognized

this and is taking action. For example, in a memorandum dated September 6,

1983', MM-1457A (Reference 4. 79 ) it is stated that "It is recognized that k
,

there are a good number of historic engineering change authorizations which,

based on the judgment of the engineer at the time, were issued for which there

may be no calculations." The project has defined a program to address these

: historic engineering change authorizations and develop calculations for them as

necess ary. We think that this is a noteworthy effort which when completed will

contribute to improve confidence in the level of quality control of the plant.

The team found the execution of the procedures to be adequate as noted in the

examples discussed. In addition the team found the documentation in the

examples reviewed to be adequate. Based on the team's sampling of examples of

documentation of the as-built conditions and comparison to the conditions

existing in the field the conclusion is that the as-builts represent the field

situation accurately.
.

~
'

The one important item disclosed in this portion of the inspection effort was

i; hat there is no program in-place or planned to address the final loads

resulting on the reinforced concrete structures. The team concluded that based

on the limited knowledge of actual loads at the time of the basic structural
,

design and the fact that floor live load capablity is undefined, a program is
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advisable. The general attitude that the concrete structures can carry all the

loads is not substantiated by facts. The licensee should address this issue in

conjunction with the question of allowable floor live loads. k
-

8-

.

4.9 ~ Conclusions
--

,
_

-
.

The ' scope and the depth of the inspection was sufficient to reach certain con-

clusions regarding the design control exercised over the design and engineering

aspects of the civil-structural discipline and the related safety features of

the Seabrook Plant. Based on the observed facts, the correspondence we reviewed,
:

discussions; and other information acquired during this inspection, we concluded

that design of the safety related features pertinent to the civil-structural

discipline is a controlled process.

As a result of the inspection we identified twenty-one findings and ob-

servations. All of our findings but four have been discussed with the staff of'

United Engineers and we have been verbally informed that appropriate action has

been or wTil be taken to ascertain that there will be no circumstances which

might result in unacceptable margins of safety. Several of the findings appear

to have greater significance than others with regard to possibly impacting the
;

.

actual structures. Finding 4-3 which appears to reflect on the generic approach

to the application of live loads in combination with seismic loads should be

'urther evaluated by the licensee to assure that the structural members havef

load * resisting capability in accordance with the regulatory requirements.

Findings 4-6 and 4-7 clearly define the necessity for focused attention on the

tank fNm structure which houses the refueling water storage'. tank and the spray [
58
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additive tank. ~ First, the seismic classification of the structure must be

consistently defined and carried through the design and then the tornado
.

conditions the structure must resist as well as what the acceptable behavior is

to be, must be defined. Once consistency has been established for the design

bases it will be necessary to consider reanalysis of both the concrete and

structural steel portions of the structure to clearly reflect the as-built

memb'ers and boundary conditions. Also, since the tank fann structure has -

little structural symmetry, the reanalysis should address torsional effects due

Findings 4-f, 4-f and 4-11 all dealt with eccentric connec-Nto seismic loads.

tions in structural steel member,s which should have been analyzed as non-

standard joints., but were found during the inspection to not have been

subjected to a specific analysis. Apparently, subsequent analysis by United
'

Engineers has now properly verified these connections in accordance with the
.

FSAR commitments, but the incidence of these unanalyzed eccentric joints was so

prevalent that the team recommends a program to address the issue.

There was one observation, which the team also believes merits special atten-

tion. Observation 4- highlights the need for the licensee to consider some k
type of verification program for concrete structures similar to the beam

verification program currently in-place for structural steel. The team
.

concluded that such a program is highly advisable considering the original

unknowr.5 i. hat existed with respect to attachments and extra loads added on the

cont, rete since the time of original design.'

As a result of the integrated design inspection at United Engineers the team

reached some conclusions that were not listed as findings, observations or'
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unresolved items, but are categorized as comments in the area of quality

project management. These include (1) the organization of the normal civil-
.

structural work appears to be very compartmentalized into numerous entities

creating extra interfaces, (2) specialized staff groups apparently are not

subjected to technical audits as the project groups, since the specialized .

~ groups are considered the " experts", (3) the number of procedures which, Ryd' )(
seem to change often in some part may be the result of the separate groups

,

each operating in a different manner and procedures becoming too specific, and

(4) the personnel of United Engineers are well trained and have considera-

ble design experience.

- u.

Based on the facts gained during the integrated design inspection, the team

concluded that the elements of design control that we reviewed were effective

on the Seabrook Project in the civil-structural discipline. There were,

however, instances of isolated weak points associated with some of the elements

of design control as noted in the findings and observations.

'
--

$
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7.4.1 Background Documents
,

Ref. No. Document Type Description /hitle Rev. Date

4.1 Industry Code American Society of Mechanical Winter 1975
Engineers, Boiler and Pressure 1975
Vessel Code, Section III, and
Division 2, " Code for Concrete Winter
Reactor Vessels and Contain- 1976
ments" Addenda

4.2 Industry Code American Concrete Institute, With 1971
ACI 318-71, " Building Code Comen-
Requirements for Reinforced tary

Concrete"

4.3 Industry American Institute for Steel Supp. 1969
Specification Construction, AISC, "Specifi- 1, 2,

cation for the Design, Fab- and 3
rication and Erection of
Structural Steel Buildings,"
1969 Edition

4.4 CE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-12-5, " Fabrication 5 3/4/83
of Safety Related Structural
Steel"

4.5 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-13-2, " Concrete 1 8/22/75
Work f;c C:te r y I St = tu,e5 X
Ot'e- + hen Containment",

"Jnstalla- 8 11/12/824.7 UE&C Spec. Spec. No.
006-14-2,* Containmenttion of Reinforcin,

Structure"

4.8 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-14-3, "Installa- 7 11/12/82
tion of Reinforcing for Ge*-

Ceni..crt Structure 7 # h - W 34
-te'c

Wnmen t "
'

4.9 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-18-1, "Miscel- 4 4/1/80
laneous Embedded Steel and
Weldments"

Archase 90
5pec. No. 006-18-14, " Anchor & 7//o[7p g4.10 UE&C W ,

pr /er Plates and Embedded Plates in
Containment";

4.11 U&EC Spec. Spec. No. 006-80-1, " Containment- 0 6/27/75
Design"

;

a
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Ref. No. Document Type Description / Title Rev. Date

4.12 PSNH/YAEC 58-6347, ASME Code Cases 6/16/78
Letter

4.13 UE&C Letter SBU-22367, ASME Code Cases 11/20/78

4.14 PSNH/YAEC SB-7028, ASME Code Cases 12/7/78
Letter

4.15 UE&C Letter SBU-24252, ASME Section III, 2/15/79
Division 2 Code

4.16 UE&C Letter SBU-44666, ASME Code Cases and 5/8/81
Addenda-

4.17 PSNH/YAEC SB-12282, ASME Code Cases and 10/20/81
Letter Addenda'

4.18 YAEC Audit 5B-426 Letter transmitting YAEC 8/8/73
'

Audit Report of Audit on 7/26/73
3

at UE&C on QA-3, Design Control ,

4.19 UE&C Letter SBU-791, Quality Assurance and 8/30/78
Response to S8-426 and Audit.

* Report of 7/26/73 ,

Wf-61,"WasteProcessing 4- 5/25/83 )(4.20 UE&C Calcu-
,

1ation Building, Tank Farm Area, 5 7/29/83
Structural Steel"<

,

4.21 UE&C Internal Administration and Service 10/15/79
Memo Building Tornado Wind Loads

,

4.22 UE&C Internal Administration and Service 6/18/79
Memo Building Seismic Loads

;

4.23 UE&C Internal Metal Siding Blow Out Panels 11/23/82'

Memo

4.24 UE&C Structural Audit by Chief Structural 6/15/79
Audit Engineer on Calculations Speci-

fications, Drawings and Project
Level Design Review and Design
Verification

4.25 UE&C Internal Design Review Master List per 2/3/75i

Memo GEDP-0025 .

4.26 UE&C Internal Design Review 12/31/74
Memo



.

Ref. No. Document Type Description / Title Rev. Date
.

4.27 UE&C Internal Chief Engineer's Design Review 9/23/75
Memo of Primary Auxiliary Building

4.28 UE&C Internal Document Review 5/5/78
Hemo-

4.29 Commercial " State and Dynamic Structural
Computer Analysis Program," Mechanics
Program Research Inc. and Control

Data Corporation, Publication
76079900

4.30 UE&C Computer SAG 058, " Response Spectra"4

Program

4.31 UE&C Computer SAG 054, " Amplified Floor
Program Response Envelope

4.32 UE&C Calcu- SBSAG-5WB, Seismic Analysis 0 5/ 78
lations Calculations in Tank Farm Area Update 10/11/83

4

: 4.33 UE&C Drawing F-111818, Tank Farm and Pipe 9 11/12/82
i Tunnel Concrete

,

i 4.34 UE&C Drawing F-111819, Tank Farm and Pipe 11 2/2/82
Tunnel Concrete'

4.35 UE&C Drawing F-111824 Tank Farm and Pipe 2 2/27/81;

Tunnel Structural Steel

4.36 UE&C Drawing F-111825, Tank Farm and Pipe 5 8/19/83
Tunnel Structural Steel

: 4.37 UE&C Calcu- SBSAG-4CS4, Seismic Analysis 0 3/17/76
lation of the containment Structure

4.38 UE&C Calcu- CI-2, Design of Screen and 0 2/1/80
. lation Supporting Structure for 1 8/29/83<

Containment Sump

4.39 UE&C Drawing F-101486, Containment Steel, 5 11/24/81
Recirculation Sump Screen
Details

4.40 Cives Corpor- E1001, Containment Steel 1 6/19/80
ation Drawing

:

i,
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Ref. No. Document Type Description / Title Rev. Date

4.41 Cives Corpor- E1002, Containment Steel 1 6/19/80 k
ation Drawing

XE-112}w,.n/a/nmen/ dw/4wy
6 o 11/11/82 )(4.42 Cives Corpor-

sere P4wr, FP isso7ation Drawing

F-102320 (= n / * *4 = c o / T /e * / 10 1/28/83 )(4.43 UE&C Drawing
Fr:w wy ,Phn Sehw Eka 08 4

4.44 UE&C Calcu- CI-70, S M 3 44o.,he 6/e* M *[' o h/2MBo (
1ation de4w th" 0

8 "!' X4.45 Cives Corpor- XE10f G n /a/er" e*/ 8v M "/
ation Drawing freehoo Adin, fAA* SCI

.4.46 UE&C Calcu- CS-22, Attachments to Liner 0 7/5/83
lation Supporting Ducts, Pipes, and 1 11/11/83

Electrical Equipment

"[7# $4.47 UE&C Computer SHELL I D

P,rogram

4.48 UE&C Calcu- CS-15, Design c.f Main Reinforcing 1 12/11/81-

lation for Containment Shell and Dame z /e/d/d 3 X
*

4.49 UE&C Calcu- SBSAG-4CS3, Seismic Analysis of 3/17/76
lation Cont %nmentStructure 3/29/76reissueX

4.50 UE&C Internal MM #5511A, Containment Structure 10/12/79,

Memo Analysis and Design Status

4.51 UE&C Internal Seismic Artalysis of Containment 3/17/76
Structure, SBSAG-4h4 X-Memo

O /77 )(4.52 UE&C Computer SHELL II
Program

4.53 UE&C Calcu- WB-68, " Waste Processing Building, 1 d/13/83 A
lation Tank Farm Area, Walls and Slabs"

4.54 Industry
AmericanConcreteInstitute[73),

1973
Design Special Publication, SP-17
Handbook

4.55 UE&C Drawing M-8018335, Support No. RG-04, 5 8/16/83
Sheets 13-17

4.56 UE&C Calcu- PIN SQ-00121-3-A-438, Section 0 8/2/83
lation SW-3, Control Building, Cable

Tray Bracing) Calculation(Preliminary
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Ref. No. Document Type Description / Title Rev. Date

4.57 UE8C Calcu- SBSAG-22PB, Seismic Analysis of 0 5/2/83
lation RHR and CBS Equipment Vault

4.58 UE8C Drawing F-101558, RHR and CBS Equipment 6 7/9/82
Valut, Steel, Plan of Stairs and
Platforms, Sheet 1

4.59 UE&C Drawing F-101562, RHR and CBS Equipment 3 6/22/82
Vault, Steel, Plan of Stairs and 4 9/23/83
Platforms, Sheet 2

4.60 UE&C Calcu- PB-76, Primary Auxiliary 0 12/1/83
Equipment Vault Steel

Building (030)lation
Framing

4.61 UE&C Purchase No. H0 56971, Containment Liner 1 10/17/80
Order Anchor Load Test with Change No. 1

4.62 UE&C Procedure Procedure for Containment Liner 0 7/11/80
Anchor Load Test 1 8/25/80

4.63 Calibration Tinius Olsen, Testing Machine 6/10/80
Certificate Verification Certificate for

120,000 lb. Super L, SeriB No. X*

60096-1, TMR 26241, 80035-11717

4.64 UE&C Purchase P0 210-9, Prying Factor Load Tests 1 2/12/82
Order

4.65 UE&C QA QA-3, Design Control 5 2/28/77
Procedure

4.66 UE&C QA QA-12, Control of Measurement 5 12/13/77
Procedure and Test Equipment

4.67 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-12-1, Structural 4/2/77
Steel

4.68 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-12-4, Structur'al 9/11/78
Steel Detailing

4.69 Willard J. Structural Steel Detailing 0 7/14/80
Lester, Inc. Policies and Procedures
Procedure

4.70 UE&C Spec. Spec. No. 006-14-1, Furnishing, 10 10/25/82
Detailing, Fabricating and
Delivering Reinforcing Bars -
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Ref. No. Document Type Description / Title Rev. Date

4.71 Bethlehem Steel 017RM31. Reactor Pit Walls, Wall 3 5/25/78
Drawing Stirrups, Layer #7 4 /s/s/7s k

Containment [ Concrete13 3/24/81 )(4.72 UE8C Drawing F-101402,
Mat Sections

4.73 UE&C Guideline Guidelines for Beam Verification 9/19/83

4.74 Engrg. Change ECA 02/0772 D. Interference of D 11/2/82
Authorization Service Air Lines with Fire Walls

4.75 Engrg. Change ECA 06/16708, Core Drilling in 8 10/18/83
Authorization Concrete Stair Walls for Fire

Protection Lines

4.76 Engrg. Change ECA 59/4010A, Reinforcing Bar A 12/17/82
Authorization Cutting to Anchor Base Plate

4.77 Engrg. Change ECA 73/4572C, Reinforcing Bar C 3/23/83
Authorization Cutting to Anchor Base Plate

.v 4
4.78 Engrg. Change ECA01/4217f,Concreteand D 8/23/83 d

i

Authorization Reinforcing Steel Remo~al on E 11/17/83
Tank Farm Roof

.

4.79 UE&C Internal MM #1457Ag.C _ 9/6/83 M
Memo
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